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least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondent such as dissolution, assignment or sale , resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation, the creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries or any other changes in the corporation which may affect
compliance obligations arising out of this order.

It is further qrdered That the compliance report heretofore filed by
respondent shaH be considered by the Commission as if it had been
filed under this order.

It is further ordered That this order shaH become effective upon
serVIce.

IN THE MATTER OF

BRITISH OXYGEN COMPANY LIMITED, ET AI..

ORDER, OPINION, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT AND SEC. 7 OF THE

CLAYTON ACT

Docket 89. 5. Complainf, Feh. 1974-Final Order, Dec. , 197/5

Order requiring a London , England , manufacturer of industrial gases , among other
things to divest itself of aU the stocks and assets of Airco , Inc. , a Montvale , N.J.
produeer of industria) gases and medical products, within one (I) year of the
issuance of the order. Respondent is further prohibited from acquiring any

corporate stocks or assets in any field related to production of industrial gases
or medical products for a period of 10 yean; without prior F. C. approval.

British Oxygen and AireD, Inc. must also cease any representation on each
other s respective boards of directors.

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that British
Oxygen Company Ltd. (hereinafter "BOC"), BOC Financial Corpora-
tion (hereinafter "BOC Financial"), BOC Holdings Ltd. (hereinafter
BOC Holdings ), and British Oxygen Investments Ltd. (hereinafter
BO Investments ), respondents herein, have violated the provisions of

Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended (15 U. C. !jIS), and that the
above named respondents and Airco, Inc. (hereinafter l'Airco
respondent herein, have further violated the provisions of Section 5 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act (15 U . C. !j45), through the
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acquisition by BOC inancial of four million shares of stock of Airco
and that a proceeding in respect thereof would bc in the public interest
issues the complaint, stating its charges as follows:

Definitions

1. For the purpose of this complaint, the following definitions shall
apply:

(a) " Industrial gases" are gases in compressed , liquid and solid form
including acetylene , carbon dioxide , carbon monoxide, argon, helium
hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, nitrous oxide, other medical gases, rare
gases, and mixtures and combinations thereof.

(b) "Inhalation anesthetic equipment" is equipment and accessories
used in the administration of gas for anesthetic purposes.

(c) "Inhalation therapy equipment" is equipment and accessories
used in the administration of gas for therapeutic purposes.

(d) "Medical pipeline systems" are networks of equipment used to
transport medical gas from hospital storage facilities to patient and
opcrating rooms.

British Oxygen Company Limited

2. Respondent, BOC is a United Kingdom Company with principal
executive offices at Hammersmith House, London W6, England.
3. BOC is engaged in the manufacture and sale of industrial gases

including rare gases and medical gases; welding equipment; special
metals; air separation equipment; medical equipment, including inhala-
tion anesthetic equipment, inhalation therapy equipment and medical
pipeline equipment; aircraft breathing equipment; vacuum equipment
and instrumentation; and food products. In 1972 BOC group sales
totalled 252.6 miJion pounds sterling, or $606 million at an exchange
rate of $2.40 to the pound.
4. Since I 968, BOC has actively attempted to cnter the United

States market and has contacted several smaller u.S. firms in the
industrial gases, inhalation therapy equipment, inhalation anesthetic
equipment, and medical pipeline system markets regarding possible
acquisition by BOC. It is considered to bc one of the very few
companies with the expertise, capital, incentive , and interest to enter
the U.S. markets described above.

5. In October 1973 , BOC established Medishield , Inc., a Delaware
corporation , to act as a holding company in consolidating BOC medical
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product activities in the United States and Canada and in attempting to
become a major factor in the United States markets.
6. HOC competes directly with Airco in the United States markets

in inhalation anesthetic equipment and inhalation therapy equipment. It
is the largest manufacturer and distributor of inhalation anesthetic
equipment in the United Kingdom and is a significant competitor in this
market in the European Economic Community.
7. BOC is a substantial competitor in the United States market in

inhalation anesthetic equipment. It manufactures and distributes
inhalation anesthetic equipment in the United States through its
subsidiaries , Harris Lake and Fraser Sweatman.
8. HOC is the largest manufacturer and distributor of inhalation

therapy equipment in the United Kingdom and is a significant
competitor in this market in the European Economic Community. HOC
markets inhalation therapy equipment in the United States through its
subsidiary, Harris Lake.
9. BOC produces and distributes medical pipeline systems in the

United Kingdom and is a significant competitor in this market in the
European Economic Community.

10. In 1972 , HOC was the second largest producer of industrial gas
in the world. In each of the nineteen countries in which it produces

industrial gas , HOC is a significant competitor, and in most of these
countries HOC is the dominant competitor.

11. At all times relevant herein , HOC , through its subsidiaries, sold
and shipped its products in interstate commerce and engaged in
commerce" within the meaning of the Clayton Act and the Federal

Trade Commission Act.

BOC Financial Corporation

12. Respondent, HOC Financial is a corporation organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, with a business

address of 306 So. State St., Dover, Del. HOC Financial was organized
solely for the purpose of acquiring shares of Airco, Inc. through a
tender offer announced on Dec. 10, 1973. All HOC Financial's common
stock is owned by HOC Holdings Limited.

BOC Holdings Li'rnited

13. Respondent, HOC Holdings is a United Kingdom Company with
a business address of Hammersmith House, W6, England. HOC
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Holdings is engaged in holding various securities of direct and indirect
subsidiaries of BOC. All outstanding ordinary shares of BOC Holdings
are held by BO Investments.

British Oxygen Investments Limited

14. Respondent, BO Investments is a United Kingdom Company
with a business address of Hammersmith House, London W6, England.
BO Investments is engaged in holding various securities of direct and
indirect subsidiaries of BOC. BO Investments is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of BOC.

BOC

15. For purposes of this complaint, BOC shall be read to include all
subsidiary or related corporations and all successor corporations.

VI!

A1:rco, Inc.

16. Respondent, Airco is a publicly owned corporation, organized
and existing under the laws of'he State of New York , with its principal
place of business in Montvale , N.

17. Airco is engaged in the manufacture of industrial gases

including medical gases; ferroalloys and carbide; cryogenic equipment;
welding and cutting equipment; carbon; graphite; electronics; metals;
and medical equipment, including inhalation anesthetic equipment

inhalation therapy equipment, and medical pipeline equipment. Airco
operations in the industrial gas market are conducted through three
divisions: Airco Industrial Gases Division, Airco Welding Products

Divisions , and Ohio Medical Products Division. Airco is the second
largest producer of industrial gas in the United States.

18. Airco operations in the markets for inhalation anesthetic
equipment, inhalation therapy equipment, and medical pipeline equip-
ment are conducted through the Ohio Medical Products Division. Airco
competes directly with BOC in the United States markets for
inhalation anesthetic equipment and inhalation therapy equipment.

19. Airco, through its Ohio Medical Products Division is the leading
company in the United States inhalation anesthetic equipment market.

20. Through its Ohio Medical Products Division, Airco is one of the
three leading companies in the United States inhalation therapy
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equipment market. Through its Ohio Medical Products Division , Airco
is the leading company in the medical gas pipeline systems market in
the United States.

21. At aH times relevant herein, Airco sold and shipped its products
in interstate commerce and engaged in Hcommerce" within the meaning
of the Clayton Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act.

VI1

The Acquisition

22. On or about July 25, 1973, BOC and Airco entered into an
agreement pursuant to which they agreed to exchange confidential
data regarding their respective businesses. The agreement also
provided that neither company would make any offer for a period of
five years to acquire any securities of the other without the prior
approval of the other company s board of directors. On or about Dec. 10
1973, BOC and Airco entered into a further agreement in which Airco
approved a tender offer by BOC for three to four milion of Airco
common shares. The agreement also provided for reciprocal represen-
tation by BOC and Airco on each other s board of directors. On or about
Dec. 10, 1973 , BOC Financial made a tender offer on behalf of BOC to
purchase three to four million common shares of Airco. BOC Financial
subsequently accepted four milion of the Airco s common shares which
were tendered to it. 

Trade and Commerce

23. The value of industry shipments of industrial gas in the United
States was approximately $700 milion in 1972. Very high levels of
concentration bave prevailed in the industrial gas industry the last two
decades. The four and eight largest firms during the year 1972
accounted for more than 70 percent and 90 percent respectively of tbe
total industry shipment of industrial gases. Airco, the second largest
producer, bad sales of over $120 milion in 1972. Entry barrers into the
industrial gas industry are high. During the period from 1958 to date
several acquisitions were made in the industry, and the number of
significant full-line producers diminished considerably. During the
period from 1950 to 1972, sales of industrial gas more than tripled. The
only significant entrant within the last ten years was the largest of the
few large international industrial gas corporations.

24. Sales of inhalation anesthetic equipment in the United States
were over $25 millon in 1972. The four and eight largest firms during
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the year 1972 accounted for more than 70 percent and 85 percent

respectively of total sales. Airco was the largest producer with over 35
percent of the United States market. BOC , through its United States
subsidiaries, Fraser Sweatman and Harris Lake, was the third largest
producer with over 8 percent of the market. The barriers to entry are
high. The number of significant manufacturers with a substantial line
of equipment has diminished considerably over the past ten years.
BOC , through its recent acquisitions of Fraser Sweatman and Harrs
Lake , is the only significant recent entry.
25. Sales of inhalation therapy equipment were over $75 millon in

1972. The four and eight leading firms accounted for over 50 percent

and 65 percent respectively of sales. Airco was the second largest
factor in the market in 1972. BOC was an actual competitor through
sales of its Harris Lake subsidiary. Barrers to entry in the industry
are high. The number of significant manufacturers with a substantial
line of equipment has diminished considerably in the last ten years.
Airco sales in this market were approximately $10.5 milion.

26. Sales of medical pipeline systems in the United States were
approximately $13.5 milion in 1972. There were only five companies in
the market. Airco is the leading company in the market with 51.5
percent of national sales. Entry barrers into the industry are high. The
number of significant manufacturers with a substantial line of
equipment has diminished considerably over the past ten years. There
has been no recent significant new entrant.

Effects of the Acquisition

27. The effect of the acquisition of Airco stock by ROC may he
substantially to lessen competition or to tend to create a monopoly in
the manufacture, distribution or sale of industrial gases, inhalation

anesthetic equipment, inhalation therapy equipment, and medical gas
pipeline systems or any submarkets of the above markets throughout
the United States , or sections thereof, in violation of Section 7 of the
Clayton Act, as amended (15 U. C. 918); and the effect of the
agreements by which Airco and BOC undertook to eliminate the
potential and actual competition between BOC and Airco may be to
unreasonably restrain trade, and to hinder or have a dangerous
tendency to hinder competition unduly, thereby constituting an unfair
act and practice in commerce, in violation of Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act, (15 U. C. 945). These effects may occur in the
following among other ways:

(a) Substantial potential competition through internal expansion or
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toehold acquisition , and substantial actual competition between BOC
and Airco may be eliminated;

(b) The restraining influence of BOC as an actual or potential
competitor may be eliminated;

(c) The competitive benefits of internal expansion and innovation by
BOC may be eliminated;

(d) Already high barriers to entry of new competition may be
heightened and increased;

(e) Members of the purchasing public and the ultimate consumer may
be denied the benefits of free and open competition;

(I' BOC , a leading international competitor in electrical wclding
equipment, and gas welding and cutting equipment may be eliminated
as a potential entrant into the concentrated United States electrical
welding and gas welding and cutting markets by virtue of the
acquisition of a large industrial gas company with presently existing
substantial lines of electrical welding and gas welding and cutting
equipment;

(g) Substantial competition between BOC and other companies for
sale of products to Airco may be eliminated;

(h) Airco, a leading competitor may become further enhanced;
(i) Competitors of Airco may become competitively disadvantaged;

and
(j) The effect of the stock acquisition may be to entrench or increase

already high levels of concentration by encouraging tendencies for

comhination and merger by actual and potential eompetitors.

Violations

28. The acquisition of four milion shares of Airco stock by BOC and
appertaining agrements between Airco and BOC as alleged above
constitute violations of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended (15

C. 918) and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act (15
C. 945).

INITIAL DECISION BY ERNEST G. BARNES, ADMINISTRATIVE
LAW .JUDGE

OCTOBER 18, 1974

Appearances

or the Commission: K. Keith Thurman, Gordon Youngwood
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Donald E. Purcell , Da,.yl A. Nicket, Rhett R. Krulla and John R.

Hoagland.
For the respondents: Jay H. Topkis, Lewis A. Kaplan and Moses

Silverman, Paul, Weiss , R-ijkind, Wharton Garrson New York City
for The British Oxygen Company Limited. George J. Wade, R. Bruce
MacWhorter, Danforth Newcomb , Foster Wollen and J. R. Hawkins, II
Shearman Sterling, New York City for Airco, Incorporated.

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

Respondents The British Oxygen Company Limited (hereinafter
BOG"), BOC Financial Corporation, BOC Holdings Limited, and

British Oxygen Investments Limited (hereinafter collectively "BOC"
or "BOC respondents ) are charged with violation of Section 7 of the
Clayton Act, as amended (15 U. C. 9 18); and BOC respondents and
respondent Airco, Incorporated (hereinafter "Airco ) are further

charged with violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act (15 U. C. 9 45) through the acquisition by BOC Financial
Corporation of four million shares (35 percent) of the stock of Airco for
$80 milion by means of a public tender offer. The Federal Trade
Commission issued its complaint on Feb. 26, 1974 , approximately two
months after the said acquisition occurred.

The complaint alleges that tbe effect of the acquisition of Airco stock
by BOC respondents may be substantially to lessen competition or to
tend to create a monopoly in the manufacture , distribution or sale of
industrial gases, inhalation anesthetic equipment, inhalation therapy
equipment, and medical gas pipeline systems or any submarkets of the
above markets throughout the United States, or sections thereof in
violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as amended (15 U. C. 918);

and the effect of the agreements by which Airco and BOC respondents
undertook to eliminate the potential and actual competition between
BOC and Airco may be to unreasonably restrain trade , and to hinder or
have a dangerous tendency to hinder competition unduly, thereby
constituting an unfair act or practice in commerce, in violation of

Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act (15 U. C. 945). These
effects may occur, the complaint alleges, in the following among other
ways:

(a) Substantial potential competition through internal expansion or toehold acquisition
and substantial actual competition between BOC and Airco may be eJiminated;

(b) The restraining influence of BOC as an aetual or potential competitor may be
eliminated;

(c) The competitive benefits of internal expansion and innovation by BOC may be
eliminated;
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(d) Already high barriers to entry of new competition may bc heightened and
increased;

(e) Members of the purchasing public and the ultimate consumer may be denied the
benefits of free and open competition;

(f) HOC , a leading international competitor in electrical welding equipment, and gas
welding and cutting equipment may be eJiminated as a potential entrant into the
eoncentrated United States electrical welding and gas welding and cutting markets by
virtue of the acquisition of a large industrial gas company with presently existing
substantial lines of eJectrical welding and gas welding and cuttng equipment;

(g) Substantial competition between BOC and other companies for sale of products to
Airco may be eliminated;

(h) Airco , a leading competitor may become further enhanced;
(i) Competitors or Airco may become competitively disadvantaged; and
(j) The effect of the stock acquisitinn may be to entrench or increase already high

levels of concentration by encouraging tendencies for combination and merger by actual
and potential competitors.

On the day this proceeding was commenced, the Federal Trade
Commission applied to the United States District Court for the District
of Delaware for a temporary restraining order and a preliminary

injunction requiring BOC to maintain Airco as a separate company and
restraining it from, among other things, voting its Airco stock, having

BOC personnel serve on the Airco board of directors, increasing or

decreasing its holdings of Airco stock, and exchanging trade secrets
and similar material with Airco pending the disposition of the
administrative complaint.

On Feb. 28 , 1974, the Court issued a temporary restraining order and
thereafter, on Mar. 8 , 1974 , a preliminary injunction requiring BOC to
maintain Airco as a separate company and restraining it from, among-

other things , exchanging trade secrets with Airco on the condition that
the Commission expedite the administrative proceeding and file a
report at least every ninety (90) days with respect to the status of the
matter. The District Court did allow, however, BOC to vote its Airco
shares and four representatives from BOC to be seated on Airco
board of directors. Federall'rade Comml."ion v. British Oxygen Co.
1974 CCH Trade Cas. 003 (D. Del. 1974) f9 S&D 887)
Answers were fied by Airco on Mar. 12, 1974, and by BOC

respondents on Mar. 14 , 1974, admitting in part and denying in part the
various allegations of the complaint. On May 24 , 1974, BOC respondents

filed an amended answer, admittng in part and denying in part the
various allegations of the complaint.

On Mar. 12, 1974 , BOC respondents moved for a fixed and expedited
schedule for the administrative proceeding, which motion was certified
to the Commission by the administrative law judge. By order of Apr. 2
1974 , the Commission denied the motion insofar as it sought a fixed
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schedule , but ordered that the proceeding be expedited (Order Denying
Motion for Fixed Schedule , Apr. 2 1974).

Pre hearing conferences were held in Washington, D. , on Mar. 12
Mar. 28, Apr. 17, and Apr. 25, 1974. At the prehearing conference held
on Apr. 25, 1974 , complaint counsel informed the administrative law
judge and respondents that they would not offer any proof with respect
to the violations alleged in the complaint relating to medical pipeline

systems and electrical and gas welding and cutting equipment (PHC.
Tr. 134-35).

Discovery motions were subsequently filed by complaint counsel and
BOC respondents. Proposed exhibit lists , copies of proposed exhibits
and witness lists were exchanged by the parties before the hearings
began. Complaint counsel , on Mar. 15, 1974 , filed a statement of issues.

BOC respondents, on Mar. 19, 1974, moved for the issuance of a
subpoena directed to the Commission calling for the production of
certain documents obtained by the Commission staff during the course
of an investigation of the industrial gases industry in the United States
for use in the preparation and defense of this matter. On Apr. 23 , 1974
the administrative law judge granted this motion in part. Complaint

counsel and several third parties sought interlocutory review of this
order by the Commission. Following the conclusion of substantially all
of complaint counsel's case-in-chief, the Commission granted the
applications for review and upheld the administrative law judge
determination (Order Granting Applications for Review, May 29, 1974).
Production of the documents ordered to be made available to
respondents began on June 10, 1974, and was completed on June 18
1974.

Presentation of the case-in-chief began in Washington, D. , on May
1974 , and concluded on May 23 1974, subject to the right of complaint

counsel to offer certain documents into evidence. Presentation of BOC
respondents ' defense began in New York , N. , on June 5 , 1974, and
concluded in Washington, D. , on June 18, 1974. Airco presented its
defense in Washington , D. , on June 18, 1974. Rebuttal was presented
by complaint counsel in Washington, D. , on June 27, 1974. The
hearings were terminated on June 27, 1974 , subject to the right of
complaint counsel to offer into evidence certain documents subpoenaed
from Stanford Research Institute.

At the hearing on June 27, 1974 , the administrative law judge set
July 26, 1974 for filing of proposed findings by the parties, and Aug. 5
1974 for the filing of replies thereto. Pursuant to respondents ' request
the administrative law judge issued an order on July 25, 1974

extending the time for fiing proposed findings to and including Aug. 2

1974 , and for replies thereto to and including Aug. 12, 1974. Following
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the receipt of further documents in evidence, on Aug. 2, 1974, the
administrative law judge closed the record for the reception of
evidence. Proposed findings and confidential proposed findings were
filed by complaint counsel on Aug. 2, 1974; proposed findings and
proposed findings containing in camera material were filed by BOC
respondents on Aug. 7, 1974. On Aug. 8, 1974 , the administrative law
judge extended the time for fiing reply briefs to and including Aug. 22
1974. On Aug. 22, 1974, complaint counsel filed a reply brief and
confidential reply brief. On Aug. 22, 1974, DOC respondents filed their
reply brief and a reply brief containing in carrwra material. Airco
proposed findings and brief were filed on Aug. 5 1974.

Complaint counsel called a total of twenty (20) witnesses, and

respondents eight (8) witnesses. Over five hundred (500) exhibits were
received in evidence during the trial.
This proceeding is before the undersigned upon the complaint

answers, testimony and other evidence , proposed findings of fact and
conclusions and briefs filed by complaint counsel and by counsel for
respondents. These submissions by the parties have been given careful
consideration and, to the extent not adopted by this decision in the form
proposed or in substance , are rejected as not supported by the record
or as immaterial. Any motions not heretofore or herein specifically
ruled upon, either directly or by the necessary effect of the conclusions
in this decision, are hereby denied. The findings of fact made herein are
based on a review of the entire record and upon a consideration of the
demeanor of the witnesses who gave testimony in this proceeding.

For the convenience of the Commission and the parties, the findings
of fact made hereinafter include references to the principal supporting
evidentiary items in the record. Such references are intended to serve
as convenient guides to the testimony and exhibits supporting the
findings of fact, but do not necessarily represent complete summaries
of the evidence considered in arriving at such findings.

References to the record are set forth in parentheses, and certain

abbreviations , as hereinafter set forth, are used:

CCPF -Proposed Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order
submitted by complaint counsel, followed by the Proposed Finding
being referenced.
BOC PF -Proposed Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order

(in camera material deleted) submitted by HOC respondents, followed

by Proposed Finding being referenced.
BOC PF* Proposed Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and

Order (in camera material deleted) submitted by BOC Respondents
followed by Proposed Finding page or pages being referenced.
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CCRB-Reply Brief submitted by complaint counsel , followed by
page or pages being referenced.
BOC RB-Reply Brief submitted by BOC respondents, followed by

page or pages being referenced.
CX-Commission s exhibit, followed by number of exhibit being

referenced.
BOC RX-BOC respondents ' exhibit, followed by number of exhibit

being referenced.
RAX - Respondent Airco s exhibit, followed by number of exhibit

being referenced.
PHC Tr. Official transcript of the prehearing conferences, followed

by the page number being referenced. Reference to the official
transcript of the formal hearings is by the page number being
referenced preceded by the name of the witness whose testimony is
being referenced.

FINDINGS OF FACT

Identity and Business of Respondents

BOC Respondents

1. Respondent The British Oxygen Company Limited ("BOC") is
now, and was at the time of the acquisition, a publicly-held United
Kingdom company with its principal executive offices at Hammersmith
House, London W6, England (complaint and BOC Answer, Par. 2;
Smith 1639 , 1642, 1698-99).
2. BOC is engaged in the manufacture and sale of industrial gases

including rare gases and medical gases; welding equipment; special
metals; air separation equipment; medical equipment, including inhala-
tion anesthetic equipment; inhalation therapy equipment and medical
pipeline equipment; aircraft breathing equipment; vacuum equipment
and instrumentation; and food products. In the fiscal year ending Sept.

, 1972, BOC sales totalled 252.6 milions pounds sterling, or $606.
million at an exchange rate of $2.40 to the pound' (complaint and BOC
Answer, Par. 3). In fiscal year ended Sept. 80, 1973 , BOC had sales of
approximately $766 millon (CX 292C).

3. In 1972 and 1973, BOC was the leading manufacturer of
industrial gases in the United Kingdom (BOC Admissions, Pars. 32, 33
filed Apr. 12, 1974), and produced and marketed industrial gases in a
number of countries throughout the world including Ireland , Australia
New Zealand , South Africa, India, Pakistan, Singapore, Malaya, Hong
Kong, Canada, East Africa, Rhodesia, Zambia, Indonesia, Thailand , Fiji

, Pf)Ul1d f"rling nav!' bcen c' "nvcrted in!.o dollars ;It t.he rate of $2.40 per pound throljghout thi initial d"ri ;on
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New Guinea, the Philippines, Bangladesh , and Italy. BOC has also
recently entered the industrial gases market in Brazil (complaint and

BOC Answer, Par. 10; Smith 1644- , 1790, 1801-1806).
4. In the United Kingdom, BOC manufactures and distributes both

inhalation anesthetic equipment and inhalation therapy equipment
(complaint and BOC Answer, Pars. 6 , 8).

5. BOC and Airco engaged in a joint venture from 1967 to 1971 for
the manufacture and sale of air separation plants in the United States
(BOC and Airco Admissions, Pars. 87, 88, fied Apr. 10, 1974 and Apr.

1974; Smith 1716- 1810; Giordano 1948-50; Laister2535).
6. Respondent BOC Financial Corporation is a corporation organ-

ized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, with a
business address of 306 So. State St., Dover, Del. All BOC Financial
Corporation s common stock is owned by BOC Holdings Limiteq, BOC
Financial Corporation was organized by BOC solely for the purpose of
acquiring Airco common stock shares through a tender offer. 
presently owns the Airco stock, which acquisition is challenged in this
proceeding (complaint and BOC Answer, Par. 12; CX 125 B-D).

7. Respondent BOC Holdings Limited is a United Kingdom
company with a business address of Hammersmith House, London W6
England. BOC Holdings Limited is engaged in holding various
securities of subsidiaries (direct or indirect) of BOC. All outstanding
ordinary shares of BOC Holdings Limited are held by British Oxygen
Investments Limited (complaint and BOC Answer, Par. 13; CX 125 B-
D).
8. Respondent British Oxygen Investments Limited is a United

Kingdom company with a business address of Hammersmith House
London W6, England. British Oxygen Investments Limited is engaged
in holding various securities of subsidiaries (direct or indirect) of BOC.
British Oxygen Investments Limited is a wholly-owned subsidiary of
BOC (complaint and BOC Answer, Par. 14; CX 125 B-D).
9. In 1973 , BOC Holdings Limited acquired all of the capital stock

of Harris Lake, Inc. (BOC Admission , Par. 61 , filed Apr. 12, 1974). In
1972, Harris Lake, Inc. had net sales of $1 511 901 , and sold in the
United States , products it purchased from BOC (BOC Admissions
Pars. 54 , 84 , filed Apr. 12, 1974). At the time of the acquisition of Airco
stock by BOC, Harris Lake , Inc. manufactured and sold inhalation
anesthetic equipment in the United States (complaint and BOC
Answer, Par. 7; BOC Admission, Par. 27, fied Apr. 12, 1974), and

marketed inhalation therapy equipment in the United States (complaint
and BOC Answer, Par. 8; HOC Admission , Par. 28, filed Apr. 12 , 1974).

10. Prior to the acquisition of Airco stock by BOC, BOC acquired
Cyprane, Ltd., a United Kingdom corporation of which Fraser
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Sweatman, Inc. , a United States corporation, was a subsidiary, and the
related Canadian company, Fraser Sweatman, Ltd. (complaint and BOC
Answer, Par. 7; BOC Admission, Par. 34 , filed Apr. 12, 1974; CX 111.).
Fraser Sweatman , Inc. manufactured inhalation anesthetic equipment
in 1972 , and had sales of such equipment in the United States for the
fiscal years ending in 1972 and 1973 of $2 145,484 and $2,498 146
respectively (BOC Admissions, Pars. 51 , 58, 59, filed Apr. 12, 1974).

Sales of inhalation anesthetic equipment by Cyprane , Inc. in the United
States for the fiscal year ending in 1972 were $258,499 (BOC
Admission , Par. 60, filed Apr. 12, 1974).

11. In or about October 1973 , BOC established Medishield , Inc. , a
Delaware corporation , which presently owns , and owned at the time of
the Airco acquisition, all of the common stock of Harrs Lake , Inc. and
Fraser Sweatman, Inc., which arc domestic corporations, and Fraser
Sweatman (Canada) Limited , a Canadian corporation (complaint and
BOC Answer, Par. 5).
12. BOC respondents are engaged, and at the time of the acquisition

were engaged , in commerce within the meaning of the Clayton . Act and
the Federal Trade Commission Act (complaint and BOC Answer, Par.
II). BOC respondents have additionally consented to the jurisdiction of
the ederal Trade Commission (Topkis 126-27).

Respondent Airco

13. Respondent Airco, Inc. (Airco) is a publicly-held corporation
organized and existing under the laws of the State of New York, with
its principal place of business in Montvale , N.J. (complaint and Airco
Answer, Par. 16).

14. Airco is engaged in the manufacture of industrial gases
including medical gases; ferroalloys and carbide; cryogenic equipment;
welding and cutting equipment; carbon-graphite products; electronics;
metals; high-vacuum equipment; calcium carbide; and medical equip-
ment

, ,

including inhalation therapy equipment, inhalation anesthetic
equipment, and medical pipeline equipment (complaint and Airco
Answer, Par. 17; Giordano 1897- 1906; Dillon 2583-84; RAX 7). In 1973
Airco had net sales of $583 811 000 and net income from continuing
operations of $19,111 000 (RAX 7, p. 45). As of Apr. 1 , 1973 , Airco had
95 physical plant locations and 134 sales offces and warehouses (Airco
Admissions, Pars. 1- , filed Apr. 10 , 1974).

15. Airco operations in the industrial gases market are conducted
through three divisions: Airco Industrial Gases Division , Airco Welding
Products Division , and Ohio Medical Products Division (complaint and
Airco Answer, Par. 17). Airco operations involving inhalation anesthetic
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equipment and inhalation therapy equipment are conducted through its
Ohio Medical Products Division (complaint and Airco Answcr, Par. 18).

16. At the time of the acquisition of Airco stock by ROC , Airco
Industrial Gases Division operated plants at Albion, Mich. ; Chester, W.
Va. ; Bethlehem , Pa. ; Buffalo, N. ; Butler, Pa. ; City of Industry, Calif.
Claymont, Del.; East Alton, Il. ; Fairfield, Ala. ; .Johnstown, Pa. ; New
Orleans, La. ; Phoenix , Ariz. ; South Acton , Mass. ; Vancouver, Wash.
Warren, Ohio; Hopewell, Va.; Lawrence, Kan.; Pedricktown, N.J-
Riverton, N..J. ; Decatur, Ala. ; and Richmond , Calif' , and also operated a
gaseous hydrogen plant in the United States (Airco Admissions , Pars.

, filed Apr. 10 , 1974).
17. At the time of the acquisition of Airco stock by BOC , Airco

produced acetylene , argon, nitrogen, oxygen, nitrous oxide, medical

gases, rare gases, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, and mixtures and
combinations of gases (Airco Admission, Par. 7, filed Apr. 10, 1974).

18. At the time of the acquisition of Airco stock by BOC, Airco
subsidiary, Airco Cryoplants Corp., was engaged in the design and
construction of air separation plants (Airco Admission, Par. 10, filed
Apr. 10, 1974).

19. At the time of the acquisition of Airco stock by BOC , the Ohio
Medical Products Division of Airco was engaged in the manufacture
and sale of inhalation anesthetic equipment and inhalation therapy
equipment in the United States (complaint and Airco Answer, Pars. 17-
19; Airco Admission, Par. 37, filed Apr. 10, 1974). Airco sales of

inhalation anesthetic equipment in the United States exceed those of
any other company (complaint and Airco Answer, Par. 19). On Apr. 1
1973 , the Ohio Medical Products Division of Airco operated plants at
Berkeley, Calif'; Cleveland , Ohio; Fort Myers, Fla.; Houston, Tex.
Madison , Wis. ; and Richmond , Calif' (Airco Admission , Par. 5, filed Apr.

, 1974).
20. At all times relevant herein , Airco sold and shipped its products

in interstate commerce and engaged in "commerce" within the meaning
of the Clayton Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act (complaint
and Airco Answer, Par. 21).

II. The AcquisiUon

21. Airco s stock is traded on the New York Stock Exchange and , as
of ,June 1973, was widely held. Airco had approximately 4:1.000
stockholders with 11.4 million shares outstanding in .June 1973 , with its
largest shareholder holding approximately :345 000 shares, or approxi-
mately 3 percent of the outstanding common stock (Dillon 2585-86).

22. Over the years prior to 1973 , BOC and Airco had had a number
of commercial contacts , including the joint venture during 1967- 1971 for

217- 184 0 - 7U - 80
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the manufacture and sale of air separation plants in the United States.
As a result of these contacts , various members of the senior
managements of ROC and Airco became acquainted with one another
(Finding of Fact No. 5; Dillon 2585; Giordano 1933; Laister 25:J7; Smith
1721).
23. One of BOC's managing directors, Peter Laister, learned in

June 1973 of rumors relating to an impending tender offer for Airco
stock from a group of investment bankers who made a caB on Mr.
Laister (Laister 2541). Shortly thereafter, Mr. Laister discussed Airco
vulnerability to such a bid with a vice president of Airco during a social
occasion (Smith 1721; Laister 2542-4:1). Mr. Laister also informed Mr.
Leslie Smith, BOC's chairman , of the rumors concerning Airco. BOC
immediately implemented a study of the possibility of BOC's acquiring
Airco (Laister 2542, 2544-46; in camera exhibits: CX 72A- , 73A-J
74A- , 75A- , 76A- , 77A- , 78A-D).

24. The Airco vice president reported to Airco officials the
conversation he had had with Mr. Laister of BOC wherein it was
suggested by Mr. Laister that HOC and Airco have some closer
association. Airco determined to "sort out what the real interest was
(Giordano 2033). Thereafter, on June :10, 1973, Richard Giordano
president of Airco , met with Mr. Smith, chairman of BOC , in London
and proposed an amalgamation between BOC and Airco (Giordano
I9!J5-97). At that time , Mr. Giordano was not aware that BOC was
already considering making a bid for Airco (Giordano 1997).

25. As a result of the June 30, 1973 meeting, Mr. Giordano and Mr.
Smith agreed to form a working party of senior executives of both
companies to study the possibility of an amalgamation between HOC

and Airco (Smith 1723-24; Giordano 1972; Laister 2546-47; CX 78- ,:n

camera). The parties also agreed for an exchange of confidential
information between the two companies regarding their respective
businesses, such as sales, profits and capital investments (Giordano
1972-73; Laister 2546-47; CX 88A- , CX :JOlA-Q, in camera; RAX 83).

Subsequently, on July 25 , 197: , BOC and Airco entered into a written
agreement which provided for an exchange of confidential information.
The agreement also provided that neither company would make any
offer for a period of 5 years to acquire any securities of the other
without the prior approval of the other company s board of directors. It
was also agreed that the information exchanged would not be disclosed
to third parties (CX 99A-D; Giordano 1972-73).

26. Confidential information was exchanged by HOC and Airco
representatives at a meeting in New York on July 26 and 27 1973 (BOC

and Airco Admissions, Par. 64 , filed Apr. 10, 1974 and Apr. 12, 1974;

Smith 172:1-24; Giordano 197:-77; Laister 2546-47; in camera exhibits:
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CX 9oA- I; CX 96A-J; CX oOlA-Q; RAX 83A-U). After the meeting,
BOe and Airco continued to explore the possibility of an amalgamation
between the two companies and held subsequent discussions in
September and October (Laister 2549-50; in camera exhibits: CX 95A-
E; ex 97A-D; CX 98A-C).
27. On Nov. 2 , 1973, the chairman of Curtiss-Wright Corporation

informed Airco s senior officers that his company was prepared to
make a tender offer for 2 mi1ion Airco shares at a price 25 percent over
the then market price , or approximately $16-$17 per share (Di1on 2588
26II). Airco s executives responded that the Airco board of directors
would have to consider the Curtiss-Wright proposal and consult their
advisers before making a substantive response to the Curtiss-Wright
statement (Di1on 2589). Airco also immediately contacted BOC about
the Curtiss-Wright proposal and sent Mr. Giordano to London to confer
with BOC officials (Dilon 2592).
28. Airco commenced a brief study of Curtiss-Wright (Dillon 2589-

90), and invited Curtiss-Wright to make a presentation to the Airco
board of directors about the proposed tender offer. At the time of the
board meeting, it had been concluded that the Curtiss-Wright proposal
would be opposed (Dillon 2592-94). Airco had also concluded that a
successful Curtiss-Wright ofi"er would effectively preclude any closer
association with any other company, including BOC (Di1on 2599).
Airco s chairman informed Curtiss-Wright's chairman of the decision
by the Airco board and the latter responded that Curtiss-Wright would
not make the offer under those circumstances (Dilon 2595; Laister
2551). Airco and BOC thereafter returned to a study of a closer
association between the two companies (Smith 1725; Dillon 2595-96).
Working parties were set up to examine the various forms of closer
association (Di1on 2595-96), and it was anticipated that additional
meetings would take place after the first of the year, 1974 (Di1on 2596).
29. On Dec. 3, 1973, Curtiss-Wright made a public tender offer for

2.4 million shares of Airco s common stock at $18 per share (Dilon 2594-
2601; CX I25Z- 14). Airco notified BOC of the Curtiss-Wright offer

(Laister 2551; Di1on 2597). Airco opposed the Curtiss-Wright tender
offer (Di1on 2596-97) and recommended that Airco s shareholders not
accept it (Di1on 2606; Giordano 2013-14). On Dec. 4 , 1973, Airco sent a
letter to its shareholders urging them to reject the Curtiss-Wright
offer and asking them to wait to consider possible alternatives to that
offer (CX 125Z-9).
30. BOC and Airco entered into a memorandum agreement dated

Dec. 10 , 1973, in which Airco consented to BOC making an offer for up
to 4 million Airco shares. The agreement further provided for
reciprocal representation by BOC and Airco on each other s board. of
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directors. Additionally, the agreement provided that Airco would have
first right to purchase or to designate a purchaser for any Airco shares
purchased by HOC should BOC subsequently decide to sell (CX 108A-
C; Dilon 2599-2601). Also, on Dec. 10 , 1973, BOC announced a tender
offer through its subsidiary, HOC Financial Corporation, to purchase
up to 4 milion common shares of Airco at a price of $20 a share (CX
125A- 31). Airco consented to BOC's offer, provided BOC access to
Airco s shareholder list, and had its transfer agent at BOC's expense

mail BOC's offer to Airco s shareholders (Giordano 2014-15; Dilon
2601-02). Further, Airco s board of directors sent letters to Airco
shareholders informing them that Airco s board had consented to

BOC' s offer and that a closer association of Airco and BOC would be
beneficial to both companies (CX 125Z-9).

31. At the expiration of BOC's tender offer on Dec. 21 , 1973, over 6
million shares had been tendered , of which BOC Financial Corporation
subsequently purchased 4 milion on a pro rata basis (CX 125Z- , CX

293C; complaint and BOC and Airco Answers, Par. 22; RAX 7 , p. 2).

The cost to BOC of purchasing 4 million shares of Airco was $80 milion
plus estimated expenses of $2.8 milion (CX 293C). The 4 milion Airco
shares represented approximately 35.3 percent of Airco s outstanding
common stock and gave BOC effective working control over Airco (CX
170B). Subsequently, Airco s board of directors was enlarged from 12 to
16 directors to provide for four representatives of BOC. In return
BOC invited Airco s chairman and its president to join BOG's board of
directors (CX 293E; CX 17IC-D; Giordano 2015-17; RAX 7, pp. 2-3). On

Feb. 26, 1974, the Federal Trade Commission issued its complaint

challenging this acquisition (complaint).

III. Industrial Gases

Relevant Product Market

32. The complaint alleges that one of the effects of the acquisition

of Airco stock by ROC may be substantially to lessen competition or
tend to create a monopoly in the manufacture, distribution or sale of
industrial gases, or any sub markets thereof throughout the United
States, or any section thereof (complaint, Par. 27). " Industrial gases
are defined in the complaint as "gases in compressed , liquid and solid

form including acetylene, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, argon
helium , hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen , nitrous oxide, other medical gases
rare gases , and mixtures and combinations thereof." (complaint, Par.
l(a)). "Rare gases" include xenon and krypton (Giordano 1910-11; Baker

364). "Medical gases " include nitrous oxide , cyclopropane and oxygen

(Kimerling 854-56); Giordano 1900; Loveman 603- 10).
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33. The term "fuel gases " used by witnesses in this proceeding,
refers to gases which are burned in order to provide heat (!(idl 2137

2143; Flamm 286; Cunningham 934). "Fuel gases" inc1ude both gases
that are specifically mentioned in the definition of industrial gases
contained in the complaint and gases that are not. Among the fuel gases
are acetylene (Flamm 286; Loveman 611-12; Smith 1997-98; Giordano
20m), propane (Flamm 286; Cunningham 934), propylene (Flamm 286;
Giordano 1912-13; Perkins 780- , 798), MAPP (Flamm 286; Cunning-
ham 9:,5; Giordano 2004; Loveman 497-99; Perkins 798), Oxy-MAPP
(Giordano 1897). Apache (Heckel 740-41; Cunningham 9:,5), acetogen
(Heckel 740-41), and thermogen (ibid.

34. "Atmospheric gases " a term used throughout this proceeding,
are gases generated commerciaHy by the liquifcation and fractional
distilation of air: oxygen, nitrogen and argon, and the rare gases
xenon and krypton (Baker 364). Atmospheric gases are produced in air
separation plants and constitute the most substantial segment of the
industrial gases market; for example, such gases account for 75-
percent of the dollar sales by Union Carbide (Linde) and Air Produets
70 percent of dollar sales by Liquid Air, Inc., 65 percent of value of
shipments by Chemetron, and 50 percent of the value of shipments by
Airco (Flamm 240; Baker 368-70; Dempster 515- 16; Cunningham 923;
Giordano 1981-82). The above companies are generally acknowledged to
be among the largest firms in the industrial gases industry.
35. Complaint counsel have conceded that the various industrial

gases are "not substitutable in most cases" (Thurman 278). Rather , each

gas is almost invariably used for its unique chemical properties which
make them highly desirable for specific purposes. Other products are
not readily substitutable for industrial gases (Flamm 276, 279-85; 349-

50; Baker 370-72; Kridl 2142). The principal use of oxygen is in the
manufacture of steel (Flamm 279-80). Oxygen is used also in the
manufacture of glass (Flamm 281). chemicals (CX 232W-Z; Baker 440;
Krid12164), aluminum (Giordano 1909- 10), in welding and cutting (ibid.
and for medical purposes (Flamm 276). The principal characteristics of
nitrogen are its chemical inertness and its refrigeration capabilties
(Flamm 274). A major use of nitrogen is in the manufacture of ammonia
(Kridl 2162-63). Nitrogen is also used extensively for blanketing in
order to exclude oxygen and thereby prevent explosions (Giordano
1910). Its principal purchasers are oil companies, chemical companies
and electronics companies (Giordano 1910). Nitrogen is used also as a
refrigerant for food freezing and in-transit preservation of food
(Flamm 281-83). Argon is an inert chemical element; its principal use is
in stainless steel welding (Giordano 1910; Kridl 2157). Xenon is an inert
chemical element used in electronic applications and sold in very small
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quantities (Giordano 1910-11). Krypton is an inert chemical element
sold in very small quantities (ibid.

). 

Helium is an inert chemical
element. It is used in gas shielding processes to exclude the
atmosphere, in leak detection, in research, and in baBoons (Giordano
1911). Hydrogen is a combustible gas used in a variety of applications
including annealing of steel, hydrogenation of foods, as a rocket
propellant and in the manufacture of ammonia (Giordano 19I1; J(idl
2133). Carbon dioxide is used primarily in the beverage industry for the
carbonation of soft drinks. It is used also as a refrigerant in the food
industry and as a shielding gas in certain welding applications
(Giordano 19I1-12). Carbon dioxide and nitrogen are not normally
interchangeable in food freezing and refrigeration applications (Flamm
281-8:)). Acetylene is of unique utility in welding and cutting (Krdl
2168). Nitrous oxide is used by the medical and dental professions as an
analgesic or anesthetic (Giordano 1900). Cyclopropar;e is a human
anesthetic (Giordano 1900). MAPP is used primarily for cutting metal.
The equipment used for that purpose differs from acetylene cutting
equipment (Giordano 1912). Propylene is a fuel gas similar to MAPP.
The cutting equipment used with propylene is the same or similar to
equipment used with MAPP (Giordano 1913). Propane has two principal
uses: heating, including cutting, and the synthesis of propylene
(Giordano 1912-13; Kridl 2137). The principal use of butane is in the
chemical industry (Kridl 2138). Apache, acetogen and therrogen are
fuel gases used for their heating properties (Heckel 740-41).

:16. The Bureau of the Census classifies the production and
marketing of industrial gases as a separate and distinct line of
commerce under Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) 2813 (CX
296A- , CX 312A-K). The industrial gases industry has been classified
by Census as a separate economic entity since at least 1945 (CX 340A-

, CX 34IA-B). The United States industrial gases industry has been
defined by Census from at least 1945 through the present as those
establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing gases for sale in
compressed , liquid and solid forms (CX 340A- , CX 336A- , CX 338A-
B; CX 339A- , CX 296A). The gases classified by Census as industrial
gases are acetylene , carbon dioxide, argon, helium, hydrogen, nitrogen
oxygen, nitrous oxide, other elemental gases, and compressed and
liquified gases (CX 299D, CX 300A- , CX 312C-D). The same group of
gases have been classified as industrial gases by Census since at least
1954 (CX :J37A-C). 
37. Firms engaged in the production and marketing of industrial

gases recognize the industrial gases industry as a separate and distinct
line of business (Flamm 210- , 213-14; Baker 363-64; Dempster 513;
Loveman 577; Muller 648 , 650; Heckel 730; Perkins 780; Kimerling 854;
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Cunningham 917). Industry executives who testified in this proceeding
identified as their eompetitors companies who produce and distribute
industrial gases and each invariably named the same companies as
being engaged in this line of business (Flamm 223-24; Baker 364-65;

Dempster 516-17; Loveman 578-79; Heckel 7a2-33; Kimerling 857;
Cunningham 918).

38. The industrial gases industry is represented by two trade
associations, the Compressed Gas Association (CGA) and the Interna-
tional Oxygen Manufacturers Association (IOMA) (Flamm 230-31;

Baker 394-95; Loveman 581; Hines 757-58; 764; Perkins 789; Kimerling
858-59; Cunningham 924). The purpose of the a"sociations is to provide
for exchange of information and ideas and keep their members abreast
of developments in the industrial gases industry (Flamm 230-31; Baker
395; Hines 758; Kimerling 860). Only producers of industrial gases
qualify for membership in IOMA (Hines 758, 763-64).

39. There is common industry recognition that the atmospheric
gases oxygen nitrogen, argon, xenon and krypton-are industrial
gases and are marketed by industry members. Industry witnesses who
testified in this proceeding also identified hydrogen, helium, carbon
dioxide and acetylene as industrial gases and as being marketed by
their companies (Flamm 213, 270; Baker 364 , 427; Dempster 514-15;

Loveman 577; Muller 648; Heckel 730; Perkins 780; Kimerling 854;

Cunningham 917). There is no unanimity of view as to gases such as
carbon monoxide, nitrous oxide, and the various fuel gases other than
acetylene , which is clearly recognized by the industry as an industrial
gas (Flamm 215, 218, 270, 275; Baker 372, 426-27; Dempster 514 , 555;

Loveman 597-98; Perkins 780, 798; KimerJing 854). Fuel gases such as
propane , butane , and propylene are not classified by the Bureau of the
Census as industrial gases and are specifically excluded from SIC 2813
(CX 312A, CX 312 n. 10). These fuel gases are hydrocarbon products
and are part of the petroleum industry (Baker 426; Perkins 798;

Cunningham 933-34). The small amount of these gases sold by members
of the industrial gases industry are used in metal cutting, which is one
of the uses of acetylene. Such gases are not, however, used for welding,
which is a major use of acetylene (Giordano 1912; Kridl 2138-39). These

latter gases and mixtures thereof, are specialty gases , and are sold by
some companies and not others. However, such gases constitute a very
small and insignificant percentage of total industry sales (Flamm 214
218, 270, 275; Dempster 514-

, ,

569; Loveman 612; Heckel 750;

KimerJing 854-55; Cunningham 934; Smith 1891; Giordano 1984).
40. Industrial gases companies in the U.S. market a broad range of

industrial gases although they may not produce all of them (Flamm
21:J- 15; Baker 363, 372-73; Heckel 730; Kimerling 855; Cunningham 917
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923-24). The principal industrial gases companies market essentially the
same products (Baker an). As one industry witness stated, the

industrial gases business consists basically of the heavy investment in
air separation gases and such others. of a "package of gases" as can be
marketed profitably (Dempster 555; Flamm 213-15; Baker 363, 372-73;
Heckel 730; Kimerling 855; Cunningham 917, 92a-24). Both BOC and
Airco market a wide range of industrial gases (Smith 1797-99; Giordano
1904- , 1913-14). Industrial gases companies market industrial gases
that they do not produce in order to provide their direct customers and
their dealers a synergistic or total marketing package (Flamm 215- 16;
Cunningham 923). It is necessary for industrial gases companies to
market a full or broad line of gases in order to compete effectively
(Flamm 215- 16; Baker 373-74; Heckel 730; Kimerling 855). Customers
of industrial gases companies prefer to purchase their total gases
requirements from a single supplier (Baker 374; Heckel nO-31; Smith
1800). While some industries may use certain industrial gases more
than others, most industries g-enerally use a wide range of industrial
gases (Baker 431-32; Dempster 569).
41. The production, transportation and marketing of industrial

gases require substantial, complex and specialized technical knowledge
and expertise (Flamm 233-37; 351; Baker 383-86; Dempster 526-27;
Kimerling 872-73). The atmospheric gases-oxygen, nitrogen, argon
krypton and xenon are produced commercially by the cryogenic
liquifaction and fractional distillation of air. Air consists of about 78
percent nitrogen, 21 percent oxygen, and I percent argon and traces of
other elements , including- krypton and xenon (CX 335Z). It is cooled to
approximately -300" F , at which point it is a liquid, and the elements are
separated by virtue of their different boiling points (Krdl 2132-
2139; Flamm 264-66; Baker 368). Air separation plants necessarily
produee oxygen and nitrogen as co-products, although in many
instances only one product is marketed while the other wil be vented
(Kridl 2159-61). These plants can be designed so as to derive argon
krypton and xenon in addition (Dempster 515; Kridl 2165). Regardless
of the purpose for which it is used, all oxygen is identical and is
produced in similar plants (Baker 372; Loveman 603; Cunningham 954;
Kuehn 1145). Gases produced in air separation plants accounted for
over 6a percent of the total value of all industrial gases shipments by
primary manufacturers in the United States in 1972 as reported by the
Bureau of the Census (CX aJ2C-D). The science of cryogenics or low
temperature is also used in the production of other industrial gases
such as helium and hydrogen (Flamm 271- , 275). Other industrial
gases such as hydrogen and carbon monoxide are also produced
together in the same plants (Baker 425). Operation of cryogenic
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facilities for the production of industrial gases requires
specialized knowledge and can be quite hazardous to the
concerned as well as surrounding communities (Baker 384).

42. The industrial gases industry has two marketing aspects:
tonnage and merchant. Tonnage refers to the supply to customers
whose demand at a particular location is sufficient to justify the
construction of a plant at or near the customer s facilty which is

devoted entirely or primarily to providing that customer with gaseous
product delivered through a pipeline (Flamm 317-19; 329; Giordano
1914- , 1917-18). Typical tonnage users include Ford Motor Company,

S. Steel, Bethlehem Steel, Armco Steel, Republic Steel, Allied
Chemical, McLough Steel and National Steel (Giordano 1917; Baker
442-43; Perkins 802-03; Flamm 290-96). Merchant refers to other sales
of gases, which take place in much smaller quantities and in which the
gas is transported to the customer by truck or rail (Giordano 1985-86).

The merchant sjde of the business is also composed of two segments:
bulk liquid and cylinders. Bulk liquid refers to gases shipped in
relatively large quantities in liquid form (Giordano 1914-15; Flamm 318-
19). In cylinder distribution, the gas is distributed in gaseous form
under high pressures in small metal cylinders (Giordano 1926). The only

gases which are produced and sold in the United States on a tonnage
basis are oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen (Giordano 1918). Gases
distributed as bulk liquid include oxygen, nitrogen, argon, hydrogen

carbon dioxide and helium (Giordano 1927-28). All of the gases are sold
in cylinders.
43. Gases that are manufactured as liquids for economics of

distribution are transported in bulk form in tank cars or trucks. Bulk
liquid gases are used either as liquids or are converted by vaporization
and used as gases (Flamm 317- 19; Giordano 1913- , 1927-28). Plants
used to supply gases to customers either in liquid form or as gas in
cylinders are referred to as merchant plants. It is common, however

for onsite tonnage plants to have merchant capacity, incremental to
that required to supply onsite users, and used to supply other

customers (Flamm 317-19; Giordano 1913- , 1917c , 1927-28; Baker
2740-41). The marketing of bulk liquid gases and cylinder gases
requires special skills and equipment designed to withstand extreme
temperatures. The products are shipped over highways in conformance
with rather strict Federal regulations and delivered to especially
designed containers where it is stored and released to meet individual
customer needs. All of this equipment is very specialized and used
almost exclusively within the industrial gases industry (Baker 384;

Kridl 2137). Industrial gases are also marketed through a network of

highly
people
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independent distributors (Flamm 218- , 300, 344-45; Baker 428, 2757;
Dempster 574; Loveman 578; Cunningham 923).

44. The cluster of products and services offered by industrial gases
companies , the common technology and specialized equipment utilized
in the production, distribution and marketing of industrial gases by the
industry, the identity of marketing methods and customers, the
recognition and identification by the industry members of only other
industrial gases producers and sellers as their competitors, trade
associations which recognize only industry members, and the reporting
system utilzed by federal agencies over a long period of time all clearly
establish the industrial gases industry as a relevant line of commerce
for analyzing the effects of the challenged acquisition (Findings of Fact
32-43).

Relevant Geographic Market

45. The three largest industrial gases companies in the United
States Linde, Air Products, and Airco, all produce a.nd market
industrial gases throughout the United States (Flamm 231; Baker 395-
96; Giordano 1922, 1938 2005-06; Airco Admissions, Pars. 8 , 9, fied Apr.
, 1974). Airco bids for both tonnage and merchant accounts

nationwide (Giordano 1922). Chemetron, Inc., another major producer
markets industrial gases throughout virtually all the United States
(Cunningham 920). The smaller companies which sell industrial gases in
tonnage quantities do not sell nationwide. Big 3 seHs only in the

Southern part of the country (Flamm 321). Liquid Air sells no
significant amount in the Northeast and Midwest (Dempster 544).
Burdett of Cleveland sells primarily in the Midwest (Loveman 580).
The other smaller companies are even more localized; Northern
Gases (Milwaukee and Wisconsin), and Alabama Oxygen (Alabama
parts of Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, and Tennessee)(Heckel 731;

Kimerling 856-57).
46. The cost of distributing merchant quantities of industrial gases

is substantial and this high distribution cost limits the distance to which
most industrial gases can be shipped economicaHy. Oxygen and
nitrogen are usually not shipped more than 100 to 300 miles (Flamm
316-17; Baker 448-49; Kimerling 882-83; Giordano 1928 2019-20; Kridl
2180). Argon can be shipped somewhat longer distances (Flamm 320-21;
Giordano 1928), but carbon dioxide is normally shipped shorter
distances (Giordano 1928; see Flamm 338). Hydrogen can be marketed
within 200 to 600 miles of the producing plant (Kimerling 882-83;
Giordano 2007). Helium , since it is not commerciaHy available in many
parts of the world , is shipped much greater distances than are other
industrial gases (Giordano 1928). The major producers a.re able to
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market merchant gas nationwide because they have numerous
producing plants located throughout the United States; Linde has

70 to 100 plants, Air Products has a substantial number of plants , and
Airco has at least 51 plants (Flamm 231; Baker 2740; RAX 7).
47. BOC was interested in becoming a nationwide competitor in the
S. industrial gases market. According to BOC's Chairman , BOC

would need more than 5 percent of the national market in order to
become a viable competitor; and that had BOC acquired a small
company, BOC would have been interested in expanding it into a
national company (Smith 1837). The scope of Airco s operations

throughout the United States was one of the primary reasons BOC
chose to acquire a stock interest in Airco; it gave BOC national scope in
one jump (Smith 1782-36).

48. Since the major industrial gases companies compete nationwide
in both the tonnage and merchant segments of the industrial gases
market, and since BOG's interest in the United States industrial gases
market was on a nationwide basis, the relevant section of the country
or geographic market in which to determine the probable competitive

effects of BOC's stock acquisition of Airco with respect to the
industrial gases market is the United States as a whole (Findings of
Fact 45-47).

Market Performance and Concentration

(1) Growth and Demand

49. The United States industrial gases market is the largest
industrial gases market in the world (Baker 391; Dempster 541; Smith
1728; Laister 2557). The industrial gases market in the United States is
growing rapidly and many new applications for industrial gases have
been developing (Flamm 245-46; Baker 391 , 2718- , 2722-23; Heckel
735; Cunningham 925-26). Industry witnesses anticipate an annual
growth rate of up to 10 percent over the next 5 years (Baker 2719;

Flamm 246). The U.S. market is, in fact, the most dynamic of the
industrial gases markets in the world and presently provides more new
business opportunities than all the othcr industrial gases markets in the
world combined (Baker 2718).

50. Two significant new applications for industrial gases in the
United States have been the development of nitrogen food freezing and
the use of industrial gases in sewage treatment. The shortage of
petroleum products has brought about additional new applications for
industrial gases. Industrial gases are now being used in the production
of synthetic natural gas or low-BTU gas that can be used for
commercial purposes or in power generation. The elevated price of oil
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has also led to the production of gas for pipeline transmission by the
combustion of coal with oxygen. Additionally, industrial gases are now
being used to generate basic chemical feedstock for a number 
chemical products such as fertilzers and methanol. These new
applications have created demand for large tonnage plants by public
utilities and by chemical companies. The scarcity of natural gas has also
made economically prohibitive the use of ammonia for generating
nitrogen for metaHurgical processes. This has further increased
demand for nitrogen produced by air separation. Another new
application for industrial gases is by the steel industry. The high price
of scrap metal has resulted in steel companies using liquid pig metals to
produce more steel rather than melting scrap. This new technique
increases the requirements of steel companies for oxygen (Baker 439-

, 2716- , 2724-25; Heckel 735; Cunningham 925-26). The industrial
gases market as of 1974 is "very buoyant " one industry witness
testified (Baker 2716).

51. The new applications for industrial gases and the very high level
of economic activity in the United States have led to substantial growth
of the U.S. industrial gases market (Baker 2718). During the last 2
years , the volume of industrial gases shipments by Air Products, for
example, has i-ncreased 50 percent for merchant gases and 25 percent
for tonnage gases (Baker 2723). Further, Air Products' sales of
industrial gases increased 25 percent from 1972 to 1973 (Baker 2771-
72). The demand for the principal industrial gases products, particularly
tonnage oxygen , has increased to such an extent that the engineering
and manufacturing capacity of the U.S. industry is insufficient to meet
the demand for construction of new plants (Baker 2727). Air Products
has recently had to tell customers that it was unable to supply their
requirements for new industrial gases plants (Baker 2760). Many of the
industrial gases, particularly the air separation gases , have been in
short supply in the U.S. in the last year to two years (Flamm 239-40;
Baker 403- , 4a7-38; Dempster 543- 556-57; Perkins 787; Kimerling
871-72; Cunningham 924-25). Some industrial gases are, in fact, in such
short supply that Linde has had to allocate customcrs (Flamm 240).

(2) Pricing

52. Prices for industrial gases have also increased in the last 2 years
(Baker 403, 2723; Kimerling 879; Cunningham 925). Linde increased
prices 10- 15 percent in April HJ74 , which was followed by Airco (Flamm
:J04). Thc price controls of the Cost of Living Council, however
prevented industrial gases prices from rising as significantly as they
might have (Cunningham 950). Mr. Baker of Air Products testified that
prices have firmed since 1970, that marginal costing and marginal
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pricing have disappeared and full costing and full pricing have become
the standard (Baker 2723).

53. There is no price data in the record as such. DOC respondents

contend that price competition in the industry is extremely rigorous
and reference is made to testimony of industry executives (Dempster
556; Baker 436-37; Flamm 305). This testimony is, however, somewhat

equivocal. Mr. Flamm of Linde stated that between Linde, Air
Products and Airco- "they argue their service is equal, I would say a
fair amount of vigorous price competition." (Flamm 305). Further, this
testimony, which is of the most general nature, must be viewed in
perspective with the supply-demand situation existing during the past
2 years, and testimony that prices have firmed , marginal pricing has
disappeared and full pricing has become the standard. Respondents
also rely upon the observations in the Perham-Greenfield (BOC) report
on the United States industrial gases market as of 1969-I970 (BOC RX
62). This report is, however, unreliable for the purpose of establishing
actual price competition in the market, or the degree of price
competition that actually existed. The report is not only self-serving,
but it is double hearsay, consisting of what BOC officials reported
industry executives told them. The report also covers the period 1969-

early 1970. The supply-demand situation and industry pricing practices
changed substantially from early 1970 to the end of 1973 when the
challenged acquisition occurred (Findings of Fact 50-52).

54. BOC respondents placed several charts in evidence which
demonstrate that actual unit value of major industrial gases has
declined in recent years (BOC RX 246; BOC PF 123). Conclusions

regarding prices have been drawn from data compiled by the Bureau of
the Census on the total value and quantity of shipments of the various
gases , f'o.b. plant, with the unit value (i.e. the ratio of total value of
shipments to total quantity of shipments) used as an approximation of
price. These conclusions have some validity when applied to the
tonnage segment of the market because pipeline distribution is cheap
and distribution expense is not a significant cost element. In the
merchant segment of the market the conclusions are meaningless

because distribution costs are a significant factor in pricing, and the
b. plant values utilized by BOC do not take into account such

expenses. Further, declining unit value has litte significance in
establishing that the marketplace is highly competitive. The basic
pattern in the industry has been an increase in volume purchased by

individual customers and a trend toward pipeline delivery. Thus, the
increasing use of tonnage oxygen with low delivery costs has had an
averaging-down effect on the unit value of shipments. Economics of
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scale in production and delivery has also effected lower unit costs
(Baker 2745-46).

(:3) Structural Features

55. BOC respondents also contend that there are structural
features of the industry which assure price competition and prevent

oliogopolistic pricing practices. These features are backward integTa-
tion by tonnage users , the high fixed costs in the industry, concentra-
tion and economic power on the buyers ' side , and product homogeneity
(BOC P ' 1:30 et seq.

). 

There has been some vertical integTation by
large users of industrial gases into producing their own requirements
of certain gases. The record, however, does not reflect any trend
towards vertical integration, nor does it show any significant existing
threat that customers wil back integrate. The probable pricing effect
of the threat of back integration is speculative; no direct evidence of

effect has been presented. Back integTation is not practical for all
industrial gases. The record does not establish the percentage of
potential customers which have vertically integTated. Further, the
potential for integration is confined to tonnage customers; it has no
effect on the merchant market. The record does establish that potential
customers which might seek to back integTate must look, in large
measure, to industrial gases companies to construct a plant (Smith
1669). In periods of shortage, such as existed in the market in 1973-

1974, industrial gases companies were over-committed and were
refusing requests to construct plants (Baker 2727). Thus, the threat of
back integration is minimal. Back integration by large buyers is present
in many industries and there is no showing that the effect of such
possibility on pricing in the industrial gases industry is more significant
or as significant as in other industries. In fact, the record does contain
evidence that back integration has had little effect on pricing. Air
Products, a major industry factor, normally makes a profit on tonnage
gases (Baker 2741). Industry witnesses testified that companies that
have back integrated normally sell any surplus production to an
industrial gases company for distribution to the general market (Baker
2744; lamm 345). Further, the companies that have to some extent
back integrated, are not looked upon as possihle entrants into the

industrial gases industry (Baker 443, 2743-44).

56. A significant feature of the industrial gases industry is the fact
that fixed costs are quite high in relation to the total cost of producing
atmospheric gases. The largest elements of cost are depreciation on the
physical plant and power cost. Because of this, BOC respondents argue
that as a matter of economic theory, there should be extreme price

competition in the industry, citing F. Scherer Industrial Market
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Structure and b'conomic Performance 192- 198 (1970). As complaint
counsel point out (CCRB , p. 28), according to Dr. Scherer, as a matter
of economic theory there should be price competition in high fixed cost
industries during periods of oversupply and overcapacity, but in actual
practice firms in high fixed cost industries avoid price competition. As
eXplained by Mr. Scherer:

Recognizing the temptations confronting them, finns in high fixed cost industries

seem to exercise extraordinary restraint in their pricing actions, and whf'n tacit restraint
fails , they have an unusually high propensity to scurr into formal collusive agreements.
(ld. at 195).

In recent periods, .there has been a very tight supply situation in
industrial gases. Thus, the economic theory relied upon by BOC
respondents can be given little weight in establishing extreme price
competition.

57. For reasons already stated , BOC respondents' other two
arguments, economic power of the buyers and product homogeneity,
afford litte proof of extreme price competition. A substantial part of
the industrial gas market-the merchant market-is composed of small
purchasers. Even the large purchasers of certain gases purchase other
gases in smaH quantities. Thus, the economic power of the buyers is
lessened by other market factors. The effect of product homogeneity on
pricing is tempered by an emphasis on service competition (Flamm
305). There is some indication that instead of extreme price competi-
tion, the dominant firms in the industrial gases market engage in
interdependent and parallel behavior. At a private meeting on Sept. 6
197:1, Airco s Chairman, George Dilon, told Mr. Smith, BOGs
Chairman, that the U.S. industrial gases market had stabilized , and "the
three main competitors no longer encroach on each others ' area of
domination." (CX 95D). Therefore, the evidence of record does not
support a finding of extreme price competition.

(4) Profitability

58. BOC respondents contend that the industrial gases industry has
not been profitable in comparison to other manufacturing and chemical
industries (BOC PF 151 et seq.

). 

BOGs reliance is based upon
consolidated returns of industrial gases companies which are engaged
in many lines of business (BOC RX 254). Consolidated returns of
corporations engaged in several lines of commerce shed litte light on
the profitability of individual segments of their business. RAX 7
Airco s 1973 annual report, shows that in 1973, industrial gases

cryogenic, welding and cutting equipment accounted for 44.9 percent of
sales and 52.7 percent of earnings; in 1972, these divisions accounted for
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48.7 percent of sales and 60.8 percent of earnings. Thus, this segment of
Airco s business was more profitable than the other segments. BOC

respondents also claim, on the basis of Dr. Andrew Kridl's testimony,
that the industrial gases operations of the diversified companies are
less profitable than their other operations (Kridl 2196-98). Dr. Kridl's

testimony, however, is diametrically opposed by the Stanford Research
Institute study in which Dr. Kridl participated. The S. I. study

concludes that the industrial gases portion of the operations of these

diversified companies is more profitable than the other activities of the
companies (CX 345. in cam.era; see CX 345C in cam.era). The S. R.I.

study also indicates that the U.S. industrial gases market is more
profitable than industrial gases markets in Western Europe (CX 3451
in cam,era; see also 345M in camera). Thus, the record evidence on
profitability is equivocal at best. No hard evidence on rate of return on
industrial gases was placed in the record. BOC's attempt to utilize
information in the Commission s investigative files on rates of return
produced summaries of doubtful probative value (BOC RX 254; Topkis
2693). The record is clear, however, that no industrial gases company
has abandoned the market, or any segment of the market because of
low profitability. In fact, the major companies are expanding capacity
rapidly (Flamm 289, 322-23; Baker 438, Dempster 558; Giordano 1962-

1991-92).

(5) Concentration

59. Firms that produce and sell industrial gases are required by law
to report to the Bureau of the Census the quantity and net selling

value, f. h. plant, of the industrial gases produced and shipped by them
(CX 299A-D; CX 300A-D; CX 298A-D). The Bureau of the Census

publishes annual reports entitled "Current Industrial Reports" of the
yearly shipments of industrial gases by manufacturers classified in the
industrial gases industry, SIC 2813 (CX 3I2A-K).

60. The Bureau of the Census also publishes a "Census of
Manufacture" report which sets forth for every fifth year the value and
quantity of industrial gases shipments by all manufacturers (CX 296A-

F). The manufacturers not classified under SIC 2813 that produce
industrial gases are those companies which produce industrial gases as
other than their primary product at a given establishment; generaHy

such gases are produced for their own use. These companies
occasionally have surplus gases which they generally wholesale to

industrial gases companies on a spot basis (Flamm 345 , 854-55; Baker
2743-44). These companies do not market industrial gases on the open
market and are not considered by industrial gases companies to be part
of the industrial gases industry (Flamm 345-46; Kimerling 885;
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Cunningham 952-53; Baker 2743-44). Accordingly, those companies are
not part of the relevant market in this proceeding (Finding of Fact 67).

61. The total value of industrial gases shipments f. b. plant in the
S. for 1972 reported to the Bureau of the Census by those firms

primarily engaged in the manufacturing of industrial gases for sale was
$595 million (CX 296A). The total value of industrial gases shipments

b. plant in the U.S. for 1972 reported to the Bureau of'he Census by
all manufacturers was $649 milion (CX 296A).

62. See Confidential Finding of Fact.
63. The total value of industrial gases shipments f. b. plant for 1972

reported to the Bureau of the Census by the four largest U.
producers and marketers of industrial gases was $414 million. The total
value of industrial gases shipments reported by the four largest
producers and marketers of industrial gases accounted for 69.6 percent
of the total value of industrial gases shipments for 1972 by all primary
manufacturers of industrial gases and 63.8 percent of the total value of
industrial gases shipments for 1972 by all manufacturers (Confidential
Finding of Fact (2).

64. The eight largest producers and marketers of industrial gases in
the United States in 1972 were Linde , Air Products, Airco , Chemetron
Corporation , Liquid Air, Inc., Big Three Industries, Liquid Carbonics
Corporation , and Burdett Oxygen Company of Cleveland (Flamm 227-
29; Baker 366-67; Heckel 746; Hines 757; Kimerling 864; Cunningham
921-22). The total value of industrial gases shipments f'o. b. plant for
1972 reported to the Bureau of the Census by the eight largest

producers and marketers of industrial gases in the United States was
$514 million , as adjusted on a pro Janna basis to include the acquisitions
of Liquid Air (Confidential Finding of Fact (2). The total value of

industrial gases shipments reported by the eight companies accounted
for 86.5 percent of the total value of industrial gases shipments for 1972
by all primary manufacturers and 79.3 percent of the total value of
industrial gases shipments for 1972 by all manufacturers (Confidential
Finding of Fact (2).
65. Over the past 5 years, top four concentration in the U.

industrial gases market has increased significantly from 67 to 70
percent while top eight concentration has increased from 84 to 86.

percent, based on total shipments by all primary manufacturers of
industrial gases.

217-1840 - 76 - 81
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Concentration Ratios From 1967 to 1972 Industrial Gases; SIC
2RI3

Value of Industry Shipments 2

Source
BOC RX 72F
CX 296A;
ex 25A
carnera;
Flamm 221;

(Confidential Finding of Fact 62)

66. The increase in concentration in the U.S. industrial gases
industry, as shown above, is also demonstrated by record evidence that
there has been a considerable decrease in the number of industrial
gases firms in the last 15 years as a result of acquisitions and mergers.
Both Air Products and Liquid Air, Inc. have made significant
acquisitions of industrial gases companies during this period. Air
Products acquired three industrial gases producers in 1961: Southern
Oxygen Company, Delta Oxygen Company, and Hill Industrial Gas
Company. At the time of their acquisitions, these three companies had
sales of approximately $12 milion, $3 milion and $1.5 milion
respectively (Baker 409- II). Canadian Liquid Air Ltd. entered the U.
industrial gases market in 1968 by acquiring American Cryogenics, Inc.
American Cryogenics, Inc. later became Liquid Air, Inc. Subsequently,
Liquid Air, Inc. acquired Industrial Air Products of Oregon in 1969
Gulf Oxygen Company of Lake Charles, La., and Dye Oxygen of
Phoenix, Ariz., as of 1973. At the time of its acquisition, American
Cryogenics had industrial gases sales of approximately $13.5 milion
per year. The other companies at the time of their acquisition by Liquid
Air had industrial gases sales of approximately $7.7 milion, $3 milion
and $6 millon, respectively (Dempster 5II, 518- , 528- , 552). A
number of other small companies have also gone out of existence
during this period through acquisitions and mergers (Kimerling 861-62;
Baker 407-08).
67. BOC contends the Census universe relied upon by complaint

counsel is not a meaningful universe because the value of shipments
excludes gases produced for consumption in the producing plant; the
data excludes hydrocarbon gases such as propane, butane , propylene;
sulphur dioxide and chlorine; and the value of helium produced in
government plants (BOC PF 161-65). BOC's contentions, while

Year
1967
1972

Top 

Concentration
Top R

Concentration

86.

, Value of industry equipment res 3s report..r! ror 1907 ar.. not strictly comparable with 1972 data. Shipment
induded in 1%7 data bul nut included in 1972 data are valuc of al! sceOfHiary products primary to other indu:;tricH
values of miscellaneous rcceipb for contrad work on materials owned by others , scrap. salable refuse , repairs, etc. . and
value of resales produds resold io the samecondilion as bouJ!bt(RX 72F :!J.
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factually accurate, are without merit. The relevant market, as
previously found , is the production and distribution of industrial gases
by the industrial gases companies. Industrial gases produced for in-
house consumption are not part of this market as such gases are not
resold in the marketplace (Flamm 345). Further, the industrial gases
industry does not consider such production a part of the industrial
gases business (see Flamm, 294-95). Hydrocarbon gases such as
propane , butane and propylene are not considered part of the industrial
gases industry, but a part of the petroleum industry (see Finding of
Fact 39; Baker 426). Chlorine is not considered an industrial gas
(Flamm 319; Kridl 2140). The record contains little evidence of the
value of helium produced in government plants; however, the
government does not participate in the industrial gases industry and
hence is not part of the relevant market in this proceeding.
68. The Census figures showing value of shipments of industrial

gases produced by all producers is $649 millon in 1972, as compared to
value of shipments of industrial gases produced by plants classified in
the industrial gases industry of $595 milion. This difference in value of
$54 milion could be accounted for by production by back-integrated
producers who have a surplus, or by petroleum companies and chemical
companies that have a surplus of in-house industrial gases production.
The record establishes that this production is primarily sold to
industrial gases companies which resell in the marketplace (Flamm 272
354-55; Giordano 1924-25). Thus, this production is marketed 
industrial gases companies although not reflected in Census figures for
the industrial gases industry.

69. The universe figures utilized by complaint counsel and adopted
by this Initial Decision do not include industrial gases sold by industry
companies but not reported to the Bureau of the Census in SIC 2813

such as propane , etc. To this extent the total universe figures are
understated. However, as previously found, these gases account for an
insignificant percentage of sales by industrial gases companies (see
Finding of Fact 39).
70. In sum , industry concentration figures proposed by complaint

counsel based on Bureau of the Census reports and heretofore found
(see Findings of Fact 62-65) appear to be an accurate basis upon which
to assess industry concentration and to evaluate the economic effects of

the challenged acquisition of Airco by BOC.

(6) Barriers to Entry

71. There are substantial barrers to entry into the production and
marketing of industrial gases in the United States. The principal
barriers to entry into the U.S. industrial gases market are high capital
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cost, technical knowledge and expertise, and marketing
(Flamm 23:,-37; Baker 383- , 2734-35; Dempster 526-27;

872-73; Cunningham 944).
72. The production and marketing of industrial gases in the United

States is capital intensive. Substantial capital is needed for production
plants. For example, the cost of a 250-ton air separation plant and
related equipment is $7 or $8 milion do11ars (Cunningham 944). Large
plants cost up to $16 milion (Giordano 1939-40). There is a considerable
time lapse between the decision to build and the actual construction of
an industrial gases plant. The time for bringing an air separation plant
on stream can be as long as two years (Flamm 235).
73. A high degree of technical expertise , particularly in the field of

chemical engineering, is required to produce and transport industrial
gases. The cryogenic facilities which produce atmospheric gases are
operated at extremely low temperatures and can be hazardous to

employees and the surrounding community if misoperated. Many
industrial gases are distributed at low temperatures in bulk liquid form
and must be transported in specially constructed vessels and equip-
ment designed to withstand extreme temperatures. Additionally, there
are strict federal regulations which must be adhered to in shipping
industrial gases (Baker 384; Giordano 1915-16).

74. The marketing of industrial gases requires an in-depth under-
standing about how the gases are produced and purified and how their
integrity is maintained. Marketing also requires a thorough knowledge
of the physical and chemical properties of industrial gases as the gases
are used in a wide range of industries and each industry has many
different applications. Knowledge of the unique applications of
industrial gases by customers in different industries is therefore
paramount to success in the marketing of industrial gases (Baker 384-
85; Dempster 527; Kimerling 872). Further, a firm needs an estab1ished
reputation as a technically sound supplier of industrial gases before its
products will be accepted in the marketplace. A company that is not
known in the marketplace as a technica11y sound supplier of industrial
gases cannot achieve marketing success in the U.S. market simply by
employing three or four people with previous marketing experience

(Flamm 351-52; Baker 2784-35; Laister 2671).
75. The necessity of technical and marketing experience and

capabilities for successful entry into the U.S. industrial gases market is
clearly demonstrated by the unsuccessful attempt by Standard Oil of
New Jersey (now Exxon, Inc. ) to enter the U.S. industrial gases market
by acquiring American Cryogenics, Inc. Standard's expertise was not in
the industrial gases field and American Cryogenics , Inc. at the time
Standard sold it to Canadian Liquid Air was losing $4 milion a year on

capability
Kimer1ing
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sales of $20 milion. Canadian Liquid Air did have the necessary

expertise and capabilities to produce and market industrial gases and
consequently turned American Cryogenics, Inc. into a profitable
operation (Dempster 518- , 526-27).

76. In contrast to the many U.S. industrial gases firms that have
gone out of existence in the last 15 years , there have been only two
entrants of any consequence that have come into the market during the
period, both entering by acquisition. Canadian Liquid Air entered the

S. market by acquiring American Cryogenics, and Houston Natural
Gas entered by acquiring Liquid Carbonic (Baker 406; Dempster 518-

19).

Competitive Impact of the Acquisition

(1) The Combination of BOC and Airco

77. Airco produces and markets industrial gases throughout the
United States, and it is one of the largest firms in the industrial gases
market in terms of value of shipments (Giordano 1922, 38; Finding of
Fact 62 in carnera). Airco is therefore not a toehold (Topkis 913).

78. BOC produces and markets industrial gases in a multit.ude of
countries and is reportedly the second largest industrial gases company
in the world (Flamm 262; see also Smith 1801-08). Prior to BOC's stock
acquisition in Airco, BOC was the only one of the three largest
industrial gases companies in the world that was not operating in the
United States. The largest industrial gases company in t.he world prior
to BOC's acquiring a stock interest in Airco was thought to be L'Air
Liquide , and the third larg-est was Linde (Flamm 2(2). L'Air Liquide
and Linde are already in the U.S. industrial gases market. 1. Air
Liquide entered in the U.S. market through its Canadian affiliate
Canadian Liquid Air, which acquired American Cryogenics, and
operates in the United States as Liquid Air, Inc. (Dempster 518- 19).

79. See Finding of Fact in camera.

(2) Elimination of BOC as a Perceived Potential Entrant

80. BOC was recognized by members of the industrial gases
industry in the United States as one of the few firms possessing the

capital resources, technical knowledge and expertise and marketing
capability required to successfully enter the U.S. industrial gases
market (Flamm 237- , 248-51; Baker 385-86; Dempster 543, 561;

Muller 6R1; Giordano 1992). Further, BOC was recognized by Linde and
Air Products , two cfthe largest firms in t.he industry, as the firm most
capable of entering the U.S. industrial gases market (Flamm 250; Baker
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390). Additionally, BOC was one of a few firms perceived by members
of the industrial gases industry in the United States as being able to
enter and likely to enter into the U.S. industrial gases market (Flamm
251-

, :

35; Baker 393; Loveman 594; Muller 681-83; Kimerling 876).
Linde and Air Products perceived BOC as the firm most likely to enter
the U.S. industrial gases market (Flamm 251-52; Baker 393). Linde had
considered BOC a potential entrant for the past two to three years
(Flamm 335). Mr. Loveman of Burdett of Cleveland testified that
"* * * over the next five years, I would expect that they (BOC J would
(enter the U.S. market) in some connection." (Loveman 594).
81. BOC's interest in entering the U.S. industrial gases market was

well known throughout the U.S. industrial gases industry. BOC
participated in the manufacturing and selling of industrial gases
production facilities in the United States through a joint venture with
Airco from 1967 through 1971 (Finding of Fact 5; Smith 1717- , 1810;

Giordano 1948-50; Laister 25a5). During 1969- 1970, BOC investigated
the industrial gases industry in the United States for the purpose of
entering the market and while doing so contacted numerous industrial
gases firms in the U.S. market (CX 232A- in camera). Further, in
every year from 1970 through 1973, BOC representatives met with
firms in the U.S. industrial gases industry to consider possible
acquisition of those firms by BOC (see infr, Findings of act 90, 9a
96-102). It was generaHy known throughout the industrial gases
industry in the United States that BOC had contacted firms in the
industry about possible acquisition (Flamm 257-58; Dempster 545-46).

Industry witnesses on cross-examination testified that their pricing
and marketing decisions had not been affected by the perceived
potential entry of BOC (Flamm 336-37; Dempster 567-68; Kimerling
881-82; Baker 446).

82. Aside from BOC, the only other firms considered by members
of the industrial gases industry in the United States as possible
entrants into the U.S. market were Messer Greisheim and Linde A.
both of Germany, and AGA of Sweden (Flamm 250; Baker a90). Messer
Greisheim and Linde A.G. operate as a joint venture in entering

markets outside of Germany (Baker 2747-48). Linde A.G. lacks BOC'
marketing skills as it is primarily a manufacturer of industrial gases
plants for sale to others. Its marketing area for industrial gases 

limited to Germany, Central Europe and South Africa (Muller 719-20).

Messer Greisheim does not have the technology nor marketing

capabilties of BOC and does not market industrial gases to any extent
outside of Germany (Muller 720-22). BOC was of the opinion that
Messer Greisheim s interests lay in other directions than industrial
gases (CX 761. in camera). AGA of Sweden was perceived as having
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some of the prerequisites for entry; however, its resources were

questionable (Smith 1760; CX 761.). Altho\lgh Japanese companies have
the resources and technology to enter the U.s industrial gases market
none has ever invested in industrial gases markets outside Japan
(Smith 1761).

83. None of the companies in the United States which operate
industrial gases plants for their own use lvertieally integrated) are
considered potential entrants into the industrial gases market by
members of the U.S. industrial gases industry, nor are they eonsidered
to have the expertise and eapabilities needed to enter into the open

market sales (Flamm 346; Baker 443- , 2743-44; Dempster 564). None
has entered the industrial gases market to date; all have sold their
surplus production, if any, to industrial gases firms (see Finding of Fact
55). Thus, it is eoneluded that ROC was the most likely potential
entrant into the U.S. industrial gases market and was so pereeived by
members of the industrial gases industry.

(3) Elimination of ROC as an Actual Potential Entrant

(a) BOC' s Incentives for Entry Into the U.S. Market

84. The Roard of Directors of ROC was convinced that it was in
ROC' s eeonomic interest to further expand its international operations.
On Feb. 25 , 1974 , in a statement to shareholders, Mr. Smith, chairman
of ROC , deelared that the acquisition of 4 miUion shares of Airco stock
enabled ROC to pursue its "long-term objective." Further, Mr. Smith
eXplained that ROC's future lies in expanding its international

operations , especially in industrial gases and equipment (CX 292D, H).
85. The history of ROC demonstrates its commitment to expansion

of its industrial gases operations throughout the world. ROC began as a
small Scottish company toward the end of the last century. Its
industrial gases operations eventually extended throughout the United
Kingdom and Ireland. Ry 1956, ROC had expanded beyond the U.
into the following countries: Australia, South Africa, Canada, India
Pakistan, Singapore, Malaya, Hong Kong, East Africa, Rhodesia, the
Philppines , Fiji, and New Guinea (Smith 1800-03). Since 1956, ROC has
expanded into Italy, Indonesia, Thailand, Rangladash, and most
recently into Rrazil (Smith 1806-07). On August 18, 1969, ROC'

Chairman stated that it was ROC's "declared policy" to become more
truly international." (CX 36A-R; Muller 652; Smith 1723, 1822). ROC

officials realized tlrat ROC could not operate as a truly international
industrial gases company without being in the U.S. industrial gases
market (Smith 1728- , 1731; Laister 2557, 2659).

8(i. In addition to ROC's commitment to becoming a truly interna-
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tional company (which would involve entry into the U.S. market), there
were several other significant incentives for BOC's entry into the
industrial gases market in the United States. First, the U.S. market is
the largest industrial gases market in the world and also the most
important and advanced market in the world (CX ; 6A-B; Smith 1728;

Laister 2557). HOC also regarded the United States as the strongest
economy in the world , and one that still enjoyed a respectable growth
rate (Giordano 2000-01). Over the past two years, the growth rate in the
United States for industrial gases has been substantial and this growth
is projected to continue (Baker 2722-23).

87. Further, BOC desired to be "in tune" with the U.S. industrial
gases market not only because of its size and opportunity for growth
but also because it is a source of substantial new technology (Smith
1728). The U.S. market presently provides more new applications for
industrial gases than all the other industrial gases markets in the world
combined (Baker 2718; Findings of Fact 49-51). Also BOC had
determined that it was to its advantage to be in the U.S. market, as its
major international competitors participate therein (Smith 1729;

Laister 2(58). BOC planning documents prepared in August 1969
stated that '' IT Jhere must be competition with American-based
international corporations on their home grounds, at least in certain
selected businesses , if rBOC I is to be confident of survival internation-
ally against American-based firms." (CX :J8C.

(b) BOC has the Capitul Resources , Technical Knowledge aru
Marketing Expertise for Entry into the U.S. Irulustrial G(tses

Market

88. BOC has the necessary capital to enter the U.S. industrial gases
market (Topkis 237, 874; Smith 1760). The establishment by BOC of
approximately 40 subsidiaries in countries around the world attests to
BOC' s immense capital resources (Smith 1644-45). Sales in fiscal 1973
for the BOC group were approximately $765 million (CX 292Q). Capital
employed in 1973 for the group was over $715 milion (CX 272Z-:1), total

assets were $906 412 000 as of September 30, 197:1, with current

liabilities and provisions of only $272,467 000 (CX 292S).
89. BOC has the technical and marketing expertise to enter the U.

industrial gases market and was so viewed by Airco and other industry
members (Topkis 237, 874-75; Flamm 248, 249; Baker 38; 85; Dempster

543; Muller 697; Smith 1760; Giordano 1950, 1992). BOC's history of
entering industrial gases markets around the world clearly demon-

strates BOC' s marketing, organizational and managerial skils. Of the
19 countries outside the U.K. that BOC has entered for the production
and marketing of indw,trial gases , 14 were de novo entries; 5 were
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entries by acquisition of small companies (Smith 1803-07) BOC has
become the dominant company in many of the industrial gases markets
it has entered (CX :101Z in camera). The executive of the largest
industrial gases company in the United States testified that the same
marketing expertise BOC exploited in entering industrial gases
markets throughout the world could be used by BOC to enter the
industrial gases market in the United States (Flamm 238). Further
BOC has already had the benefit and experience of participating in the

S. industrial gases market from 1967 to 1971 through its joint
venture with Airco in the marketing of industrial gases production
plants (Airco Admissions , Pars. 87, 88, filed April 10, 1974; Kimerling
876; Smith 1717- , 1810; Giordano 1948-50; Laister 2535).

(c) BOC's Investigation of Methods of Entry Into the U.

Industrial Gases Market

(i) Dr. Muller s Consultancy

90. BOC has actively pursued various possible means of entering
into the U.S. industrial gases market since at least 1968. In April 1968
BOC entered into a consulting agreement with Dr. Albert Muller. One
of the primary responsibilities of Dr. Muller was the development of
promising business opportunities for BOC in the United States (CX
111A). Dr. Muller has a strong background in industrial gases (Muller
(48). On behalf of BOC , Dr. MuHer contacted several U.S. companies in
1968, including the Clinton Oil Company, for the purpose of a possible
joint venture in helium, Will Ross, Inc., with respect to the possible
acquisition of its Mathieson Special Gases Division by BOC, and

Gardner Cryogenics ("Gardner ) regarding possible acquisition of that
company by HOC (CX I86L-N; Muller 654-55). Canox, the Canadian
subsidiary of BOC, had previously considered acquiring Gardner, which
is a producer and marketer of helium in the United States (CX 208Z-
(6). At the time of Dr. Muller s contact. BOC gave serious consideration
to acquiring Gardner. Dr. Muller held several meetings with Wiliam
Gardner, president of Gardner. BOC also had a study made of the
possibility of acquiring Gardner (CX 15A- , CX 17).
91. In 1969, BOC adopted a policy of becoming more truly

international and accordingly sought "profitable opportunities to
extend its operations in the world's most important and advanced
market." (CX ;16A). BOC' s managcment had decided that BOC should
enter the U.S. market in it" major lines of business (Muiler 65 , 6;'6- 57).
I n order that more aLtention could be devoted to this task

, ,

J. A.

Perham , president of Canox , was directed to assume responsibility for
an such activity. To permit Mr. Perham to devote the necessary time to
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this task, A. R. Dow was appointed executive vice president of Canox
relieving Mr. Perham of the responsibility for day-to-day operations of
Canox (CX 36A-B; Muller 658 , 656). Dr. Muller and Mr. Perham worked
together in assessing and recommending profitable business opportuni-
ties in the United States to BOC (CX 29A). They were to devote their
attention to product lines which were the same or complimentary to
BOC's. They were to seek companies having sales between $1-
milion. Acquisition candidates with sales of $5-20 milion were
considered desirable by BOC (CX 29C-D).
92. In October 1969, Dr. Muller was told by the chairman of BOC to

terminate all activities other than searching for opportunities for ROC
in the U.S. industrial gases field (CX 42, CX 248A-B). In December
1969, the chairman of BOC informed Dr. Muller that BOC was going to
be represented in the United States; the only questions were what
how, when and where (CX 47 A).

93. As part of an overall study of the industrial gases market in the
United States conducted by BOC between December 1969 and
February 1970, Dr. MuHer contacted several distributors of industrial
gases in the United States for BOC (Muller 661-62; CX 121A).

94. In the spring of 1970, when Dr. Muller s consultancy contract
expired, BOC instructed Dr. Muller to continue to forward to BOC any
attractive prospects he discovered in the United States (CX 113, 114;

Muller 669-70). In the summer of 1970, BOC employed Dr. Muller to
assist AHan Perham in a further effort to acquire Gardner (Muller 679-
80). Throughout Dr. Muller s association with BOC , BOC continually
stressed its intention to enter the U.S. industrial gases market (CX 42
47 A; Muller 668).

(ii) Perham-Greenfield Study

95. By 1969, BOC had made a definite decision to enter the U.
industrial gases market (CX 40A, CX 246). In the fall of 1969, BOC'
planning group prepared a detailed study of the U.S. industrial gases
market (CX 44 , CX 246). In December 1969, BOC decided to investigate
in depth the U.S. industrial gases market (CX 47). An extensive
investigation was undertaken during which BOC contacted many U.
industrial gases producers (CX 47, CX 232A- in camera). The report
on this investigation was completed in February 1970, and it was
recommended that BOC not enter the U.S. industrial gases market at
that time, but that this conclusion should not be considered final and
that BOC should continue to look for future opportunities in that
market (BOC RX 62B in camera). After February 1970, BOC
continued to have acquisition negotiations with producers in the market
(Findings of Fact 96-102).
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(iii) BOC's Efforts to Acquire Chemetron

96. In November 1969, Mr. .Johnson of Loeb, Rhoades and
Company, an investment banking firm, was told by BOC that BOC was
interested in acquiring a U.S. industrial gases producer, and in

particular, Chemetron (Johnson 832-33). In January 1970, BOC
discussed with Chemetron the possibility of BOC acquiring a majority
of Chemetron s stock (CX 223A; Johnson 833-35). Subsequently, BOC
djscussed with Chemetron the acquisition of a minority position in
Chemetron with the later possibility of obtaining control (CX 223 , 224

225A).

(iv) BOC's Efforts to Acquire Burdett of Norristown

97. On Aug. 11 , 1971, BOC discussed with Burdett Oxygen
Company of Norrstown (Burdett-Norristown) the acquisition of that
firm and its affiliates by BOC. Also discussed at that time was the
possible acquisition by BOC of National Welders, Selox, Alabama
Oxygen and Gulf Oxygen (CX 250A; Perkins 792-93). Subsequently, a
BOC offcial visited Burdett-Norrstown to consider acquiring it (CX
254A in camera). The visit by the BOC offcial lasted four days, during
which he met all key personnel, inspected the plants and headquarters
facilities and examined the books and records (CX 254A in camera;
Perkins 794-96). BOC continued to analyze Burdett-Norrstown by
checking out all the references Burdett-Norrstown supplied to BOC
(CX 254L- in camera; CX 255A- in camera). BOC subsequently
informed Burdett-Norristown that although it was not then interested
in acquiring the company, it had a continuing interest in the U.
industrial gases market (CX 258).

(v) BOC's Efforts to Acquire Burdett of Cleveland

98. BOC considered Burdett Oxygen Company of Cleveland

(Burdett-Cleveland) a likely acquisition candidate in 1969 (CX 40A). In
1969, BOC told Burdett-Cleveland that it would be interested if the
company ever wished to dispose of its operations (CX 216). Mr. Perham
and Mr. Greenfield of BOC visited Burdett-Cleveland during BOC's
1970 study of the U.S. industrial gases market and recommended that
BOC watch to see if this firm would become available (CX 232D-
camera).

99. Early in 1970, an investment banker told BOC that 50 percent of
the stock of Burdett-Cleveland could be purchased for $4-5 milion. In

April 1970, BOC informed the banker that it would be interested in a
majority position in Burdett-Cleveland (CX 2: , CX 234). After BOC
was told it was then impossible to obtain control , BOC told the banker
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that if the situation changed it would still be interested (CX 248). In
September-October 1970, BOC told Burdett-Cleveland and its bankers
that it was interested in buying Burdett's Niagara Falls, N.

industrial gases plant (CX 244A, CX 245).
100. On Oct. 15, 1973 , BOC informed Burdett-Cleveland of its

continued interest in acquiring Burdett- Cleveland (Loveman 592; see
also Smith 1826). Burdett-Cleveland would not then sell out but stated
it might do so within the next five years (Loveman 592). The interest
expressed by BOC in Burdett-Cleveland convinced Mr. Loveman of
Burdett-Cleveland that BOC would enter the V.S. industrial gases
market at sometime in the future (Loveman 594).

(vi) Other Means of Entry Explored by BOC

101. Prior to the sale of Gulf Oxygen Company to Liquid Air, Inc. in
1972, a BOC representative asked John Hines of Gulf Oxygen Company
if Gulf were for sale. Mr. Hines responded that it was not but that 
would be available some day (Hines 759-60).

102. In 1972, BOC considered a joint venture with Chemetron to
produce and market certain industrial gases, including oxygen and
nitrous oxide (Keuhn 1I55). BOC informed Chemetron during these
discussions that it intended to enter the U.S. market for oxygen and
nitrous oxide either on a "grass roots basis" or through acquisition
(Keuhn 1152-53).

(d) Testimony of BOG Executives

103. The testimony of two of BOC's top executives was to the effect
that HOC did not intend to enter the industrial gases market in the

nited States and that BOC would not have done so in the foreseeable
future, but for the Airco transaction. Mr. Smith, chairman of the board
of directors of BOC (Smith 1642), testified (1741-42 1744):

Q * .. * Had you not acquired a stock interest in Airco, would HOC have entered the
American , United States , gases business in any way in the foreseeabJe future?

(Colloquy Omitted J

.JUDGE BARNES: You may answer, Mr. Smith. Do YOLl recall the question?
THE WITNESS: Yes. I cannot eonceive any circumstances whatso( ver that would

bring BOC into the American market in the foreseeable future , barring AireD.

Similarly, Peter Laister, a director of BOC since 1969 (Laister 2528
253:3). testified (2552-53):

Q After the Perham-Greenfield report was received and considered (February 1970)
(and before the meeting) whieh you had with merchant bankers which you have
mentioned here today (regarding Airco in Junp 191: J, did BOC have any intention
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whatever to enter the U.S. gases business either on a Greenfield (greenfield I basis or by
acquisition?

A There was no intention. Quite the reverse. We were quite determine(d I, we decided
when Wl: had read the Perham-Greenfield report , that we would not enter on such a basis.

104. Mr. Smith testified that de n(J1O entry would be extraordinari-

ly costly. He estimated that it would be likely to cost $240 millon and to
take ten years to produce a viable national competitor, by which he
meant a market share in excess of 5 percent (Smith 1835-36). He added
that he could not "conceive the circumstances in which rheJ wouJd have
persuaded IhisJ board to expend that amount of money and take that
amount of time , and to have that deteriorating effect on I BOC's J return
that they would have said yes." (Smith 1836-37). Entry by acquisition of
a firm smaller than Airco was viewed by Mr. Smith as subject to most
of'he same difficulties as de novo entry.

105. These denials by BOC offcials must be considered in the light
of their other testimony given at the hearings. Mr. Smith testified that
BOC had a stated objective of becoming a more international company
(Smith 1723). In describing BOC's reasons for acquiring Airco , Mr.
Smith testified that the first reason was BOC could work with Airco
and:

The second reason was that despite having had to turn our backs on the American

market in the belief that there was no way in, the faeL is that the American market is
much the most powerful and largest in the world , and it must he of continuing interest to
any company which has ambitions to act internationally.

The third reason is that the Ameriean market, partly as a result of its size , is the
source of much technology, much new development, and we have to be in tune with that.

We have to keep pace with that.
And thcre was no better way of doing it than by gelting an interest in Airco.
The international-the industrial gas business has moved in th(: last five , seven years

to reaJly being a wen competitive situation.
In fact, the singJe national economy is very rarely these clays suffcient to maintain the

pace of development and to get the best out of capital resources and technologieal
resources,

And thif; if; why or partly why the world scene is dominated by 11 handful uf
internationaJ companies.

Now , two of the international competitors with whom we meet at different parts in the
world are American companies.

And certainly we saw an advantage in heing pT! sent in th( same market in 'vhich our
own international competitors are present.

Q What two do you have in mind , sir?
A Air Products and Union Carbide lLinde 1.

QAllr;ght.
A And lastly, but I don t doubt just as important, is our belief that at the price we were

paying for Airco we would get a reasonable return, and in circumstances much better
than anything else we could have devised so far as American markets are eoncerned
(Smith 1728-2!J).
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Q There was reference in one of the documents which yOU identified and which was
received in evidence , and indeed there was refcrence in your earlier testimony to BOC'
ambition to be ever more international, ever more multi-national.

Did that playa role in this decision?
A Yes.
I don t believe that one can really claim to be a multi-national company without

operating in the North American market. (Smith In!).

Q What was the purpose in acquiring the stock in Aireo?
A I think as a matter of fact, I have given this in my testimony yesterday, I am very

happy to go through it again.
The first reason is that we have always been interested in the industrial gas market in

America. While there is no virtue attaehed to the claim of being an international
company, there are nevertheless benefits which can be obtained by being an international
company, and quite clearly, those benefits are diminished if we don t have a position in
North America. (Smith 184 -44).

Airco offered BOC the national (U. ) market in
1736).

106.

one jump" (Smith

Peter Laister, a BOC managing director, testified:

The next point is that we are an international company but in an international sense
we were incompJete. We were not operating in America where three of our internationaJ
competitors, Air Liquide , Union Carbide and Air Products, for example, operate. CLaistcr
2557).

A * * '" There were a number of reasons why I personally thought that the tender
offer was the right thing to do for BOC and for its shareholders.

First of all , it shows a return upon the investment.
Secondly, it adds to the international strength of BOC.
Thirdly, it gives us a place in the American market which we could see no other way of

obtaining.

Q In the American industrial gas market'
A In the American industrial gas market.
Fourthly, it gives us the opportunity of benefiting in the longer term and with

providing benefit to Airco in terms of some product or technological interchange , but that
is for the future.

Lastly, it pJaces us in the same markdplace as our major international competitors.
Q Let's discuss that. Why is that important to you , sir?
A Basically I think because if they operate in America and there is technological or

other development or marketing dcvelopment, then thcre are opportunities open to them
which are not open to us. That is the first point.

Q Such as
A We!! , I don t know. You know , it is a very large marketplace. Certainly the use of

liquid nitrogen for freezing has developed in America ahead of the way it has developed
in Europe. Those who take part in America win obviously have that technology available
to them , so it is all matter like that.
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I don t feel that we could pretend to be a fully international company in the long term
if we had given no consideration to the possibilities of the American marketplace.
(Laister 2658-59).

107. Although testifying that BOC could not enter the U.
industrial gases market de novo or by toehold acquisition, Mr. Smith
acknowledged that BOC has entered many industrial gases markets
throughout the world on a de novo basis; in other countries, very small
acquisitions served as a basis for market entry (Smith 1804,07). In
Brazil, BOC is starting in the markct with a tonnage plant where it
does not have any merchant business (Smith 1807).

(e) BOC Documents

108. In 1969 and early 1970, Allan Perham, chairman of'he board of
Canox, and 1. Greenfield, a member of BOC's London marketing
research staff, were detailed by BOC to conduct an extensive study of
the U.S. industrial gases business. The purpose of the study was two-
fold:

0) To analyse the present and likely future situation in the American market, and to
draw therefrom any lessons and experience which might have application in BOC Group.

Subsequently,
(ji) To consider whether there are any identifiable opportunities in USA which BOC

mig-ht wish to exploit at some future date. (BOC RX 181-C; accord ex 47A)

Perham and Greenfield conducted such a study of the U.S. industrial
gases market , which included interviews and visits with participants in
the industrial gases business in this country, collection of much data
and visits to American distributors (CX 44 , CX 232). The Perham-
Greenfield report was negative on entry at that time by BOC into the
industrial gases business in the United States; however, the report
noted that this conclusion was not final and that the situation should be

subject to periodic review (BOC RX 62B).
Mr. Smith , BOC' s chairman , testified (1710):

Q Now, I would like to ask you , please, sir, following the reeeipt of the Perharn-

Greenfielrl report , what did you do about the US gases field afterward?
A What we did was to continue to be very interested in what was going on in the

American industrial gas market but what the Perham-Greenfield report told us was that
it confirmed an existing belief which existed among aJlof the top management of the
HOC Group was that there was no practical way of eoming into the American market.

109. In July 1970 , the BOC board of directors adopted priorities of
investment and a budget for the development of its business through
197:. Contemporaneous BOC board minutes record these priorities and
funds allocated for BOC development:
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Following outline approved:

1st: For the UK
MillioNS

28.

2nd: or restoring BOC
holdings in existing
overseas subsidiaries
Lo minimum 60%

:SnJ: POI' expansion of existing

overseas subsidiaries

tlth: For Europe 10.

5th: For Japan , USA and
South America :J.

50.0 milions
(BOC fiX mA)

The funds allocated to the United States , Japan and South America
included no sums for entering the industrial gases market (Smith 1714).

Mr. Laister testified , however, that acquisitions are left out of planning
documents when it is uncertain what acquisitions wil occur in the
future (Laister 2569-70). He also testified that:

Quite obviously in any large business you ean t read the future a few years out.
(Laister 2G21A).

(f Feasihility of BOC's Entry

110. It was clearly feasible for BOC to enter the industrial gases
market in the United States either de novo or by toehold acquisition

(See Smith 1760). Further, there is no evidence which indicates the
presence of any unique features in the U.S. market which would
preclude entry by BOC in the same manner BOC entered many
industrial gases markets around the world which has been accom-
piished by a de novo or "grass roots" entry, or by the acquisition of a
small producer (Smith 1803-07) BOC entered the Canadian industrial
gases market de novo after World War II and is now the third largest
firm in that market with sales of $8 million (Smith 1759; Dow 2042;
Laister 2560). BOC recently entered the Brazilian industrial gases
market with a small plant (Smith 1006). The Brazilian market has a
growth rate comparable to the U.S. market (Baker 2731). Other major
producers have entered foreign markets successfully on a small basis.
Air Products successfully entered Great Britain in 1957 as a de novo
entrant. By 197:, Air Products held 25 percent of the industrial gases
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market in Great Britain (Baker 41:J- 17). Air Products recently entered
the Canadian market on a very small basis, having less than I percent
of'he market (Baker 2711- 15).

111. Liquid Air, Inc. successfully entered the U.S. industrial gases
market through the purchases of toehold firms in 1968, 1969 , 1972 and
197: (CX 33IiV-W; Dempster 528-30). At the time Liquid Air entered
the U.S. market, it purchased Ameriean Cryogenics from Standard Oil
or New Jersey. At that time , American Cryogenics was losing money at
the rate of $4 million per year. Liquid Air was able to turn the company
around , and with the acquisition of other small industrial gas producers
developed a substantial and profitable U.S. operation (Dempster 518-
2 I , 526-27).

112. DOC could have entered the U.S. industrial gases market in
any of several ways. It could have entered by acquiring one or several
small producers of industrial gases; it could have entered by bidding on
a tonnage plant; it could have added incremental capacity to the
tonnage plant for sale in the merchant market; it could have entered
into a joint venture as was discussed with Chemetron (see Finding of
Fact 102); or it could have utilized any combination of the above. At the
time BOC acquired the stock of Airco, there were and still are a
number of attractive small U.S. industrial gases producers available for
acquisition, including Burdett of Norristown, Northern Gases and
Supply, and Alabama Oxygen (Heckel 7:6; Perkins 788; Kimerling 876;
Baker 898 , 2734- , 2750 , 2781; Flamm 260).
I18. BOC argues that de '10110 entry would involve a vcry high cost

(BOC PI' 247- 49). DOC' s chairman estimated that de '10110 entry
producing a viable operation-over 5 percent of national sales-would
be likely to cost $240 million. This high cost would be coupled with
uncertainty as to whether there would be a return on such an
investment , and , if so , when such a return would be realized. Another
obstacle to entry into the industrial gases business in the United
States, according to BOC , is the need for "hackup

" -

the supply of gas

to major customers from alternative sources when the producer
supplying plant is out of service, either for scheduled maintenance or as
a result of plant failure (Giordano 1981-82; CX :J85Z). BOC also argues
that major tonnage supply contracts in the industrial gas industry
typically are for terms of 15 years (Baker 27:J940), and that it is not
feasible to enter the tonnage end of Lhe industry by soliciting existing
customers of the firms in the business already.

114. None of these arguments are persuasive. BOC has entered
markets around the world de '10110 and on a smaH basis. The record does
not establish that it is necessary to immediately secure 5 percent of the
national market. As to uncertainty as to whether there would be an

217-1840 - 76 - 82.
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adequate return, this is always a concern to any enterprise in a free
competitive society. The health of the U.S. industrial gases market as
of December 197:3 , is a strong indication that BOC could have entered
the market, with an excellent chance of realizing a normal profit. There
is no evidence that backup supplies are not readily available to aH
industry members (Loveman 585). There is no evidence that backup has
caused any company to avoid any market in the world, or to avoid any
contract of any kind. Backup may be a competitive obstacle , but it is not
a barrier to market entry. As for long term tonnage contracts , BOC'
opportunity for market entry is not limited to seeking existing
customers under contract; BOC can compete for the new market
demands which the record indicates existing firms were unable to
satisfy.

115. BOC argues that the small companies which are in the U.s.
industrial gases market are either unattractive investments or there is
no showing they are available for acquisition (BOC PF 257-314). The
record does establish that there are small companies in the industrial
gases market and that they are available for acquisition now or would
be in the future (Loveman 592; Perkins 788; Heckel 736, 746-48). The
record does not establish whether they would be good investments or
bad investments. Such a burden would be unrealistic. The record does
establish, however, that Liquid Air entered the U.S. market by
acquiring a company in 1968, that was losing $4 millon per year. Liquid
Air now has a profitable U.S. operation. The industrial gases market
was much more attractive in 1973 than in 1968 when Liquid Air entered
the market.

116. December 1973 would have been an opportune time for BOC to
enter the U.S. industrial gases market either on a "grass roots" basis or
through the acquisition and expansion of a small company (Baker 2734-
35). BOC's apparent reason for acquiring Airco stock as its method of
entry into the U.S. industrial gases market was that it undoubtedly
offered BOC a substantial share of the U.S. industrial gases market at
one jump" with less risk to its investment. As a matter of fact, ROC

had been considering purchasing Aireo , or Airco s gases division, for
several years (CX 37A, CX 40A; Laister 2540-41). It is thus concluded
that BOC was an actual potential entrant into the U.S. industrial gases
market as of December 1973.

IV. Inhalation Anesthetic Equ.iprnent

Relevant Product Market

117. The complaint aHeges that one of the effects of the acquisition
of Airco stock by BOC may be substantially to lessen competition or to
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tend to create a monopoly in the manufacture, distribution or sale of
inhalation anesthetic equipment, or any submarket thereof, throughout
the United States or sections thereof (complaint, Par. 27). "Inhalation
anesthetic equipment" (hereinafter IAE) is defined in the complaint as
equipment and accessories used in the administration of gas for

anesthetic purposes (complaint, Par. l(b)). Dr. John Hedley-Whyte , an
anesthesiologist, testified as complaint counsel's expert on IAE
(Hedley-Whyte llR9-1294). He defined IAE as that equipment
necessary and useful for the giving of inhalation anesthesia to patients
(Hedley-Whyte 1196).

118. Complaint counsel issued a subpoena to the leading firms in the
industry calling for sales of all IAE products (CX 316B in cam.era;

Kuehn 1140; Scott 1355-56; Schreiber 1060-63; Hedley-Whyte 1156-
1170). This subpoena listed the following products as comprising the
IAE market:

(a) Anesthesia m.achines. The essential elements of an anesthesia
machine are a cart and a cabinet which provide a framework for the
other equipment, and yokes, regulators, needle valves and flow meters
vaporizers , breathing circuits (conducting tubes), masks, C02 absorp-
tion cannisters and rebreathing reservoir bags (Cosgrove 22R6- , 2295

2320-21).
(b) Anesthesia vaporizers. These are small metal or glass containers

which convert a liquid anesthetic agent into vapor, combine it with a
stream of carrier gas, which is delivered to the patient (Schreiber 1054
Cosgrove 2288).

(c) Rebreathing reservoir bags. There are two general systems used

for the administration of inhalation anesthetics: rebreathing and non-
rebreathing. In the former, some of the gas administered to the patient
is recirculated to the patient again and again after carbon dioxide is
first removed from the expired gas. In non-rebreathing systems , all the
gas administered to the patient is fresh, and the patient's exhalations
are not recirculated to him (Schreiber 1055; Cosgrove 2320; Hedley-
Whyte 1200). The rebreathing reservoir bag collects the expired gas
from a patient in a rebreathing system. These units retain the moisture
in a patient's lungs and mouth (Cosgrove 2320; Schreiber 1055; Hedley-
Whyte 1200).

(d) Anesthesia conducting tubes carry the gas from the anesthesia

machine to the patient and may be either disposable or reusable.

Typically, the reusable tubes are rubber and the disposable tubes are
plastic (Cosgrove 2321; Schreiber 1055-56).

(e) Anesthesia airways are small curved tubes that are inserted into
the patient's mouth in order to prevent him from biting endotracheal
tubes that are inserted into the trachea (Hedley-Whyte 1202).
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(f' Anesthesia jace masks are used to conduct gas from the

anesthesia conducting tube directly to the patient' s nose and mouth
(Cosgrove 2823-24; Schreiber 1056-57; Hedley-Whyte 1202-03).

(g) 

Connecting V- pieces. In rebreathing systems, two conducting

tubes lead from the anesthesia machine to the patient. One conducts

fresh gas from the machine to the patient and the other carries the
exhaled gas back to the machine. The Y -piece is a small rubber fitting
that connects these two conducting tubes to the face mask (Cosgrove
2325; Schreiber 1056-57; Hedley-Whyte 1203).

(h) Adapter' and . fitting8. Y -pieces typically have an inside diameter
connection of 15 milimeters while older face masks often have 22

milimeter diameter connections. Adapters are used to connect these
older type masks to the 15-millimeter Y-pieces (Schreiber 1057-58).

(i) C(trbon dioxide absorption, cannister8. In rebreathing systems , it
is necessary to remove carbon dioxide from gas exhaled by the patient
before recirculating the gas. Hence , anesthesia machines are normally
equipped with a plastic and metal cannister which contains a chemical
compound , called an absorbant, that absorbs carbon dioxide from the
exhaled gas before it is recirculated (Schreiber 1058; Hedley-Whyte
1203-04). The absorption cannister is made from polypropylene plastic
and steel castings obtained from ordinary foundries (Cosgrove 2297-

98). The absorbants are manufactured by chemical companies (Kuehn
Il72-74).

(j) 

Flow melers are used to control the flow of gas to the patient
during anesthesia (Cosgrove 229:3- , 2287).

(k) Carts. Anesthesia carts are used to support drugs and equipment
that may he needed in the operating room during an anesthesia
procedure (Hedley-Whyte 1204).

(1) Yokes , han,dscrews a'iId 'valves are used to maintain the anesthesia
machine and attach gas cylinder to the machine (Cosgrove 2292;

Schreiber 1059).

(m) Anesthesia ventilatoTs are devices which mechanically assist and
control a patient's breathing during anesthesia (Schreiber 1059;

Hedley-Whyte 1205-06).
(n) Anesthesia respirmneters measure the respiratory minute

volume the total volume of air breathed in one minute by a
breathing patient (Schreiber 1059; Cosgrove 2328-29), and is an

indication of the level of anesthesia Le. the level of unconsciousness of
the patient (Schreiber 1059).

(0) Endotracheal tubes are long lubes inserted into the patient's
trachea to keep the patient's airway free. They are connected to the
anesthesia machine via the conducting tubes and conduct air or the
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anesthetic mixture into the patient's respiratory system (Cosgrove
2:,2R; Hedley-Whyte 1206-07; Schreiber 1060).

Complaint counsel' s subpoena specifications also included a category
entitled 'lather." Some of the companies responding to complaint
counsel's subpoena listed "products not specifically mentioned in the
specifications undcr this category. Dr. Hedley-Whyte testified that the
items on complaint counsel's subpoena represented a listing of IAE
products and to this listing he would add one other item-direct
laryngoscopcs. Direct larynogoscopes are small metal devices contain-
ing a light which permits the anesthesiologist to view the area behind
the patient's tongue in order to facilitate insertion of endotracheal
tubes through the voice box (Hedley-Whyte 1207-08). Any other
products , according to Dr. Hedley-Whyte , would ccnstitute an exceed-
ingly small part of'he overall lAID market (Hedley-Whyte 1197).

119. An anesthesia machine , the most significant product in the
IAE market, consists essentially of a cart, cabinet, yokes , needle valves
flow meters , vapodzers , breathing circuits (conducting tubes), masks
C02 absorbers and rebreathing reservoir bags (Cosgrove 228(i- , 2295
2320-21). Ventilators are used in conjunction with an anesthesia
machine and may be mounted directly on most anesthesia machines in
use today (Cosgrove 2:,26; complaint counsel physical exhibit " CR).
Flow meters are used in both anesthesia and therapy procedures;
however, anesthesia flow meters are designed specifically for the
inhalation anesthesia apparatus (Porter J:09; Cosgrove 22R7), and are

not normally sold apart from the anesthesia machine (Cosgrove 2:326).
I AE products each have a very specific function , although there are a
few exceptions to this generalization. Reusable and disposable endotra-
cheal tubes are substitutable for one another, as are reusable and

disposable face masks and conducting tubes, respectively. Althoup;h

each product has a specific use , the anesthesia machine and attach-
ments together provide the vehicle for administering anesthesia during
surgical procedures.

120. lAID products have distinct physical characteristics which
distinguish them from other types of inhalation equipment and
accessories. Inhalation anesthetie equipment and accessories must be
semiconcluctive to prevent electrocution or explosions (Schreiber 1097-

98; Hedley-Whyte 1201 , 1205, I229-:JO). Due to its necessary semi-
conductive property, the price of IAE is substantially higher than the
price of inhalation therapy equipment and accessories. Although a few
items of IAE can be substituted for items of inhalation therapy
equipment and accessories in an emergency situation, the price

difference between the two lines make any such substitutjon economi-

cally prohibitive (Hedley-Whyte 1201 , 1229).
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121. IAE is recognized by the medical profession and by firms in
the industry as a separate and distinct product market. IAE is defined
by the medical profession and by firms in the industry as those items
utiized in the dispensing of anesthetic gases or the vapors of anesthetic

liquids to the lungs of patients to be anesJhetized , including surgical
dental, and veterinary anesthetic equipment and accessories (Schreiber
1041; Kuehn 1125; Hedley-Whyte 1196-98; Porter 1297-98). Such
products have peculiar characteristics and end uses as they are the only
products which are used together to directly administer anesthetic
vapors.
122. The Z-79 Committee of the American National Standards

Institute recognizes the IAE market as a separate and distinct market.
This committee consists of the leading manufacturers of IAE
representatives of the medical professional societies in the United
States and representatives of the Federal Government (Hedley-Whyte
1212- 13). The Z-79 Committee is primarily concerned with the
standards of design, performance and terminology of IAE (Schreiber
1081; Hedley-Whyte I213). Standards set by the Z-79 Committee apply
to surgical and dental inhalation anesthetic equipment and accessories
(Hedley-Whyte 1213- 14).

123. Dental anesthetic equipment and accessories include nitrous
oxide sedation units used in the inhalation of nitrous oxide for purposes
of anesthesia. Dental anesthesia refers to the administration by

inhalation of anesthesia gases whereby the patient is usuaHy rendered
unconscious. In contrast, dental analgesia refers to the administration
of a local anesthetie by use of a syringe and needle and merely provides
relief from pain rather than rendering the patient unconscious. Only in
rare circumstances does nitrous oxide act as an analgesia rather than as
an anesthesia (Hedley-Whyte 1197- , 1246-48; Porter ' 1298, 1306
1331). Nitrous oxide sedation units are used for surgical procedures

(Porter I330-:U). There is a cross-fertilization between the dental and
medical anesthesia professional societies and a dentist may serve on the
anesthesia staff of a hospital (Hedley-Whyte 1210). The level of
sophistication and technology used in manufacturing dental anesthetic
equipment and accessories is the same as that of surgical anesthetic
equipment and accessories (Porter 1301 , 1331-32).

124. Veterinary inhalation anesthetic equipment and accessories
are part of the overall IAE market (Schreiber 1041; Hedley-Whyte
1198). The principles involved in the manufacture and use of veterinary

. Porter s testimony "t\sist"T\tty rt.f"r,; tn " ,lent,\! analgesia Nluipment," !'"..ters dd,nitin!1 "f '!enta! analgesia
cquipm,'nt as apparatus u.""d lo m,'"sure ,,"d '-'-' gul..t" the now or ""-YKcn and nitrous ""i,!l' to the patient through
inhal"tiun rather than intrawnUlls means c"ITe"p,mds with the !i,'finitio!1 of dental anesthetic equipment "111
aeees."!!r;,,-, used hy Dr. H,'lIley- Why!.. (ll!I7-!JIi. It4fi.47). Th,'refore. Porter s .."r"renc" to "d"ntal ana!g,,i..

"qll'!l1m'nt " in hi t,, timony apparently rer.'r" to dental anc"thd;e equipment.
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inhalation anesthetic equipment and accessories are the same as those
for human inhalation anesthetic equipment (Schreiber 1094-91), 1121-22;
Hedley-Whyte 1198). Veterinary anesthesia machines and human
anesthesia machines are interchangeable to a degree. Components are
sometimes identical (Schreiber 1044-41)). Human anesthesia machines
are commonly used on animals (Schreiber 1094-95; Hedley-Whyte 1198-
99). Ohio Medical Products Division of Airco (Ohio) manufactures both
human and veterinary anesthesia machines (Cosgrove 2311).

121). BOC contends that there are other products which should be
included in the IAE market. These are products , the sales of which
were reported by companies in response to complaint counsel's
subpoena under the category "other " and products that were
mentioned" during the hearings (ROC PF 378-379). Complaint counsel

have included some of these "other products in their IAE market while
not including others (CCRB , Table I). The most significant differences
between the parties as to what is in the IAE market is monitoring
equipment , which complaint counsel have excluded (CCPF 142).

126. The medical profession does not recognize monitoring equip-
ment as a part of IAE. Monitoring equipment gives feedback on the

patient' s general condition; temperature, pulse, blood pressure
heart action, but it is not used as a direct measure of the level of
anesthesia (Hedley-Whyte 121)0, 162; Cosgrove 2478-79). Monitoring
devices are used in a limited number of surgical cases (Hedley-Whyte
1286-87). Some such devices are dangerous to use (Hedley-Whyte 1254-
58). Ohio regards monitoring equipment as separate and distinct from
IAE. Ohio does not manufacture monitoring equipment as it requires a
different technology from that necessary for IAE. Mr. Cosgrove
executive vice president of Ohio, testified in regard to monitoring
equipment:

Judge Barnes: Why don t you make them?
The Witness: Your honor, our technology lies in another direction. It has for years. It

is a case of having to work very hard and spend large sums of money just to bring
yourself up to the state of the art and that is being practiced by the other manufaeturers.
(Cosgrove 2:364)

Different companies manufacture monitoring equipment than manufac-
ture IAE; companies such as Hewlett-Packard and General Electric
make monitoring equipment but not IAE (Hedley-Whyte 1262;
Cosgrove 2363-64). The same type of monitoring equipment used inside
an operating room is also used outside the operating room (Hedley-
Whyte 1286; Cosgrove 2480-81); in fact, such equipment's primary
usage is out.side the operating room (Hedley-Whyte 1251, 1256 , 1286-
87). Most. blood pressure monitoring in surgical procedures is by the
same piece of equipment that. is used in a doctor s office for routine
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blood pressure checks (HedJey- Whyte 1259 , 1289). Because different
departments will be using the same monitoring equipment, hospitals
attempt to standardize on the monitoring equipment purchased

(Hedley-Whyte 1263). Further, the hospital committee that purchases
anesthetic equipment is separate from the committee purchasing
monitoring equipment (Cosgrove 2481)

127. IAE is usually sold to the head of the anesthesia department in
hospitals (Schreiber 1060), and it is only anesthosiologists and nurse
anesthesiologists who work with IAE (Hedley-Whyte 1209- 10). IAE
products are also purchased by veterinarians and dental anesthetists.

13. Geographic Market

128. The relevant geographic market within which to assess the
competitive effects of the BOC stock acquisition in Airco with respect
to the IAE market is the United States as a whole. The leading
manufacturers of IAE , including Aireo and BOC subsidiaries Fraser
Sweatman , Inc. and Harris Lake , Inc. sell such products throughout the
United States (Schreiber 1061; Kuehn 1141; Scott 1355; Cosgrove 2:110

2436-37). There is no disput.e as to the geographic market (BOC PF
:19H).

BOC' s Operations in IAE

(1) International Operations

12H. The Advanced Engineering Division of BOC , formerly the
Equipment Division, manufactures and markets IAE (CX 3H , ex 102-
, CX 112-8). BOe had sold t.hese products in the United States for at

least. ten years (Cosgrove 2439). During 197:1 , Medishield Corporat.ion
Ltd., a subsidiary of BOC , consisted of 15 subsidiary companies sellng
inhalation anesthetic equipment and other medical products throughout
the world (CX 292K). During 1973 , Medishicld Corporation , Ltd. , had
distl"ibutors in over 180 countries (CX 292K). BOC formed M0dishicld
I nc. to coordinate the activities of its North American medical interests
(Smith 1784-85).

(2) Fraser Sweatman , Inc.

1:10. During 1\)72 , BOC acquired Cyprane , Ltd. . a !Jnited Kingdom
company which manufactured anesthetic equipment, and their 'Nholly-

o\vned subsidiaries , Fraser Sweatman , Inc. (hereinafter FS) ::mci Fraset

Sweatrncm , TAd. of Canada (CX IlL, ex llZ-8; Smith 17 21-B2). A. s a

manufacturer and as a distributor for Cyprane , Ltd. , 1"8 sold anesthetic
equipment in the United SLates for general medical, dental and
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veterinary applications (CX IlZ-8). During the period fiscal year 1965
through fiscal year 1973, FS increased its U.S. sales of anesthetic

equipment from $604 721 to $2 498,146 (CX 109K). In 1972, FS
marketed a wide range of surgical, dental and veterinary inhalation
anesthetic equipment and accessories (CX 130- , CX 135-48). FS has
sold vaporizers to Ohio for the last three years (Cosgrove 2307-08).

(:3) Harris Lake , Inc.

131. Harris Lake, Inc., a U.S. company (hereinafter HL), was
incorporated in 1970 (CX 70A , CX 100A). During 1972 , BOC owned 24
percent of the Harris Calorific Company, the parent of HL (Topkis
1153). During November 1972, HL became a manufacturer of
anesthesia machines and distributor of respirometers for BOC (CX
5IB , CX 94). During November 1973, BOC acquired full control of HL
(CX 102D , CX 107). At the time of its acquisition, HI. had approximate-
ly :3 percent of the U.S. anesthetic equipment market, although its
position in Cleveland , Ohio (HL's location), was much greater (CX
!OIB).

Airco s Operations in IAE

132. Ohio is the dominant firm in the U.S. IAE market (CX 169B
camera; CX 101B). Ohio has been recognized by the industry as the
largest manufacturer, in terms of dollars, of IAE in the United States
since at least 1956 (Schreiber 1073 , 1088; Kuehn 1156-57; Porter 1316;
Cosgrove 2420-21). Ohio s major competitors in the U.S. IAE market in
1973 were Foregger Division of Air Products , Dupaco, and the two
BOC subsidiaries, FS and HI. (CX 169C in camera; CX 101B;

Schreiber IOn; Kuehn 1156-57; Porter 1316-17).

Concentration in the IAE Market

1:1:1. The data in the record concerning market shares of the
companies in the IAE industry comes from subpoenas served by
complaint counsel on 37 companies (CX 314- , CX 316B , CX 317-
CX 326, CX 329). The data concerning respondent companies was
stipulated (CX 327, CX 330). There is no evidence as to how complaint
counsel arrived at the names of the companies to be served with

subpoenas. Complaint counsel's subpoena served on the companies
called for net sales data by product category for all inhalation
anesthetic equipment and accessories including but not limited to the
listing of products set forth in the subpoena specifications (CX 316B
camera; Finding of "'act 118). A category of "other" was also provided
in the subpoena. The subpoena also called for data showing all such
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products manufactured by each company to eliminate the possibility of
double reporting of resale products (CX 316B in camera). The listing
of products on the subpoena was stated to be a substantially complete
listing of IAE products (Finding of Fact II8).

184. Table I in the confidential section of this initial decision
contains market share data compiled from subpoena returns and
stipulations. This table is basically the same as that proposed by
complaint counsel (CCRB , Table I in camera). Table I data for BOC
includes FS and HI. sales as well as sales by BOC in the United States
through other methods. Table I also includes one-half of BOC
rcspirometers sold in the United States. Respirometers may be used in
either inhalation anesthesia or inhalation therapy depending on the
attached adaptor (Cosgrove 2498-94). BOC refused to allocate the sales
of respirometers between these two markets although North American
Draeger was able to do so (Schreiber 1050-52). On Table I, Narco
Scientific Industries, Inc. includes Isolette, McKesson and Air Shields;
Becton, Dickinson and Company includes Bard Parker; American
Hospital Supply Corporation includes Pharmaseal Division; C. R. Bard
Inc. includes Med-Econ Plastics Division; and Sherwood Medical
Industries , Inc. includes Aloe Medical.

135. The market share of the four largest manufacturers in the U.
IAE market in 1972 was 64.5 percent and of the eight largest 87.
percent (Table I in camera).

136. The universe figure utilized in Table I is the total of all sales of
IAE reported by the 37 companies which were served with subpoenas

and respondents ' stipulated sales. Complaint counsel did not include
insignificant sales reported by the companies of items not in the IAE
market. Complaint counsel also solicited testimony from industry
executives as to their estimate of'he total U. S. IAE market. Mr. Scott
general manager of Foregger, testified that the total IAE market was
$30 milion within an error range of 15 percent (Scott 1359). He listed
13 companies (Foreggcr, Ohio, BOC , Dupaco, North American Draeger
National Catheter, Rusch , Porter, Welch Allyn, Anesthesia Associates
Bard Parker, N arco Scientific, Bird), which he identified as accounting
for 90 percent of the net U.S. sales, at the manufacturing level plus
imports , of IAE (Scott 1856-59). These companies, whose sales figures
are reflected on Table I, had aggregated sales of $22.4 millon in 1972
which results in an estimated universe figure of $24.9 milion. The

aggregated sales of all the companies shown on Table I were $24.
milion, or more than 98 percent of the estimated universe. Mr.
Schreiber, president of North America Draeger, estimated the total
market as $25 milion (Schreiber 1072). Mr. Porter, president of Porter
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Instrument Company, estimated the total market as $20 milion (Porter
1315).

137. BOC contends that the record does not furnish any reliable
data from which market shares or industry concentration can be
measured (BOC PF 416-447). BOC contends that complaint counsel's
subpoena was not directed to a1l firms manufacturing IAE , that the list
of products on the subpoena was not an exhaustive list, and the
subpoena specifications were ambiguous. Complaint counsel's expert
witness, Dr. Hedley-Whyte , testified that the listing of IAE products
on complaint counsel's subpoena was substantia1ly complete. Also
complaint counsel' s subpoena ca1led for sales data on all IAE
equipment to be broken down by product category. A category of
other" was provided to cover IAE products not specifica1ly covered by

complaint counsel' s listing of products. If a1l the IAE items reported by
companies responding to the subpoenas had been included in Table I , it
would represen,t only an insignificant change in the data actually
utiized therein. In fact, such data would only serve to increase the sales
of Ohio and Foregger, two of the largest companies in the IAE market
and thus to increase industry concentration.

138. Industry witnesses identified the leading firms in the IAE
market. Dr. Hedley-Whyte testified that sales of the principal items of
IAE-anesthesia machines-were made by Ohio, Foregger and BOC
(Hedley-Whyte 1218). Mr. Schreiber, Mr. Scott, Mr. Porter and Mr.
Kuehn, executives of IAE manufacturers, all identified as IAE
manufacturers , those companies which were served with subpoenas
and whose sales data is shown on Table I (Schreiber 1061- , 1073;

Kuehn 1156- , 1170; Porter 1311; Scott 1356, 1369-73). BOC estimated
that Ohio had 33 percent of the IAE market and Foregger 10-
percent (CX 101E). By contrast, respondents did not ca1l as witnesses
any IAE manufacturers other than Mr. Cosgrove of Ohio. No
subpoenas were served on IAE manufacturers by respondents to
secure sales data, and only the most general testimony was elicited as
to other companies that might have been manufacturers or importers
of IAE , what products they manufacture, and their total sales of IAE.
Examples of some of this testimony is as fo1lows:

DIRECT XAMINATION

Kaplan (BOC cO'ln!w/): Have you heard of a vaporizer called Takiocha?
Cosgrove (Ohio executive): Takiocha is manufactured in Brazil by a Japanese doctor

and there are a few of them in the United States which I have seen in use.

(Cosgrove 2309).

CROSS EXAMINATION

Nickel (Co'Ynplahrt Counsel): You also mentioned a Brazilian finn that you believe
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imported vaporizers. Do you have any idea of the amount of their sales of
vaporizers in the U .S.'!

Cosgrove: No.
Nickel: Do you know whether they have sold any in the U.
Cosgrove: I don t know.
Nickel: Have you seen them in hospitals?
Cosgrove: We are talking about a vaporizer now as opposed to a machine. I have

never seen a tachio machine in this country and I have never seen a vaporizer
either. (Cosgrove 2426)

In another instance , Mr. Cosgrove testified as follows regarding a
manufacturer of oxygen analyzers:

Kaplan: How about Beckman Instruments
Cosgrove: V cry possible.
Kaplan: How about Electrodym?
Cosgrove: I believe they do.
Kaplan: N ow-
Judge Barnes: Mr. Cosgrove , I think you ought to be certain in these answers. If you

are not certain-you just said "very possibly," and " I believe they do." That
won t be helpful to me. If you know , say yes.

Kaplan: Specifically, with respect to Eleclrodym, do you know?
Cosgrove: I don t know. (Cosgrove 2343).

139. The record does reflect that there are some products which
possibly should be included in the IAE market and are not reflected on
Table 1. For example, Air Products (Foregger) reported sales of
alarms , monitors" (CX 317E in camera). Mr. Scott testified that these

products are j'oxygen alarms, low pressure alarms that are included on
anesthesia machines" (Scott 1375). Thus, these products apparently

should have been included in the IAE market. Another product that
arguably could be included in the IAE market is C02 absorbent
material used in surgical anesthesia, although this product is a chemical
and differs in this regard from other IAE products. Complaint counsel
have included the C02 cannisters in the IAE market, but not the
absorbent material (Kuehn 1129- , 113; CX 316A in camera). The
testimony reveals, however, that there are only two manufacturers of
this product-Chemetron and Dewey and Almy (W. R. Grace). Dewey
and Almy is considerably larger in this product category than
Chemetron. Dewey and Almy, a chemical company, manufactures the
product; it is marketed through Ohio and Puritan-Bennett (Kuehn
1172-74). If oxygen alarms were included in the IAE market, it would
increase industry concentration. As for C02 absorbent material
inclusion of this product in the IAE market would not make a
significant change in concentration figures (CX 329X). Further, a
realistic appraisal of this product is that Ohio is a significant factor in
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its sales and its inclusion in the market would increase market
concentration and Ohio s dominance.

140. It is concluded that market data sct forth on Table I 

sufficiently precise to constitute a basis for measuring concentration in
the IAE market.

Barriers to Entry

141. Barriers to entry in the manufacture and distribution of IAE
in the United States include technological expertise in manufacturing
and marketing; sales and service organization; capital; brand loyalty;
and, entrenchment of leading companies in this market.

142. Technological expertise, such as engineering capabilities;
extensive knowledge and experience in the medical field of anesthesia;
administrative expertise; and production knowledge including research
and development are necessary for a new company to enter into the
manufacturing of IAE (Schreiber 1077-78; Kuehn 1161; Porter 1317).

143. Capital requirements are high for a company to enter the
production and distribution of IAE (Schreiber 1076; Kuehn 1161-62;
Porter 1318). North Ameriean Draeger, a recent entrant into the IAE
market, had teehnical assistance and financial backing from Draeger
Werke , A. , a German firm (Schreiber 1039).

144. A national distribution network is necessary to enter success-
fully the IAE market. The leading companies al1 distribute their
inhalation anesthetic products either through dealers or by direct sales
to hospitals (Schreiber 1060; Kuehn 1141; Scott 1355; Cosgrove 2369).
Ohio has over 800 dealers, a number of whom do not carry products
which compete with Ohio s IAE products (Cosgrove 2427-29). HI. has
108 dealers (CX IOIB).

145. A sales force is essential for a new company to enter
successful1y into this market (Schreiber 1078; Porter 1319). A sales
force introduces and demonstrates products through direct sales or by
working with a dealer when introducing a new product (Schreiber
1078). Ohio has approximately 73 salesmen seHing IAE; HI. and 

have a combined total of 10- 11 such salesmen (Cosgrove 2427; Laister
2561-62). Companies with a more complete line of products have several
advantages over companies with a narrower line of products. Compa-
nies with a ful1line have a lower eost of sellng (Schreiber 1080). Only

Ohio, Foregger and BOC have a broad line of IAE products (Kuehn
1170; Hedley-Whyte 1218; Table I in camera).

146. A service force is necessary for the successful marketing of
IAE (Schreiber 1078; Porter 1319-20). Service is one of the major
concerns of hospitals when deciding what equipment to buy (Schreiber
1078-79; Hedley-Whyte 1219). Hospitals prefer to sign contracts for
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service on a regular basis (Schreiber 1079). Ohio has 75 servicemen in
their medical service organization (Cosgrove 2428).

147. When a hospital purchases IAE it considers: the reliability of
the selling company and its equipment; the sellng company s ability to
provide good service; and , how the medical profession views the design
characteristics of the machine or line of equipment offered by the
selling company (Hedley-Whyte 1219). Hospitals tend to train residents
on the anesthesia machines they are most likely to encounter in their
practice (Hedley-Whyte 1282-83). Medical practitioners tend to contin-
ue using the same type of equipment they used during their training
(Smith 1792; Cosgrove 2439). The three most common anesthesia
machines are manufactured by Ohio, Forcgger and BOC (Hedley-
Whyte 1268-70; 1282-8:,).

148. For a new firm to successfully enter the IAE market it is
essential to develop a reputation which reflects the image of the
company, the quality of the product and service (Schreiber 1079;
Cosgrove 2431). At least one smaller manufacturer of IAE , Porter
Instrument Company, contemplated marketing directly its own
equipment and concluded that it did not have the resources, capital, and
sales and service personnel to do so (Porter 1319).

149. The entrenchment of the major companies offering a broad line
of equipment in the IAE market constitutes the major barrer facing a
new entrant into this market. Mr. Kuehn, a former executive of
Chemetron , testified:

The main barrier would be the establishment, the finn establishment of the major
companies involved in this particular product area today. (Kuehn 1162)

Dr. Hedley-Whyte testified that anesthesiologists are inherently
conservative; they get used to a certain design, a history of reliability
of a given machine and service provided by a given company (Hedley-
Whyte 1219). This knowledge led Dr. Hedley-Whyte to advise at least
two companies against entering the IAE market (Hedley-Whyte 1224-
25). Ohio has been the dominant firm in IAE since at least 1956
(Schreiber 1088; Kuehn 1156-57; Porter 1316; Cosgrove 2420-21).

Anticompetitive Effects of Airco Acquisition in IAE
Market

150. Prior to the acquisition of Airco, BOC competed with Airco for
sales in the IAE market (CX 135-48; Complaint Counsel Physical
Exhibit " ; Table I in carnera). Ohio s medical products are "identical
or closely parallel to those of BOC" (CX 76B in camera). BOC' s stock
acquisition in Airco eliminated that eompetition.

151. Prior to the acquisition, Airco anticipated that f' , with the
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backing of BOC , would chaHenge Airco s position in the IAE market
(CX 169C in camera; Cosgrove 2510-11). If BOC had not acquired
Airco, BOC would have expanded its IAE operations in the United
States (Smith 1788; Cosgrove 2510-11). This combination of BOC and
Airco eliminates any possibility of BOC challenging Airco s dominance
of the IAE market.

152. The acquisition of Airco by BOC has enhanced the dominant
position of Airco in the manufacture of IAE by raising Ohio s market
share significantly (Table I in camera).

15:,. The acquisition of Airco by BOC raised the already high
barriers to entry for any firm wishing to enter the U.S. IAE market
(Kuehn 1162, 1166).

Inhalation Therapy Equipment

Relevant Product Market

154. The complaint alleges that one of the effects of the acquisition
of Airco stock by BOC may be substantially to lessen competition and
to tend to create a monopoly in the manufacture , distribution or sale of
inhalation therapy equipment, or any submarket thereof, throughout
the United States or sections thereof (complaint, Par. 27). "Inhalation
therapy equipment" (hereinafter ITE) is defined in the complaint as
equipment and accessories used in the administration of gas for
therapeutic purposes (complaint, Par. l(c)). Dr. Ronald John Karpick, a
physician specializing in pulmonary medicine, testified as an expert
witness for complaint counsel (Karpick 1381-1432), and he defined ITE
as:

Inhalation therapy equipment would have to involve all of the machinery which is
involved with administering the respiratory therapy, as I like to call it rather than
inhalation therapy services. This involves everyhing from the simple nasal catheter for
administration of oxygen straight through to the large complicated machinery needed for
constant volume ventilation of patients who are otherwise unable to ventiiate themselves.
(Karpick 1387.

155. Complaint counsel's subpoena (CX 316B-C), previously dis-
cussed in connection with the IAE market, also requested sales data on
ITE from the same 37 companies. This subpoena called for data on all
ITE , including but not limited to the following products which were
separately listed on the subpoena:

(a) Ventilato"rs and respirators. For practical purposes, the terms
ventilators" and "respirators" are synonymous (Karick 1389). Both

assist a patient in breathing by administering a gas, usually oxygen or
air, to the patient under positive pressure; in effect, they force the gas
into the patient's lungs (Matsch 1523- , 1521; Karpick 1386-88).
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(b) Humidifiers and nebulizers devices which vaporize water or

convert it into fine particles in order to humidify air or oxygen
administered to the patient and prevent the airways from becoming
dried out.

(c) Resuscitators. A resuscitator is an emergency device used for the
immediate establishment of a breathing pattern in a person who has
stopped breathing (Karpick 1980).

(d) Inhalation therapy delive.ry tubing is used for the administration
of gases for therapeutic purposes (Karpick 1390; CX A, form 1764

, pp.

6).

(e) Inhalation therapy face masks conduct gases to a patient' s nose
and mouth and exclude room air (Karpick 1390-91; CX A, form 1764

, pp.

3).

CD Inhalation therapy flow meters are used to control the rate of
flow of gases to the patients (Karpick 1891; CX A , form 1766).

(g) 

Nasopharyngeal catheters and cannulae are used to convey gases
into the patient's nose or nasal passages (Karpick 1391).

(h) Oropharyngeat airways are tubes inserted through the mouth
and into the pharynx in order to conduct oxygen or compressed air into
the airways and to prevent the patient's tongue from obstructing the
airways (Karpick 1391).

(i) Inhalation therapy drain and condensation bottles are bottes

attached to ventilators to collect exeess humidity from the gas
administered to the patient (Karpick 1391).

(j) 

Adaptors and fittings. These are self-explanatory.
(k) Yokes, hardscrews and valves were described by complaint

counsel' s expert as "the nuts and bolts * * * that help get all of this
together." (Karpick 1392).

(I) Respirometers are used to measure the air breathed by patients
(Schreiber 1059). Respirometers can be used either for inhalation
anesthesia or inhalation therapy with appropriate adaptors (Cosgrove
2493-94).

(m) Bacteria filters are employed in ventilators and respirators to
remove bacteria from the air or oxygen administered to the patient
(Karpick 1392).

(n) Tracheotomy tubes are placed in a surgical incision into the
trachea in the lower part of the neck to permit easy access to the

airways for the administration of ventiation and for intratracheal
suctioning. They are used primarily by patients requiring long-term
assistance (Karpick 1392).

(0) Incubators are used in controllng and in assisting pediatric
patients in breathing (Karpick 1392). Complaint counsel's subpoena also
included a category entitled "other." Some of the companies listed
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products not specifica1ly mentioned in the subpoena specifications
under this category. Dr. Karpick testified that he would add oxygen
tents and mist tents to the above products (Karpick 1392-93), but that
otherwise the product listing was adequate (Karpick 1:193). Complaint
counsel have also added IPPB (intermittent positive pressure breath-
ing devices) to the ITE market (CCPF 184). IPPB devices are machines
that administer pressure to the upper airways in order to assist
patients in breathing (Karpick 1423).

156. Over the years, the medical profession has begun to recognize
respiratory therapy or respiratory care as a separate speciality
(Karpick 1385- , 1393- , 1429-31; Cosgrove 2478-88). Most hospitals
which provide major patient care have respiratory therapy depart-
ments (Karpick 1386). There are now respiratory therapy specialists
who have specialized training and who assist physicians in administer-
ing respiratory therapy (Karpick 1393-97).

157. Professional recognition of respiratory therapy, however, is
not equivalent to recognition of inhalation therapy as a separate entity.

For example , complaint counsel's expert , Dr. Karpick, in explaining
why these paraprofessionals had changed their titles from inhalation
therapists to respiratory therapists, testifed:

(I)t became obvious to everyone that inhalation therapy was not the proper term for
this group of individuals in that they were dealing more than just with inhalation of
various gases and humidity, but they are really responsible for the entire respirtory

function of the patient. This does involve intra-tracheal suctioning of the patient , physical
therapy, physical rehabilitation; and they are getting involved in the pulmonary function
laboratories now. (Karpick 1396). See also Cosgrove 2..73-74; Schreiber 1089-90).

Dr. Karpick testified that respiratory therapy is related to the entire
respiratory function of the patient, and that inhalation therapy is one
method of administering respiratory therapy, with no medical person-
nel specializing in it (Karpick 1396, 1404 , 1407, 1416, 1430-31). Inhalation
therapy is a subsection of respiratory therapy and it deals with the
inhalation of various gases and the humidification of those gases for
therapeutic purposes (Karpick 1396). Inhalation therapy is a distinct
method of treating respiratory deficiencies (Karick 1407).

158. Inhalation therapy includes the modalities of oxygen, carbon
dioxide and helium, as we1l as the use of aerosols and nebulizers to

provide humidity to the airays (Karpick 1:187, 1404). Complaint

counsel contend that inhalation therapy does not include the adminis-

tration of medications by the use of a nebulizer; the use of suctioning

apparatus; the administration of physical therapy and physical
rehabiltation; and the use of pulmonary function laboratories. Suction
equipment is not part of the ITE market as such equipment is not used
for the therapeutic administration of gas. Further, it is widely used in
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other areas of the hospitals and for purposes other than respiratory
therapy (Karpick 1398 , 1407, 1426-27). Pulmonary function equipment is
a series of products which analyze the lung function to determine the
impairment of the lungs or the patient's ability to properly exchange
gases in the lungs (Cosgrove 2384). This type of equipment is marketed
towards a specific group of physicians interested in diagnostic
respiratory products and is not necessarily shown at the same meetings
or advertised in the same media as ITE. Such equipment is not used for
the therapeutic administration of gases and therefore is not a part of
ITE (Cosgrove 2:183-85). Complaint counsel's contentions that the
administration of medication by use of nebulizers is not inhalation
therapy is not logical. Where drugs are administered in connection with
a gas, other than the ordinary atmosphere , it is considered part of
inhalation therapy (Karpick 1409, 1415). Furthermore, the administra-
tion of medications by the use of nebulizers is part of respiratory

therapy (Karpick 1404). Therefore, nebulizers are part of the 1TE
market since they are used to administer drugs by the same process as
with the administration of gases. The Riker Medihalor, and similar
products , are hand bulb nebulizers which deliver nebulized medication
to the patient without employing an accompanying gas other than the
atmosphere (Karpick 1410-13; Cosgrove 2378-79). The hand bulb
nebulizers are primarily over-the-counter items (Karpick 1387), are
rarely used by physicians , although occasionally prescribed for home
use by patients (Karpick 1410-13). These products can be distinguished
from the ITE market on this latter basis rather than for the reasons
advanced by complaint counsel (CCPF 186).

159. The gases administered for inhalation therapy purposes
oxygen , carbon dioxide , helium and compressed air, differ from those
used for anesthetic purposes, such as nitrous oxide (Karpick 1387

1421). Respiratory therapy and anesthesiology are distinct and
separate areas in medicine (Karpick 1430). Presently, anesthesiologists
generally do not receive specialized training in respiratory therapy
(Karpick 1430). There is a growing trend for pulmonary physicians to
head up respiratory therapy departments separate from the anesthe-
siology departments (Karpick 1385, 1428-30). There is a similar trend
for ITE to be purchased by the respiratory therapy department under
the direction of a pulmonary physician rather than anesthesiologist
(Hedley-Whyte 1271; Karpick 1429-30). The respiratory therapist is the
person who actually administers inhalation therapy to a patient.
Therapists work with and are under the supervision of physicians
(Hedley-Whyte 1210- 11; Karpick 1393- , 1417). Respiratory therapists
have minimal access to anesthetic equipment in most anesthesiology

departments , even in hospitals where they are under the anesthesiolo-
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gy department (Hedley-Whyte 1211). Advertising of ITE is aimed at
different medical personnel and toward an area of medicine separate
from anesthesiology (Schreiber 1090). Respiratory therapists have
their own professional journals (Karpick 1395). Accordingly, ITE is a
separate product market from IAE for purposes of this proceeding.

B. Geographic Market

160. The relevant geographic market within which to assess the
competitive effects of the BOC stock acquisition of Airco with respect
to ITE is the United States as a whole. The leading ITE manufacturers
including Airco and BOC , sell such products throughout the United
States (Fegan 1439; Matsch 1493; McWhinnie 1538; Cosgrove 2497).
There is no dispute as to the geographic market (BOC PF 399).

C. BOC's Operations in ITE

(I) International Operations

161. The Advanced Engineering Division of BOC manufactures and
markets ITE throughout the world including the United States (CX

, CX 6F , CX IOZ- , CX 11L , CX 11Z-8). Since at least 1968, BOC has
sold directly a small volume of ITE in the United States, including
oxygen therapy apparatus, resuscitation equipment and Wright
respirometers (CX 6F, CX 328 in camera).

162. HI., subsequently acquired in toto by BOC , was a small factor
in the U.S. ITE market sellng essentially the BOC Wright respirome-
ter (Table II in camera).

163. Since 1968, BOC has sought to expand its position in the U.
ITE market and has considered acquiring several U.S. firms (CX 274
276, 278). During May 1969, David Morgan, planning manager for BOC
Medical Products, concluded after visiting the United States that the
ITE market was the most obvious and immediately profiable area for
exploitation in the United States by BOC (CX 26D). Further, Mr.
Morgan concluded that HI. could easily be expanded into the ITE
market (CX 26D). During 1972 and subsequently, BOC actively
explored expanding its operations in the ITE market in the United
States and had contacts with several medical companies engaged in the
manufacture and sale of inhalation therapy equipment and accessories
(Kuehn 1152-53).

164. From 1972 to 1973, BOC through its representative, Mr.
Fraser Sweatman, had a series of contacts with Oxequip Health
Industries for the purpose of possible acquisition of Oxequip
(McWhinnie 1545-55). Oxequip is a manufacturer of ITE (Table II
camera). During this period , Oxequip was visited by several represent-
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atives of BOC, including Mr. Sweatman, A. 1. Ray, and a chartered
accountant (McWhinnie 1547- , 1552). The accountant spent an entire
day studying confidential financial records of Oxequip (Me Whinnie
1552-53).
165. In October 1973, Wiliam C. Moeller, president of FS

communicated with Frank Fegan, president of OEM Medical, concern-
ing possible acquisition of OEM by BOC (Fegan 1439-40). OEM is a
manufacturer of ITE (Table II in camera). As a result of this meeting,
financial information concerning OEM was sent to Moeller ( egan
1441).
Further discussions were postponed until early 1974, when Fegan was
told that BOC was no longer interested in acquiring OEM (Fegan, CX
294; 144). By this time BOC had already acquired a 35 percent interest
in Airco including the Ohio Medical Products Division (Finding of Fact
31).

Airco s Operations in ITE

166. Ohio manufactures and markets a line of ITE products

including mist tents, nebulizers and humidifiers, masks, catheters

tubes and airways, resuscitators and IPPB devices, and flow meters
(CX Physical Exhibit A; Table II in camera). Ohio was mentioned by
industry witnesses as being a principal competitor in respiratory care
equipment (Matsch 1494, 1530; Me Whinnie 1539). Ohio has been
attempting to expand its share of the ITE market (Cosgrove 2.511- 12;

CX 169Q, in camera).

Concentration in the ITE Market

167. The data in the record concerning market shares of the
companies in the ITE industry comes from subpoenas served by
complaint counsel on 37 companies (see CX 316C in camera). Data
concerning respondent companies was stipulated (CX 326 , CX 329).
There is no evidence as to how complaint counsel arrved at the names
of the companies to be served with subpoenas. Complaint counsel's
subpoena served on the companies caHed for net sales data by product
category for all inhalation therapy equipment and accessories including
but not limited to the listing of products set forth in the subpoena
specifications (CX 316C in camera). A category of "other" was also
provided in the subpoena specifications (Finding of Fact 155). The
subpoena also called for data showing all products manufactured by
each company to eliminate the possibility of reporting resale products
(CX 316C in camera). The list of products on the subpoena were stated
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to be a substantially complete listing of ITE products (Karpick 1392-

93).
168. Table II in the confidential section of this Initial Decision

contains market share data compiled from subpoena returns and
stipulations. This table is substantially identical to that proposed by
complaint counsel (CCRB , Table II in camera). Table II data includes

sales by BOC directly and through its subsidiaries FS and HI. (it
appears FS had no sales of ITE in 1972). On Table II , Narco Scientific
Industries, Inc. includes Isolette, McKesson and Air Shields; Becton
Dickinson and Company includes Bard Parker; Air Products and
Chemicals , Inc. includes Foregger; American Hospital Supply Corpora-
tion includes Pharmaseal; Sherwood Medical Industries, Inc. includes
Aloe Medical; and C. R. Bard, Inc. includes Med-Econ Plastics Division.
Smith & Wesson Electronics was formerly the Stephenson Company.
Table II also includes one-half of BOC respirometers sold in the United
States. Respirometers may be used in either inhalation therapy or
inhalation anesthesia depending on the attached adaptor (Cosgrove
2493-94).

169. The market share of the four largest manufacturers in the U.
ITE market in 1972 was 61.4 percent and of the eight largest, 77.
percent (Table II in camera). The universe figure utilized in Table II is
the total of all sales reported by the 37 companies which were served
with subpoenas and respondents ' stipulated sales. Table II does not
include certain items reported by the companies, which items complaint
counsel contend are not in the ITE market.

170. Complaint counsel also solicited testimony from industry
witnesses as to the names of their principal competitors and their
estimates of the total U.S. ITE market (Schreiber 1061-62; Scott 1356
1369-73; Matseh 1494, 1530; McWhinnie 1539). Mr. Matsch, an offcial of
Monahan Company, testified that his four largest competitors were
Puritan-Bennett, Ohio, Bird and Air Shields (Narco); he estimated the
total ITE market at $75 milion (Matsch 1494, 1497). Mr. Cosgrove
Ohio s chief executive officer, also estimated the total U.S. ITE market
at $75 millon (2498-99). Both offcials did not include certain
insignificant items of ITE in their estimates.

171. BOC contends that the record does not furnish any reliable
data from which market shares or industry concentration can be
measured (BOC PF 451-476). BOC contends that complaint counsel's
subpoena was not directed to all firms manufacturng ITE , that the list
of products on the subpoena was not an exhaustive list, and the
subpoena specifications were ambiguous. In this regard, complaint
counsel' s expert witness , Dr. Karpick, testified that the list of ITE
products on complaint counsel's subpoena was substantially complete
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(Karpick 1393). Also complaint counsel's subpoena called for sales data
on all ITE equipment to be broken down by product category. A
category of "other" was provided to cover ITE products not specifically
covered by complaint counsel's listing. For example , IPPB devices were
not listed as a separate category on the subpoena (see BOC PF 464).
However, several companies reported sales of IPPB devices, and these
sales have been included in Table II.
172. Complaint counsel did not include sales data for several

products which were reported pursuant to the subpoenas. These
products , such as diagnostic products, compressors, emergency oxygen
monitors, are not in the ITE market. However, if all sales of such
products had been included in Table II , it would not change the overall
data to any significant degree. In fact, the most substantial omitted
data was for such companies as Ohio, Narco, Puritan-Bennett, and
Hudson Oxygen. Inclusion of this data in Table II would only serve to
increase market concentration.

173. The principal products in the ITE market are ventilators
respirators, resuscitators, humidifiers and nebulizers. The leading
manufacturers of these products are identified in the record (Finding
of Fact 170), and their sales data appears on Table II. By contrast
respondents did not call as witnesses any manufacturers of ITE other
than Mr. Cosgrove of Ohio. No subpoenas were served on ITE
manufacturers by respondents to obtain sales data. Respondents have
offered only the most general testimony regarding other companies

that might have been manufacturers or importers of ITE, what

products they manufacture, and their volume of sales of ITE.
174. Market data on the ITE market is not as clear or convincing as

with the IAE market; primarily lacking is data relating to the ITE
universe. However, even assuming that the total ITE market is $75
milion , which is undoubtedly an exaggerated universe based on this
record, four-firm concentration would be 45 percent and eight-firm
concentration 57 percent. Further, Table II clearly establishes that
under either criteria the market is concentrated and Ohio is one of the
leading firms in the market. Accordingly, it is concluded that the

market data set forth on Table II is suffciently precise to constitute a
basis for measuring concentration in the ITE market.

Barrers to Entry

175. A high degree of technology is necessary for a company to
enter into the manufacture and distribution of ITE in the United
States (Matsch 1501; McWhinnie 1540). A company would need people
skiled in many disciplines including mechanics, rubber, plastics
mechanical and bio-engineering (Matsch 1501). Substantial capital
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requirements are necessary for a company to enter into the manufac-
ture and distribution of ITE or to expand a product line (Matsch 1499-
1500; McWhinnie 1540-41).

176. Before an ITE product can be successfully marketed, it is

necessary to have a good clinical evaluation of the item demonstrating
its quality and acceptance by the medical profession (Matsch 1501-02).
Ohio has a good working relationship with the medical profession
including people who wil provide clinical evaluation of new I'lE
products for Ohio (Cosgrove 2410- 13).

I77. A distribution network is also necessar to enter the ITE
market (Matsch 1501-02). The leading companies aH distribute their
ITE products nationwide through dealers or by direct sales (Cosgrove
2497; Scott 1355; Fegan 1439; Matsch 1493). Ohio has over 800 dealers
for ITE , a number of whom do not carry products which compete with
Ohio s ITE products (Cosgrove 2427-29). Highly trained , technical sales
personnel are important to a company in the U.S. ITE market since
they make the initial contact with the hospital's purchasing department
representative (Karpick 1384; Cosgrove 2409, 2427-28). Ohio has
approximately 73 salesmen handling its ITE products (Cosgrove 2427-

28). A highly trained service force is necessary for the successful

marketing of ITE (Matsch 1501-02). Ohio has 75 men to service their
ITE (Cosgrove 2428).

178. The ability to deliver the apparatus requested, the ability to
service the product and the ability to maintain the product, including
replacement parts , are all major factors taken into account by the
purchasing department of hospitals in buying ITE (Karpick 1385). For
a new firm to successfully enter the ITE market, it is essential to
develop a reputation which reflects the quality of the product and the
image of the company (Matsch 1501-02; Cosgrove 2431). The same
requirements for a company to enter the ITE market would also be

required for a company in the market to expand its product line
(McWhinnie 1541). BOC possessed the resources and expertise
necessary to expand in the U.S. ITE market (Matsch 1502-03).

G. Anticompetitive Effects of Airco Acquisition in ITE
Market

(1) Elimination of Competition

179. Prior to BOC's stock acquisition in Airco, BOC competed to a
small extent with Airco for sales in the U.S. ITE market (CX 328
camera; CX 150C , Z-20-21; Commission Physical Exhibit " , H-
Table II in camera). This acquisition eliminated actual competition

between the two companies.
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180. BOC, in I973, had the technical and marketing expertise
necessary to expand its smaH U.S. operations in the ITE market
(Matsch 1502). BOC had the capital resources required for expansion
(Topkis 1503). BOC is extensively engaged in marketing medical
products in 60 countries throughout the world (Smith 1790), including
ITE (Smith 1791). But for the acquisition, BOC would have expanded
its manufacturing and marketing operations in the United States in its
attempts to become one of the leading companies in the U.S. ITE
market (Smith 1788). BOC had considered acquiring small U.S. firms
engaged in the ITE market (Finding of Fact 163), and the ITE market
appeared to BOC to be the most obvious and profitable area in the U.
medical market for exploitation by BOC (Findings of Fact 163-165).
The combination of BOC and Airco eliminated any possibility of
increased competition between BOC and Airco.

181. The acquisition of Airco by BOC strengthened the market
position of Airco in the ITE market by increasing Ohio s market share
(Table II in camera).

(2) Heightened Barriers to Entry

182. The acquisition of Airco by BOC raised the already high
barrers to entry for any firm wishing to enter the U.S. ITE market or
to expand its product line (Kuehn 1166; Findings of Fact 175-178).

CONCLUSIONS

Industrial Gases

The Industrial Gases Industry Comprises a Line of
Commerce

It is well settled that an entire industry may constitute a line of
commerce within the meaning of Section 7 of the Clayton Act. United
States v. Phillipsburg National Bank Trust Co. 399 U.S. 350 (1970);
United States v. Philadelphia National Bank 374 U. S. 321 (1963); A.G.
Spalding Bros., Inc. 56 F. C. 1125 (1960), affd 301 F.2d 585 (3rd
Cir. 1962); United States v. Bethlehem Steel Corp. 168 F. Supp. 576
(S. 1958).

The United States Supreme Court held that the relevant line of
commerce in which to appraise the probable competitive effects of a
proposed merger in Philadelphia National Bank , supra was

'" '" * 

the cluster of products (various kinds of credit) and services (such as checking
accounts and trust administration) denoted by the term "commercial banking.

* * '"

composes a djstinct line of commerce. (374 U.S. at 356).
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Commercial banking was found by the Supreme Court to be a

distinct line of commerce even though the various services and
products offered by commercial banks are distinguishable from each
other and in some instances are also provided by financial institutions
other than commercial banks. The Cour emphasized that it was the
cluster of products and services that commercial banks offered that as
a matter of trade reality made commercial banking a distinct tine of
commerce. The Supreme Court later reaffirmed its holding that the
commercial banking industry as a whole was a relevant line of
commerce for Section 7 purposes. Phillips burg National Bank, supra
399 U.S. at 359-62.

The Commission has similarly held an entire industry to constitute a
relevant line of commerce. A.G. Spalding Bros., Inc., supra 56 F.

at 1160. In determining the relevant line of commerce within which to
measure the impact of a merger between Spalding and Rawlings

Manufacturing Company, the Commission ruled:

Counsel supporting the complaint also contends that the athletic g-oods industry as a
whole constitutes a line of commerce within the meaning of Section 7 of the Clayton Act.
We believe the record fulJy supports this contention. The testimony of AGMA (Athletic
Goods Manufacturing Association) officials establishes that the principal products of this
industry are those listed in the AGMA Census Reports. These products are manufac-
tured and sold by Spalding and fonnerly had been manufactured and sold by Rawlings.

They are products which arc required to be used in established and well-organized
athletic games. They have peculiar characteristics and end uses for which there are no

substitutes; they are distinct from the products of other industries; and are sold in a
recognized market with its own competitive standards. See United States v. BetklehRm

Steel Corporation 168 F. Supp. 576 (1958). Moreover, the athletic goods industry is
recognized by its members and by its trade association as a separate and distinct
industry. It is our opinion , therefore, that the industry itself is a relevant market within
which to measure the impact of the merger (56 F. C. at 1160).

On appeal, Spalding argued that a line of commerce may consist of
only competitive indistinguishable products and therefore various
athletic products such as baseballs, baseball gloves and mitts, footballs
and basketballs could not constitute a market. The Third Circuit Court
of Appeals rejected Spalding s argument and held that the Commission
for the reasons set forth in its opinion, had "properly determined that
the athletic goods industry as a whole is a relevant market within which
to measure the impact of the merger. A.G. Spalding Bros., Inc. , 301

F .2d at 606.

In United States v. Bethlehem Steel Corp., supra the District Court
for the Southern District of New York held that the sum of all products
of the iron and steel industry constituted a line of commerce within the
meaning of Section 7. The basis for the District Court' s conclusion was
as follows;
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The products of the iron and steel industry as a group are generally standardized, arc

not subject to the vagaries of style appeal, and have peculiar characteristics and uses for
which there are no effective substitutes- The manufacture of such products requires
special know-how and experience , huge capital investment and a trained labor force. The
products of the iron and steel industry are generally distinct one from the other and as a
group distinct from the products of other industries. They are sold in a recognized market
with its own competitive standards. The iron and steel industry is commonly recognized
by its members as well as the community at large as a separate industry. It has its own
trade association , treating the industry as separate and distinct. In the light of these facts
the conclusion is warranted that the sum of aU the products of the iron and steel industry
constitute a line of commerce. Since Bethlehem and Youngstown both produce and sell
the principal products of the iron and steel industry, it is an appropriate line of commerce
for analyzing the effect of this merger. (168 F. Supp. at 593-94).

The evidence of record in this present proceeding clearly establishes
that the industrial gases industry as a whole constitutes a relevant line

of commerce within which to measure the impact of BOC's stock

acquisition in Airco. The industrial gases industry is recognized by its
members and two trade associations as a separate and distinct industry.
Industrial gases companies only recognize other industrial gases
companies as their competitors. The Bureau of the Census has
classified the production and marketing of industrial gases as a
separate economic entity since at least 1945. Furher, the Bureau of the
Census and members of the industry generally define the same group
of gases as industrial gases. Industrial gases companies generally
market the same group of gases, although some companies market
insignificant volumes of gases not marketed by others. Both Airco and
BOC market a wide range of industrial gases. Further, customers for
industrial gases can look only to industrial gases companies for their
needs.

There is also a commonality of technical expertise and capabilities
involved in the production , transportation and marketing of the various
industrial gases. Unique production and marketing facilties are
utilzed. Further, industrial gases have unique characteristics and end-
uses, and , accordingly, are distinct from and do not compete with the
products of other industries.
Respondents argue that only products which are completely

interchangeable may constitute a relevant line of commerce, and that
industrial gases are generally not substitutable for each other (HOC
PF* 214-228). Respondents ' position is based upon the Supreme Cour'
statement in Brown Shoe Co. v. United States 370 U.S. 294, 325 (1962),
that

The outer boundaries of a product market are detennined by the reasonable
interchangeabilty of use or the cross-ela.'iticity of demand between the product itself and
substitutes for it. (Footnote omitted.
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The Supreme Court clearly did not intend to preclude an economical-
lysignificant group of noninterchangeable products from being defined
asa relevant line of commerce. In Philadelphia Natimwl Bank, supra
and Phillips burg National Bank , supra both decided after Bro
Shoe the Supreme Court held that the cluster of'products and services
offered by c.ommercial banks constituted a relevant line of commerce.
The products and services of commercial banks such as personal loans
checkinga.ccounts , estate and trust planning, and safety deposit boxes
are clearly not interchangeable.

Moreover .the Supreme Court has made it abundantly. clear that
"* ** submarkets are not a basis for the disregard of a broader line of
commerce that has economic significanct? Phillips burg National
Bank, supra 399 U.S. at 360. In the present case . it would be
inappropriate to divide industrial gases into submarkets for .the
purpose of assessing the competitive impact of BOC's stock acquisition
in Airco. Both BOC and Airco market a wide range of industrial.gases
a.nd there is no evidence in the record which suggests that BOC
intended to enter the U.S. industrial gases market with less than a
broad line of industrial gases. There is no evidence of record that any
industrial gases company markets only a single industrial. gas; a1J
companies market a broad line of industrial gases. Industrial gases
customers norma1Jy use a wide range of industrial gases. Furher, the
evidence of record firmly establishes.that the industrial gases market is
sufficiently inclusive to be meaningful in terms of trade realities.

Crown Zellerbach Corp. v. FTC 296 F.2d800, 811 (9th Cir. 1961).

Industrial Gases Geographic Market

Section 7 of the Cla.yton Act, as amended, prohibits an acquisition if
its effect may be substantially to lessen competition in any line of
commerce.in "any section of the country." The United States Supreme
Court has recently reiterated .the proper test for determining the
relevant "section of the country" within which to measure the
competitive impact of an acquisition:

Without exception the Court has treated section of the country" and relevant
geographicmarket" asidentical andit has defined the lat t' concept as the area in which
the goods or services at issue are marketed to a signifcant degree by the acquired firm.
(United States v. Marine Baneorpration lnC 42 W. 5210, 5215 (June 26, 1974)).

Airco, the acquired firm in the present case, produces and markets
industrial gases throughout the United States. Furher, Airco bids for
both tonnage and merchant accounts nationwide. BOC, the acquiring
firm, was interested in participating in the United States market on a
national basis. The nationwide scope of Airco s industrial gases
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operation was one of the primary reasons for BOC acquiring stock in
Airco.

Therefore, considering the area where Airco operates as well as the
area where BOC intended to enter, the nation as a whole is the
geographic market within which the effect of BOC's acquisition should
be measured. Furher, the other large U.S. industrial gases companies
pr()duce and market industrial gases throughout the United St",tes and
like Airco, bid for new accounts nationwide. Accordingly, BOC'
acquisition of stock interest in Airco will affect competition in the

industrial gases industry throughout the entire United States.
Respondents contend the competitive impact of BOC's acquisition

must be considered ona regional basis because some industrial gases
cann()t be shipped economically more than 100 to 300 miles. Such a
c()ntention, however, ignores the fact that the large industrial gases
companies, in fact, compete throughout the entire United States. This.!s
accomplished by having plants strategically located throughout the
United States.

Respondents ' argument is also contrary to the Commission s holding
in Kennecott Copper Corp. 78 F. C. 744 (1971), affd 467 F.2d 67 (10th
Cir. 1972), cert. denied 94 S. Ct. 1617 (1974), Kennecott Copper which is
squarely on point with this issue, was a potential competition case
involving the coal industry. Coal, like some industrial gases, can only be
economically shipped limited distances, and coal marketing is therefore
generally confined to the geographic area of its production.

The Commission held in Kennecott Copper that although the distance

over which coal is shipped is limited, the nation as a whole constituted
the relevant geographic market within which to assess the impact of
the challenged acquisition. The Commission based its conclusion on the
fact that the large coal companies, including the acquired company,
compete with each other throughout the United States and the fact
that the acquiring company intended to become a nationwide competi-
tor. The geographic market issue waS raised on appeal to the United
States Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit. The Tenth Circuit
upheld the Commission s determination that the nation as a whole was
a relevant geographic market. 467 F.2d at 71. That same conclusion

must be reached in this proceeding.

Market Concentration

The industrial gases market in the United States is highly
. The Commission sholdingin Kenneeott is not inconsistent with the Supreme Court' s decision ill United Stales 

em:ral Dyn ",icR Corp. 42 U. 4368(HeeRQCRB 51). In GelUTol DynamiclI the Court expressly did not ri:ach

eogTaphic or product market; further Kennecall was affl"cd by ill.. .Court subsequent to. the GeW!ral Vynam;clI
leCision.
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concentrated. BOC respondents do not dispute that the top seven 
eight firms account for the bulk of the market. The evidence of record
establishes that in 1972, the top eight industrial gases firms in the

United States accounted for 86.5 percent of the market and the top four
firms held 69.6 percent of the market. ' Top eight firm concentration in
the industrial gases market has increased from 84 percent to 86.
percent during the past five years and the top four firm concentration

has increased from 67 percent to 70 percent. Further, the record
discloses a significant increase in industry concentration from 1967 to
1972 through mergers (Findings of Fact 65-66).

The degree of concentration in the U.S. industrial gases industry is
well above the level considered by the Commission and the federal
courts to constitute a concentrated market. 7 In The Stanley Works , 78

C. 1023 (1971), affd 469 F.2d 498 (2d Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 412
S. 928 (1973), the Commission and the Court of Appeals for the

Second Circuit found that the cabinet hardware industry in which four
firms accounted for 49-51 percent of the market was "* * * sufficiently
concentrated to invoke the proscriptive sanction of the Clayton Act
* * *" 469 F.2d at 504.

The Supreme Court, in United States v. Aluminum Co. of America
377 U.S. 271 , 278 (1964). found that the relevant line of commerce was
highly concentrated" as the top five firms controlled 65.4 percent of

the market and the top nine companies held 88.2 percent. Recently, the
California gasoline market, in which the top four and seven firms
accounted for 61 and 83 percent respectively of refining capacity and 58
and 81 percent respectively of sales, was held to be highly concentrat-
ed. United States v. Philips Petroleum Co., 367 F. Supp. 1226, 1252
(C. D. Cal. 1973), affd mem. 42 U. W. 3710 (July 8 1974).

BOC respondents have asserted that the value of shipments for
industrial gases reported by the Bureau of the Census should not be
considered as a reliable basis for establishing concentration in the
industrial gases market. This assertion is based on the testimony of one
witness who stated that value of shipment information required by the

, These concentration fiKUres an. based upon the total value of shipmenh by primary producers of industrial gas..s,
Tllese concentrati,m rati"" are an accurate reflection of indu$try cnTjcentratinn sirwe it is to the industria) gases
companies which customers must look to supply their needs. Concentration ratios bas..d upon value of shipments of
industriaigases of all manufacturers incluclinjl lhoae not in the indualrialgascainduslryarea!soextremelyhigh with
the top eight and four firms accountinJo for 'J and 6:. percent respectively of total vatue of shipments in 197'
(F' indin ofI-' act62.64).

. Other evidence 'If indu try concentration in industria! gases exists. There ar.. only three "nationa! bulk
producer!!" in the industria! gases market- Linde, Air Product and Airco, It is b'l!!ical1y these three companies that
purchasers of inuustrial gases have to look to fill the shortages of industrial gases which existed as of 1973 iDempster
559; Smith 1732-33; ex 950).

, An authority frequently used by the Cornmissiol1 and the federal courts as a guideline for measuring

concentration is C. KaYHc" D. u77c" Anhtru"1 Policy: A.. EClm07"'c and Legal Analysis (1959), which uefines "-
tight oligopo!y " a!! an industry in which eight firm!! share at least 

'j) 

perccnt of the market and the largest firm has at
least 20 percent.
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Census could be subject to different interpretation by different
companies. He criticized the Census information as providing only the
value of gases at the producing plant and not at the point of actual
distribution. Further, his company did not normally measure company
achievements on f. b. plant data.

Bureau of the Census reports are traditionally used in antitrust cases
and their reliabilty is well established. See , e. , Avnet, Inc. 78 F.
1562, 1563 n. 1 (1971). Reporting companies are required by law to
accurately report their value of shipments to Census. Industrial gases
shipment reports have been made to Census for many years. Census

reports are clearly as reliable, if not more so, than any overall industry
data which could be compiled for the purpose of litigation.

Respondents also contend captive production of industrial gases
should be included in the universe. This argument is without merit.
Captive production is not part of the industrial gases industry; captive
production is not available to serve the industrial gases market. There
is no competition between such producers with respect to the industrial
gases each produces and consumes. To the extent surplus production is
available, the record establishes that such surplus is sold to industrial
gases companies who resell in the marketplace (Finding of Fact 55).
Thus, to include captive production in the market would not be
meaningful in terms of trade realities; it would recognize competition
where competition, in fact, does not exist.

BOC respondents misread Ford Motor Co. v. United States 405 U.
562 (1972), affd 315 F. Supp. 372 (E.D. Mich. 1970), and 286 F. Supp.
407 (E.D. Mich. 1968). There , the Supreme Court regarded AC Spark
Plugs as a competitor in the spark plug market, although AC was
owned by General Motors and AC plugs were installed as original
equipment in GM cars. Of critical importance in that case, howtever, was
the fact that GM actively marketed AC plugs in the spark plug market
including the lucrative replacement market. GM did not simply
manufacture its spark plugs as a necessary component or input to its
car production.

Respondents also attempt to dilute market statistics by incl uding in
the industrial gases market, production and sales of other products
such as propane , butane, propylene, chlorine and sulphur dioxide'. These
gases are not eonsidered as part of the industrial gases industl"y. The
bulk of such gases are sold by other industries for different purposes.
To the extent such gases are sold by industrial gases companies, the
volume is insignificant (Finding of Fact 39).

Moreover, it is well settled that precise market data in antitrust
cases is simply not necessary. For example, in Brown Shoe Co. 

United States , supra the defendant argued that the government's
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statistics concerning its own sales were improperly derived since they
included both wholesale and retail sales . in the same category. The
Supreme Court rejected the argument, stating:

Again , while recognizing a possible margin of error in statistics combining sales at two
levels distribution, we beJieve they provide an adequate basis upon which to gauge
Brown sales through outlets it controlled 

* * * 

In summary, aJthough appellant may
point to technical flaws in the compilation of these statistics, we rec()gnize that in cases of
this type precision in detail is less important than the accuracy of the broad picture
presented. We believe the picture as presented by the government in this case is
adequate for making the determination required by 7: whether this merger may tend to
lessen competition substantially in the relevant markets. (370 U.S. at 342 n. 69).

The Commission has also recognized that the government is not
required to establish the exact size of a market in Section 7 cases. In
Papercmft Corp. 78 F. C. 1352, 1405- , (1971), affd 472 F.2d 927 (7th
Cir. 197:3), the Commission held that estimates by experienced
members of the industry were an adequate basis for determining the
size of th.e relevant market. It is thus concluded that market data in
this proceeding is sufficiently precise to present an accurate assess-
ment of market concentration in the industrial gases industry.

Potential Competition

The Supreme Court, in Brown Shoe Co.
294 315 (19162) stated:

v. United States 370 U.

The dominal'1t theme pervading congressional consideration of the 1950 Amendments
was a fear of what was considered to be a rising tide of economic concentration in the
American economy 

* * *

The greater the concentration "the greater is the likelihood that
parallel policies of mutual advantage , not competition, will emerge.
United States v. Aluminum Co. of America 377 U.S. 271 , 280 (1964).
The Court also observed that ". . . competition wil be most vital
when there are many sellers, none of which has any significant market
share. Ibid.

Decisions by the Supreme Court have made it abundantly clear that
Section 7 of the Clayton Act is to be construed at the possibility of not
only preventing the rising tide of economic concentration, but
preserving the possibility of eventual deconcentration. Further, Section
7 deals with probabilities, not with certainties. FTC v. Procter &
Gamble Co., 386 U.S. 568, 577 (1967). Section 7 "Jookls) not merely to
the actual present effect of a merger but instead to its effect upon
future competition." United States v. Von s Grocery Co. 384 U.S. 270
277 (1966).

With these basic premises in mind, the elimination of potential
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competition as well as actual competition is prohibited by Section 7.
United States v. Falstaff Brewing Corp. 410 U.S. 526 (1973); Ford
Motor Co. v. United States 405 U. S. 562 (1972); United States v. Procter
& Gamble Co. , supra; United States v. Penn-Olin Chemical Co., 378

S. 158 (1964); United States v. El Paso Natural Gas Co. 376 U.S. 651
(I964). The potential competition doctrine has meaning only as applied
to concentrated or oligopo1istic markets. "The present procompetitive
effects that a perceived potential entrant may produce in an
oligopolistic market wi1 already have been accomplished if the target
market is performing competitively. Likewise, there would be no need
for concern about the prospects of long-term deconcentration of a
market which is in fact genuinely competitive. United States v. Marine
Bancorporation, Inc. 42 U. W. 5210, 5218 (U.S. June 26 1974).

There are two kinds of potential competition which an acquisition
may foreclose. An acquisition may eliminate the procompetitive
influence that a firm which is positioned on the edge of a market
threatening to come in, exerts upon the behavior of the companies
within the market. Secondly, an acquisition may eliminate the likelihood
of a procompetitive entry into a market by an actual potential
competitor a firm that, were it not for the acquisition, would likely
have entered the market either de novo or by a toehold acquisition.

A party to an acquisition may be both a perceived potential entrant
and an actual potential entrant. In such an instance, the acquisition
would foreclose both types of potential competition. The elimination of
either type of potential competition by itself renders an acquisition
i1egal under Section 7. , United States v. Phillips Petrolf'in Co.

367 F. Supp. 1226, 1235 (C.D. Cal., 1973), affd without opinion, 42
W. 3710 (July 8, 1974); United States v. Falstaff Brewing Corp.

supra at 538 (Douglas, J., concurrng). An acquisition which eliminates
a company that is both a perceived and an actual potential entrant
renders the anticompetitive consequences of the acquisition even

greater. Phillips Petroleum Co., supr. (367 F. Supp. at 1234).

The procompetitive influence exerted by a perceived potential
entrant has been succinctly stated by the Supreme Court in United
States v. Penn-Olin Chemical Co., supra at 174:

The existence of an aggressive , well equippeu and well financed corporation engaged
in the same or related Jines of commerce waiting anxiously to enter an oJigopolistic
market would be substantial incentive to competition which cannot be underestimated.

The potential entry effect of an actual potential entrant arises from the
likelihood of actual market entry by the potential competitor at some
time in the future and set the stage for noticeable deconcentration. The
merger deprives the market of the procompetitive effect of an increase
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in the number of competitors. United States v. Ford Motor Co. supra
at 587 (Burger, C. , concurring).

BOC argues that the record in this proceeding is filed with
references to price wars and severe competition, with evidence of

declining prices, product surpluses, and low profitabilty. Hence, the
doctrine of potential competition does not apply to this case (BOC PF
190). The administrative law judge had concluded just the opposite , that

the market is highly concentrated , entry barrers are high, prices have
firmed substantially, product shortages exist, and that, in fact, there is
evidence the major companies stay out of each other s way (Findings
49-76). Thus, the doctrine of potential competition is highly applicable
to this proceeding.

The Acquisition of Airco Eliminated BOC as a Significant
Perceived Potential Entrant

Prior to BOC's stock acquisition in Airco, BOC was perceived by
companies within the industrial gases market in the United States as
waiting on the edge of the market for the right opportunity to enter.
Members of the U.S. industrial gases industry not only recognized BOC
as one of the few firms possessing the necessary resources , technical

knowledge and expertise and marketing capabilty to enter the U.
market, but also believed BOC was very likely to enter. Indeed , the two
largest U.S. industrial gases firms not only perceived BOC as the firm
most capable and most likely to enter the industrial gases market in the
United States , but both Linde and Air Products anticipated HOC would
enter the U.S. industrial gases market at some time in the future
(Flamm 250- , 335; Baker 392). Executives of Alabama Oxygen and
Burdett of Cleveland anticipated market entry by BOC (Kimerling 876
878; Loveman 613). Dr. Muller, a consultant in the industrial gases
industry in the United States, also anticipated BOC would enter the

S. market (Muller 682).
Moreover, the belief by firms in the U.S. market that BOC was a

likely entrant was well founded. HOC had actively pursued various
means of entry into the U.S. industrial gases market since at least 1968
and had participated in the U.S. market with Airco in a joint venture
sellng industrial gases plants. HOC was known to have the resources
technical knowhow, and marketing expertise to enter the market. BOC
was recognized as being an international company with 50 percent of its
profits coming "off-shore the United Kingdom" (Flamm 238). HOC had
entered the industrial gases market in numerous countries since 1956
most recently Brazil (Finding of Fact 85). The United States industrial
gases market is the largest and most technically advanced market in
the world , and in 1973 , the market was very bouyant (Findings of Fact
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86- , 49-51). The attractions of the United States market to an
international company was very much appreciated by U.S. industrial
gases companies (Flamm 255). Further, BOC was the most likely
potential entrant into the U.S. industrial gases market (Findings of

act 80-83).
In sum , based on BOC's history of being an international company

and having entered numerous industrial gases markets around the
world, and possessing the resources, technical ability, marketing
knowhow and the motivation and incentives to enter the U.S. market
having made numerous contacts beginning in 1968, with U.S. firms
concerning possible acquisition or market entry, having participated in

the joint venture with Airco and being located in the adjaS,int Canadian
market, considering the bouyant nature of the U.S. industrial gases
market as of 1973, and the testimony of industry executives that they
believed BOC to be the most likely entrant into the market, it must be
concluded that BOC was a perceived potential entrant into the U.
industrial gases market.

F'. BOC Exerted Beneficial Infuence on Competitive
Conditions in the United States Industrial Gases Market

The Supreme Court in Falstaff Brewing Corp., supra made it clear
that an acquisition which eliminates a perceived potential entrant
violates Section 7 if the potential competitor was so positioned on the
edge of the market that it exerted beneficial influence on competitive
conditions in that market (410 U.S. at 532-33).
In a lengthy footnote to the majority opinion in Falstaff, the

Supreme Court spelled out the nature of evidence to be considered in
weighing the effects of the elimination of a perceived potential entrant:

The Government did not produce direct evidence of how members of the New England
market reacted to potential competition from Falstaff, but circumstantial evidence is the
lifeblood of antitrust law

* * * 

(citations omitted) especially for 7 which is concerned
with probabilities , not certainties Braum Shoe Co. v. United States 370 U. S. at 323. As

was stated in United States v. Penn-Olin Chemical Co. 378 U.S. 158, 174 (196),

(p Jotential competition cannot be put to a subjective test. It is not susceptible of a ready
and precise answer.

Nor was there any lack of circumstantial evidence of Falstaffs on-the-fringe
competitive impact. As the record shows , Falstaff was in the relevant line of commerce
was admittedJy interested in entering the Northeast, and had among other ways 

* * *

made its interest known by prior-acquisition discussions. Moreover, there were 

* * *

objective economic facts as to Falstaffs capability to enter the New England market; and
the same facts 

* * * 

would be probative of violation of 7 through loss of a
procompetitive on- the-fringe influence. (410 U.S. at 534-35 n. 13).

The approach suggested by the Supreme Court in Falstaff was
followed by the District Court in assessing the competitive impact of
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the acquisition by Philips Petroleum Company of the Western
Manufacturing and Marketing Division of Tidewater OiJ Company in
United States v. Phillips Petroleum Co., supra. On the basis of
objective evidence, the District Court held that the acquisition was

ilegal under Section 7. Just recently, the District Court's decision was
unanimously affirmed without opinion by the Supreme Court. 42

LW. 3710 (U.S. July 8 1974).
The District Court concluded that Phillps ' elimination as both a

perceived and actual potential entrant had substantial anti competitive
effects within the meaning of Section 7, on the basis of the following
standard of proof:

(W)here credibJe objective evidence shows the basic economic facts of the acquiring
company s ovcraJi size , resources , capability, and motivation with respect to entry into an
adjacent attractive market involving a line of commerce in which the firm is already
heavily engaged , that !inn must be considered to be a significant potential entrant unless
it is objectively demonstrated that some unique feature of the market precludes such
entry. Moreover, where the market is concentrated and there are few such likely
entrants, whether due to the existence of high barrers to entry or for other reasons, no
further inquiry is required as to the anticompetitive effect of the acquisition , and that
effect must be considered to be substantial within the meaning of 7. (367 F. Supp. at
1239).

BOC argues that the Supreme Cour' s recent decision in United
States v. Marine Bancorporalion 42 U. L.W. 5210, 5216 (June 26
1974), requires proof that firms in the industry in fact guided their
conduct in light of the perceived entrant's presence on the market
fringes (BOC PF 168). Industry offcials in the present proceeding
testified that they had not made any business decisions based on the
perceived potential entry of BOC into the U.S. industrial gases market
(Finding of act 81). Mr. Flamm of Linde testified that such factors
were "a degree of sophistication that did not enter our considerations.
(Flamm 336).
Voluminous economic evidence in this record demonstrates that

BOC' s position on the fringe of the U.S. industrial gases market
exerted a procompetitive influence on the market. This economic

evidence satisfies any burden which may have been set forth in Marine
Bancorporalion since Section 7 deals with probabiJities, not certainties.
FTC v. Procter Gamble Co. 386 U.S. 568, 577 (1967). The industrial
gases market is highly concentrated with only three national "bulk"
producers.' Barrers to entry are extremely high. BOC was the most
likely potential entrant into the market with few, if any, other potential
entrants. BOC's financial strength and experience in entering industrial

, Industry members do ()nsicier existing competitors in their marketing rJiscussions , particularly the big thre" bulk
producersWlamm:105 350).
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gases markets throughout the world indicated BOC's capability of
entering the U.S. industrial gases market on a unilateral basis. BOC
had the economic incentives to enter the U.S. market, and in 1973, the
market was ripe for entry. BOC had been actively exploring methods of
market entry since 1968. Further, there are no unique features of the

S. industrial gases market which would preclude entry by BOC.
Thus, it must be inferred that BOG's position as a perceived potential
entrant had a procompetitive effect on the U.S. industrial gases
market.

G. The Acquisition of Airco Eliminated BOC as an Actual
Potential Entrant

The elimination through merger of an actual potential entrant can be
unlawful "(A Jlthough its competitive conduct in the market may be the
mirror image of that of the acquired company" since the entry
eliminates a potential competitor exereising present infuence on the
market United States v. Falstaff Brewing Corp. 410 U.S. 526, 532
(1973); it also eliminates the possibility of eventual market deconcen-
tration. United States v. Ford Motor Company, 286 F. Supp. 407 (E.D.
Mich. 1968), aff"d, 405 U.S. 562, 587 (1972) (Burger, C. J., concurring in
part).

Strong objective evidence of record indicates that BOC would have
eventuaHy entered the U.S. industrial gases market either de novo 

through toehold acquisition. BOC had a "long-term objective" of
expanding its international operations and BOC's chairman admitted
the Airco acquisition was in furtherance of this objective. The U.
market is the world's largest industrial gases market and the most
technically advanced. BOC needed to be "in tune" with this technology
(Smith 1788). BOC could not be truly "multi-international" without
operating in the North American market (Smith 1731). BOC needed to
be in competition with its American-based competitors "on their home
grounds" to survive internationally (CX 38C; see Findings of Fact 84-
87).

BOC continuously investigated methods of entry into the U.
market from 1968 through 1973, including hiring a consultant who was
a specialist in industrial gases, making an extensive investigation of the
industrial gases market in 1969-1970, and holding acquisition discus-
sions with several small industrial gases companies, including com-

mencing a study of possible acquisition of Airco in June 1973 (Findings
of Fact 90-101). BOC had the financial resources , technical knowhow
and marketing ability, and the economic incentives and motivation to
enter the market. Further, there were no barrers to such entry by
BOC.
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BOC argues that testimony by BOC officials and BOC contempora-
ous documents prove conclusively BOC would not have entered the
S. industrial gases market except for the Airco acquisition. The

testimony by BOC offcials, however, must be viewed in the light of
other testimony given in this proceeding, and in light of other evidence
of record. The BOC officials admitted there were strong economic
incentives for BOC to enter the U.S. industrial gases market (Findings
of Fact 103-107), and they authorized extensive acquisition discussions
with several U.S. industrial gases firms. Thus, self-serving testimony
that BOC would never enter the U. S. market de novo or by toehold

acquisition can be given little weight.
BOC stresses two contemporaneous documents, (1) the Perham-

Greenfield report of the BOC 1969-1970 investigation of the industrial
gases industry, and (2) an internal budget and forecast for the
development of business through 1973 (Finding of Fact 108).
The Perham-Greenfield report does not represent a BOC decision

not to enter the U.S. industrial gases market. It was a report to the
BOC managers on the U.S. market as of early 1970, and it was negative
on entry by BOC at that time. However, the report recommended that
BOC continue to look for future opportunities in the U.S. market
(Finding of Fact 95).

The July 1970 BOC budget and forecast did not authorize any funds
for entering the U.S. industrial gases market through 1973. However
Peter Laister, a director of BOC , testified that funds for acquisitions
are left out of planning documents when it is uncertain what
acquisitions wil occur in the future (Finding of Fact 109). Mr. Laister

also stated that in any large business you obviously cannot read the
future a few years out.

There is no other documentation in the record to establish that BOC
made a business decision not to enter the U.S. industrial gases market.
If such a decision had been reached, it is inconceivable that BOC would
have authorized several extensive merger discussions with U.S. firms
after receipt of the Perham-Greenfield report. Furher, the $80 milion
needed for the Airco transaction did not appear in any planning

documents. Thus, this subjective evidence of BOC's state of mind is not
persuasive.

The subjective evidence discussed above does not overcome the
strong objective evidence of BOC's likely entry into the U.S. industrial
gases market. It is well settled that subjective evidence of manage-
ment's intent is entitled to litte weight in determining whether a
company is an actual potential entrant. The Supreme Court expressly
rejected reliance on such subjective evidence in United States v. Penn-
Olin Chemical Co. 378 U.S. 158 (1964). After a full review of objective
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evidence in that case showing the capability and incentives of joint
venturers to enter a market independently, the Court held (at p. 174':

Unless we are going to require subjective evidence , this array of probability ccrtainly
reaches the prima facie stage. As we have indicated , to quire more would be to read the
statutory requirement of reasonable probability into a requirement of certainty. This we
wil not do.

In his concurring opinion in United States v. Falstaff Brewing Corp.
410 U.S. 526, 545 (1973), Justice Marshall elaborated reasons for giving
subjective evidence limited consideration in actual potential entry cases
(at pp. 567-569):

The reasons for so limiting the role of subjective evidence are not difficult to discern.
Such evidence should obviously be given no weight if it is not credible. But it is in the
very nature of such evidence that in the usual case it is not worthy of credit. First, any
statement of future intent will be inherently self-serving. A defendant in case such
as this wishes to enter the market by acquisition and its managers know that its abilty to
do so depends upon whether it can convince a court that it would not have entered 

novo if entry by aequisition were prevented. It is thus strongly in management's interest
to represent that it has no intention of entering de nOVQ- representation which is not
subject to external verification and which is so speculative in nature that it could

virtually never serve as the predicate for a perjury charge.

Thus , in most cases, subjective statements contrary to the objective evidence simply
shou1d not be believed, But even if the threshold credibilty gap is breached , it stil does
not follow that subjective statements of future intent should outweigh strong objective

evidence to the contrary- Even if it is true that management has no present intent of
entering the market de novo the possibility remains that it may change its mind as the
objective factors favoring such entry are more clearly perceived.

BOC also argues that it is incumbent upon complaint counsel to show
that de novo or toehold entry was economically feasible and attractive.
BOC stresses that there was no evidence at all to the effect that such a
course of action would have been reasonably likely to yield even a
modest profit (BOC PF*177).

Moreover, it is argued that after BOC offered testimony that de novo
entry designed to produce a viable national competitor would have cost
almost $250 milion, taken at least 10 years to show a profit, and would
not have been a prudent business decision, complaint counsel offered no
rebuttal (BOC PF*178). BOC also points out that there was no evidence
offered as to the asking prices or the profitability of small industrial
gases companies which were available for acquisition.

BOC would impose an impossible burden on a trial record. It would
be nearly impossible to determine reasonableness of asking prices of
firms in the industry, and literally impossible to establish at what point
in time de novo entry would produce a viable national competitor and
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return a "modest profit." It may have been easier and more
immediately profitable for BOC to enter the U.S. industrial gases
market purchasing a large existing market share than it would be for
BOC to have to engage in the competitive struggle neeessary to win a
significant market share by de novo or toehold entry. "But the test in
Section 7 cases is not whether anticompetitive conduct is profit
maximizing. The very purpose of Section 7 is to direct the profit
incentive into channels which are procompetitive. Falstaff Brewing
Corp., supra (Marshall, J., concurrng), at p. 572.

There is , moreover, substantial evidence of record showing that 
novo entry or toehold acquisition would have been both feasible and
attractive to BOC. The record is manifestly clear that BOC had the
resources , technical knowhow and marketing experience to enter the

S. industrial gases market de novo or by toehold acquisition. BOC
found it economically feasible and attractive to enter de novo and by

toehold acquisitions industrial gases markets in 19 different countries
throughout the world. BOC found it economically feasible and
attractive to recently enter the industrial gases market in Brazil 

novo by building a small plant. The Brazilan and the U.S. industrial
gases markets have comparable growth rates (Baker 2732).

Air Products' successful de novo entry into the industrial gases
market in Great Britain in 1957 also demonstrates by analogy the
feasibility and attractiveness of entry by BOC on a small scale into the

S. industrial gases market. In 1957, Air Products was a small

company and its entry into Great Britain was its first overseas
penetration. It did not have the resources and world wide marketing
experience that BOC had at the time of BOC's stock acquisition in
Airco. Air Products began its operations in Great Britain by building
very small plants and it had to compete with BOC , whose market share
was in excess of 95 percent. Despite its meager beginning, Air Products
was able subsequently to obtain a 25 percent share of the Great Britain
industrial gases market (Baker 2738). Furher, Air Products found it
attractive to recently enter the Canadian market where it markets
products from its U.S. gases plants, pays a 10 percent tarif, and has at
the present less than 1 percent of the market (Baker 396- , 2713-15).

Further convincing evidence of the feasibility and attractiveness of
entering the U.S. industrial gases market by toehold acquisition is the
successful entry by Liquid Air in 1968 through acquisition of American
Cryogenics, a small company that was losing $4 milion a year at the
time of its acquisition. Liquid Air was able to turn American
Cryogenics into a profitable operation. Furthermore, market conditions
in 1968 were not as advantageous for entry into the market as

conditions in recent years. Liquid Air has also been able to extend its
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initial penetration into the U.S. market through acquisition of other
toehold firms and by internal expansion (CX 345H in camera;

Dempster 511 , 518- , 528-530, 552).
The record also establishes that had BOC not acquired a stock

interest in Airco, it would have been an opportune time for BOC to
enter the U. S. industrial gases market de novo by competing for
tonnage supply schemes for industrial gases. BOC had already
established itself in the United States market as a supplier of air
separation plants through its joint venture with Airco which designed
and sold air separation plants in the United States from 1967 through
1971. In recent years the demand for industrial gases in tonnage
quantities has been increasing faster than the capacity of the U.
industry to construct plants, and BOC could successfully compete in the
United States for tonnage accounts (Baker 2734-35). Tonnage accounts
are profitable (Baker 2741).

The prevailing market conditions of increased demand and shortage
of production capacity also would make it an opportune time for BOC
had it not acquired stock in Airco to enter the U.S. industrial gases
market by acquisition and expansion of a toehold firm. The evidence of
record clearly shows that entry into the U.S. industrial gases market by
toehold acquisition was available to BOC. At the time BOC acquired
the stock of Airco, there were a number of attractive small U.
industrial gases producers available for acquisition, including Burdett
of N orrs town, Northern Gases, and Alabama Oxygen (Heckel 736;
Perkins 788; Kimerling 876; Baker 2750, 2781). Further, Burdett of
Cleveland, which BOC denigrates, was the subject of several BOC
acquisition discussions, and in the fall of 1973, before the Airco

acquisition, BOC was still interested in acquiring Burdett (Loveman
591-92). Thus, entry by toehold acquisition was available to BOC. (See
the Commission s decision in Kennecott Copper Corp. 78 F. C. 744 , 927

(1971), affd 467 F.2d 67 (10th Cir. 1972), cert. denied 94 S.Ct. 1617
(1974), where the existence of'oehold firs in the market was stated to
be suffcient to show the availability of entry by toehold acquisition.

Executives of two of the largest industrial gases firms in the United
States testified that BOC could enter the U.S. industrial gases market
by a toehold acquisition, by building a tonnage plant, by building a
tonnage plant with incremental capacity to serve the merchant market
or by any combination thereof (Flamm 260; Baker 393- , 2734-2735).
Early 1974 would have been an opportune time to enter the U.
industrial gases market (Baker 2735).

Thus, it is concluded that de novo or grass roots entry into the U.

industrial gases market was feasible and economically attractive to
BOC. It is further concluded that there were toehold firms that could
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have been acquired by BOC on a practical basis. It is also concluded
that, as of December 1973, BOC was an actual potential entrant into the

S. industrial gases market either de novo or by toehold acquisition;
its entry would have increased the number of effective competitors in
the market. BOC was committed to becoming a viable national firm
with at least 5 percent of the market. Thus, BOC would have been
compelled to seek its place in the market at the expense of the

established firms, and this effort by ROC would have resulted in a
procompetitive effect in the marketplace.

Further, the substantiality of the anticompetitive effect resulting
from the elimination of an actual potential entrant may be inferred
from the objective facts as are present in this case. Objective evidence
establishes that BOC was an actual potential entrant, that the market
is highly concentrated, and that there are high barrers to entry and
few, if any, other likely entrants. Thus, no further inquiry is required
into the anticompetitive effects of the acquisition and the effect must
be considered substantial within the meaning of Section 7. United
States v. Phillips Petroleum Company, 367 F. Supp. 1226, 1239 (C.
Cal. 197:); see United States v. Falstaff Brewing Corp. 410 U.S. 526

532 (1973).

Acquisition of Airco by BOC Increased Entry
the U.S. Industrial Gases Market

Barrers in

Airco , one of the dominant firms in the U.S. industrial gases market
was acquired by BOC, a company with substantial resources and
technical and marketing skils and apparently the second largest
industrial gases company in the world. It must be concluded that such
an acquisition increased concentration in the market and substantially
increased what were already exceeding high entry barrers.

Airco Is Not A Toehold

Airco clearly does not meet the criteria for a toehold firm as its
assets and market position enabled BOC instantly to achieve a
dominant, national position in the U.S. industrial gases market without
any expansion effort. BOC's chairman testified that BOC would need
over five percent of the national market to be a viable competitor

. Even if BOC'g conduct in the marketplacp iB the "mimJr image" of that of Airco (8CC United Slatcs v. Falstoff
Rrvwi"g C(Jrp_410 U.S. at 532 (19n)), it appears that Section 7 is nevertheless violstpd. The Court, in Folslaff stated

that it would " leave fnr another day" the queatin" of the applicability of Seetion 7 to a merger that wil leave
cDmpetition ill the marketplace eKaetly as it wa. , neither hurt nor helped. (/d. at 5:37.) However, as observed by Justice

MarBhall , Secti()f 7 prohibits an entry by acquiBition lotherthan toehold! Bince such an acquiBition eliminates lhe

posBibility of J,i/1trc aetual competition. (fd. Marshall, J., concurrnjl, at 561.) Thus , eve" if dr ,11m, or toehold entry by

ROC dicJ not have immediate procompetitive effech, there is th.. possibility that such entry would hav.. such effecta at
80me timp in th.. futur.' . This is suffcie"t to establisb a violiltion of Section 7 , which looks to poBsibilities- not

certainties, and looks to the futurpas well as the pres..nt
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(Smith 1837). Airco s share of the U.S. industrial gases market
substantially exceeds that percentage.

The District Court in United States v. Phillips Petroleum Co. 367 F.

Supp. 1226, 1258 (C.D. Cal. 1973), defines a toehold acquisition as:

'" * '" 

one which is suffcient to assist the potential entrant over the entry barriers and
into the market , but not so large that the entrant merely replaces the acquired company;
the acquiring company must have a substantial need to build upon the acquisition. Such a
foothold acquisition is fully consistent with the concept of unilateral entry, since both
envision a significant market penetration effort by the entering company quite apar
from whatever assets or market position have been acquired.

Under the above definition, with which the administrative law judge
is in accord , Airco clearly is not a toehold acquisition.

II. Inhatation Anesthetic Equipment

Inhalation Anesthetic Equipment Comprises a Line of
Commerce

Inhalation anesthetic equipment and accessories fall within the
criteria for defining product markets set forth by the Supreme Court in
Brown Shoe Co. v. United States 370 U.S. 294 , 325 (1962):

The outer boundaries of a product market arc determined by the reasonable

interchangeability of use or the cross-elasticity of demand between the product itself and
substitutes for it. However, within this broad market , well-defined submarkets may exist

which, in themselves, constitute product markets for antitrust purposes. 

* * * 

The

boundaries of such a submarket may be determined by examining such practical indicia as
industry or public recognition of the submarket as a separate economic entity, the
product's peculiar characteristics and uses , unique production facilities, distinct

customers, distinct prices, sensitivity to price changes and specialized vendors.

The Court further emphasized that:

* * * 

it is necessary to examine the effects of a merger in each such economicalJy

significant submarket to determine if there is a reasonable probability that the merger
wil substantially lessen competition. (Ibid.

It is now well established that it is not necessary for each of the
seven criteria set forth in Brown Shoe to be present in every merger
case in order to establish a market; a relevant market has been found to
exist where less than all of the Brown Shoe criteria were present.
United States v. E. I. duPont de Nemours Co. 353 U.S. 586, 593-

(1957); General Foods Corp. 
v. F. , 386 F.2d 936, 941 (3rd Cir. 1967);

Reynolds Metals Co. v. C. 309 F.2d 223, 227 (D.C. Cir. 1962).

Applying the Brown hoe criteria, it is clearly established that
inhalation anesthetic equipment and accessories are a separate and
distinct market. The medical profession, as well as firms in the
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industry, recognize inhalation anesthetic equipment and accessories as
constituting a separate market. Inhalation anesthetic equipment and
accessories have . peculiar characteristics and uses, i.e., supplying

anesthetic vapors to patients during surgical procedures. Production

facilties for inhalation anesthetic equipment and accessories are
unique, owing to the unique nature of the technology of supplying gases
for anesthesia. Customers buying or using inhalation anesthetic
equipment and accessories are distinct from those buying or using
medical products generally. Inhalation anesthetic equipment and
accessories are priced markedly higher than comparable equipment
used in other medical applications.

BOO respondents point out that there is a profusion of products in
the IAE market and that individual IAE products are not interchange"
able (BOC PF 311). On that basis, BOC argues that IAE products are
not a relevant product market. However, the principal product in IAE
the anesthesia machine, consists of nearly every product in the IAE
market. The remaining items in the IAE market are necessary in order
for the patient to effectively receive the anesthetic vapors. Additional-
ly, there is a degree of interchangeability among surgical, veterinary
and dental anesthesia machines. These products have the common
denominator of all being used by the anesthesiologist to administer
anesthesia. The surgical, veterinary and dental anesthesia machines
utilize common technology to perform the identical purpose of inducing
anesthesia in surgical procedures.

IAE Geographic Market

Manufacturers of inhalation anesthetic equipment and accessories
generally market their products throughout the United States. Airco
markets inhalation anesthetic equipment and accessories throughout
the United States, as does BOC's subsidiaries, Fraser Sweatman and
Harrs Lake. The acquisition wil thus have a direct and immediate
effect upon competition in the IAE market throughout the United
States.

Accordingly, the United States as a whole is the relevant geographic
market in which to appraise the effects of BOC's acquisition of Airco
stock upon competition in inhalation anesthetic equipment and
accessories. United States v. Marine Bancorporation, Inc. 42 U.
5210 5215 (U.S. June 26, 1974); United States v. Pabst Brewing Co., 384

,. Inhalation anesthetic equipment and acce aories mu!!t be..mi-conducive to avoid danger of explosion. This

pUBhes the coat of such items suhatantiai(y.above that of otherwis comparabl" orev..n identicalitema used in the
praeticl' Minhalation therapy: Thia price \lifferential is furthere nhanced by lhegrater precision needed in eql1ipment

for the administration of potentially lethal anesthetic agel1t$ than that for the administration of g88es for therapeutic
purpoaes(Bedley-WhyteJ218).
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s. 546, 549 (1966). Respondents do not dispute the geographic
market.

C. Market Concentration

The record establishes that the IAE market is highly eoncentrated.
Airco is the dominant firm in the IAE market; the consortium of BOC

and its subsidiaries, Fraser Sweatman and Harris Lake , constitute a
substantial part of the market. The record reveals that in the
manufacture and sale of the anesthesia machine, three companies

completely dominate the market-Airco, Foregger and BOC.
The record also reveals that barrers to entry are high

technological expertise in manufacturing and marketing; the need for
sales and service organization; high capital costs; brand loyalty; and the
entrenchment of the leading companies in the marketplace. An already
highly concentrated market with high entry barrers obviates any need

to show a trend in concentration. Stanley Works 78 F. C. 1023, 1065

(1971), affd 469 F.2d 498, 503-504 (2nd Cir. 1972), cert. denied 412 U.

928 (1973).

D. Competitive Effects

No diffcult or novel issue is involved in appraising the effect of
BOC' s acquisition of Airco stock in the IAE market in the United
States. The facts disclose a clear violation of Section 7. The Supreme
Court has repeatedly struck down mergers between actual competitors
with considerably smaller market shares than those of Airco and BOC.
In Brown Shoe, supra the Court determined that a merger resulting in
a combined market share of 5% would be ilegal. 370 U.S. at 343-44.
Similarly, acquisition of the ninth-ranked firm, with 1.3 percent of the
aluminum conductor market by the market leader , with 27.8 percent of
the market , was struck down by the Court in United States 

Aluminum Co. of America (Alcoa-Rome), 377 U.S. 271 (1964), as was a

merger between the sixth- and seventh-ranked firms with 5.84 and 5.48
percent, respectively, of the three-state beer market in Pabst, supr.
The Court in Pabst also found the merger unlawfully anticompetitive in
the national beer market where the two firms ranked tenth and
eighteenth and had a combined market share of 4.49 percent of total

S. beer sales. With a combined market share of 8.9 percent, a merger

between the third-ranking firm with 4.7 percent and the sixth-ranking
firm with 4.2 percent of the market was likewise invalidated by the
Court in United States v. Yon s Grocery Co., 384 U.S. 270 (1966).

In United States v. Philadelphia National Bank 374 U.S. 321 , 363
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(19m), the Supreme Court set forth the test for judging horizontal
acquisitions between significant competitors:

Specifically, we think that a merger which produces a firm controlling an undue
percentage share of the relevant market, and results in a significant increase in the

concentration of firms in that market, is so inherently likely to lessen competition

substantially that it must be enjoined in the absence of evidence clearly showing that the
merger is not likely to have such allticompetitive effects.

Concentration in the inhalation anesthetic equipment market is very
high. The market shares of the top four firms in 1972 totaled 64.
percent, and the top eight firms had 87.9 percent of the total market.
Where "concentration is already great/' the Supreme Court has
observed

, "

the importance of preventing even slight increases in
concentration and so preserving the possibilty of eventual deconcen-

tration is correspondingly great." Philadelphia National Bank , supr,
374 U.S. at 365, n.42; Alcoa, supra 377 U. S. at 279; United States 

Continental Can 378 U.S. 441 , 461-62 (1964).
Although it is not necessary to show the further likelihood of

anticompetitive effects of the acquisition, such effects clearly present
themselves in this market. While no firm in the IAE market has been
able to approach Airco s market dominance, BOC has shown itself to be
a formidable factor in the market. Instead of expanding its market

share , with the possibility of market deconcentration, BOC joined
forces with Airco to increase substantially Airco s market dominance.

Thus, the merger of Airco and BOC increased concentration, height-
ened entry barrers, and more firmly entrenched Airco in the IAE
market.

III. Inhalation Therapy Equipment

Inhalation Therapy Equipment Comprises a Line of
Commerce

The product market criteria set forth in Braum Shoe Co. v. United
States 370 U.S. 294 , 325 (1962), discussed hereinbefore in connection
with the IAE "'ark , establishes ITE as a relevant product market
within which the effects of BOC's acquisition of Airco stock under
Section 7 may be considered. ITE is recognized by the medical
profession and by the firms in the industry as constituting a separate
entity. ITE has peculiar characteristics and uses. Customer users and
purchasers of ITE are distinct and the price of ITE is distinct from the
prices of IAE (see infra p. 105).

ITE is comprised of the equipment and accessories used in the
administration of gases for therapeutic purposes. There is also a

distinct group of medical paraprofessionals referred to as "inhalation
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therapists" and recently as "respir-atory therapists" who specialize in
inhalation therapy (Hedley-Whyte I2IO-11; Karpick 1396). Although
the duties of these professionals has in recent years expanded to
include other aspects of respiratory care, they primarily are responsi-
ble for the administration of gases for therapeutic purposes

inhalation therapy (Karpick 1393, 1396). Inhalation therapists are
further differentiated from other medical personnel by virtue of their
specialized training. They are certified and registered as respiratory
therapists. Further, respiratory therapists have their own professional
organization and medical journal (Hedley-Whyte 1210-1211; Karpick
1395). Inhalation therapy is recognized by the medical profession as a
subsection of the broad field now referred to as respiratory therapy.

ITE equipment has a specialized production technology and requires
specialized vendors to successfully market the products. ITE is distinct
from IAE , and is separate from other respiratory therapy equipment
such as suction equipment and monitoring equipment. ITE meets the
criteria set forth in Brown Shoe, supra 370 U.S. at 325, suffciently to
constitute a submarket for Section 7 purposes.

B. Geographic Market

The acquired firm, Airco, markets inhalation therapy equipment and
accessories nationwide, as do its competitors, including BOC's subsidi-
ary. The acquisition s effect wil be felt directly and immediately in the
ITE market throughout the United States. The United States as a
whole is, therefore, the relevant geographic market in which to
appraise the effects of BOC's acquisition of Airco stock upon
competition in inhalation therapy equipment and accessories. United
States v. Marine Bancorporation, Inc. 42 U. W. 5210, 5215 (U.
June 26, 1974); United States v. Pabst Brewing Co. 384 U.S. 546, 549
(1966). Respondents do not dispute the geographic market.

C. Market Concentration

The ITE market is concentrated, although not as concentrated as the
IAE market. Further, in the ITE market Airco is not the dominant
firm that it is in the IAE market. The sales of ITE by BOC and its
subsidiaries are not very substantial (Table II in camera). It is

doubtful that the complaint in this matter would have been brought
based on the market shares in the ITE market alone. However, other
more substantial markets are involved in this proceeding (industrial
gases and IAE J; and other significant factors are involved in the sale of
ITE , such as the formidable position of BOC in the medical markets
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throughout the world, and BOC's intention to and
unilaterally expanding ITE sales in the United States.

capability of

Competitive Effects

Although the inhalation therapy equipment and accessories market is
composed of many companies, the bulk of the sales in the market are
concentrated in the hands of a few firms. Airco is a substantial factor in
the ITE market and BOC's subsidiary, Hars Lake, backed by BOC
had established itself as a significant competitor.

Substantial barriers to entry and expansion limit the potential for
growth of small firms in the rapidly growing inhalation therapy
equipment and accessories market. Backed by BOC's vast capital
technological and marketing skils , BOC's operations not only had the
abilty to expand in this market, but were already doing so. Thus BOC'
subsidiary, Harrs Lake, though small, was a significant and closely
watched competitor. BOC had carefully devised its strategy for growth
when it entered the U.S. market. Through internal expansion
acquisition of other small competitors, or a combination of both

approaches, BOC intended to become a significant firm in the U.
inhalation therapy equipment and accessories market.

The fact that BOC had taken steps to accomplish its expansion goals
made BOC a highly significant factor in the market. There can be litte
doubt that within a short span of time, BOC would have significantly
increased its share of the ITE market. As a firm with immense
resources and capabilities, already in the market, BOC exerted a
signifcant restraining influence on the market leaders beyond its small

market share , and was a strong force for competition.
Section 7 dictates that a small, significant competitor such as BOC

with its capabilty, interest, and incentives to expand, must be

compelled to pursue internal development in lieu of an acquisition
inimical to competition. United States v. Philadelphia National Bank
374 U.S. 321 , 370 (1963); United States v. Standard Oil Company (New
Jersey), 253 F. Supp. 196 227 (D.N.J. 1966).

As recognized by the Second Circuit in Stanley Works, supr, at 508:

(t )he continued independence of companies with relatively small market shares is

* * * 

crucial to the health and vitality of a market threatening to become oligopolistic.

The legal principle set forth in Stanley Works is well established. The
Supreme Court earlier noted that "the basic premise of * * * (Section
7 is) that competition wil be most vital 'when there are many sellers
none of which has any significant market share.' United States 

Philadelphia National Bank 274 U. , at 363." United States 

Aluminum Co. of America 377 U.S. 271 , 280 (1964).
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In Alcoa only a dozen companies could claim market shares as large
as one percent. This fact was specifically noted by the Supreme Court
in finding the acquired firm, ranked ninth, with a 1.3 percent market
share , a significant competitor. Alcoa, supra at 281. In Stanley, ten
firms had market shares as great as one percent and Stanley was

ranked tenth. Similarly, outside the central core of dominant firms, of
which Airco is a member, the inhalation therapy equipment and
accessories market is composed of small competitors.

Section 7 " look(s J not merely to the actual present effect of a merger
but instead to its effect upon future competition. United States 

Yon s Grocery Co. 384 U.S. 270, 277 (1966). Elimination of competition
between Airco and BOC in the ITE market has eliminated the
probability of substantial future competition between the two firms
and has significantly increased entry barrers by combining BOC'
tremendous resources and experience with Airco s existing market
strength.

IV. The Acquisition of Airco Stock by BOC Is a Violation
of Section Five of the Federal Trade Commission Act

An acquisition that violates Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended
also violates Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 
Stanley Works v. 469 F.2d 498, 499 n.2 (2d Cir. 1972), cert.
denied 412 U.S. 928 (1973).

In the present case, BOC's acquisition of Airco stock violates Section
7 in several respects. The acquisition eliminated BOC both as a
perceived potential entrant and as an actual potential entrant into the
industrial gases industry in the United States. It also eliminated actual
competition between BOC and Airco in the inhalation anesthetic
equipment and accessories market and in the inhalation therapy
equipment and accessories market. Therefore, the BOC acquisition also
violated Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. Accordingly,
BOC respondents, as charged in the complaint, violated both Section 7
of the Clayton Act and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act also applies in the
present case to Airco. The Commission has ruled that "* * * Section 5
is the proper statute under which to charge an acquired corporation
where the acquisition substantially lessens competition. Dean Foods
Co. 70 F. C. Il46, 1291 (1966). In Dean Foods the Commission held
that the acquired firm, Bowman Dairy Corporation, violated Section 5
by entering into a purchase contract for the sale of its assets to Dean
Foods (70 F. C. at 1292).

Although Airco did not enter into an agreement to sell its assets to
BOC, the record clearly shows that Airco was instrumental in BOC'
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acquisition of Airco s stock. First, Airco actively sought out BOC and
provided confidential information with respect to its business opera-

tions to BOC. Airco and BOC entered into an agreement on July 25
1973, which provided for an exchange of confidential information
between the two companies and also prohibited either company from
making a tender offer for the other company s shares for a period of

five years without the approval of the other company s board of

directors (Finding of r'act 25).
On Dec. 10, 1973, Airco and BOC entered into another agreement in

which Airco consented to BOC's tender offer for Airco shares. This
agreement also provided for reciprocal representation by BOC and
Airco on each other s board of directors. Further, the agreement gave
Airco the right to purchase or designate a purchaser for any of the

Airco shares acquired by BOC which BOC may subsequently sell
(Finding of Fact 30).

Further, Airco actively assisted BOC in making its tender offer.
Airco not only made its list of shareholders available to BOC, it also had
Airco s transfer agent mail BOC's offer to Airco shareholders (Finding
of Fact 30).

Airco s role in the acquisition of Airco stock by BOC was a significant
part of the overall transaction. Airco actively opposed the Curtiss-
Wright proposal and supported the BOC proposal. Accordingly,
respondent Airco, as charged in the complaint, violated Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act by taking affirmative actions which
resulted in an acquisition prohibited by Section 7 of the Clayton Act
and Section 5 of the r' ederal Trade Commission Act.

Moreover, it is proper to join Airco as a party respondent to this case
since the relief to be entered may affect the rights and interests of
Airco. Accordingly, Airco was a proper party to this action. See, e.

United States v. Phillips Petroleum Co. 367 F. Supp. 1226, 1261-

(C. D. Cal. 1973), affd mem. 42 D. W. 3710 (July 8, 1974), and the
cases cited therein.

v. Form of Relief

BOC respondents have consented to the jurisdiction of the Commis-
sion , (Finding of Fact 12), and the Commission has jurisdiction over
Airco (Finding of Fact 20). Thus, the Commission has authority to enter
whatever remedy may be necessary to restore competition to the
status that existed prior to December 1973, and to take steps to assure
that the law wil not be violated in the future.

It is well setted that the choice of the remedial order is committed to
the discretion of the Commission. C. v. Mandel Bros. 359 D.S. 385

392-93 (1959); L. G. Balfour Co. v. 442 F.2d 1 (7th Cir. 1971).

217 184 0 - 76 - 85
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Generally, the most appropriate remedy to redress a Section 7 violation
is divestiture. Ford Motor Co. v. United States 405 U.s. 562, 573 (1972);

C. v. Procter Gamble Co., 386 U.S. 568 (1967).
In the present case, effective relief can only be achieved by complete

divestiture of Airco s stock by BOC, removal of BOC representatives
from Airco s board and removal of Airco representatives from BOG's
board. Complete divestiture and removal of BOC and Airco representa-
tives from each other s board of directors will restore BOC as a
procompetitive force on the edge of the market and as a likely potential
entrant into the United States industrial gases market. The same
sanction wil also restore BOC as an independent, actual competitor in
the inhalation anesthetic equipment and accessories market and in the
inhalation therapy equipment and accessories market.

BOC has shown some proclivity toward mergers in the lines of
commerce relevant to this proceeding. To insure that the Commission
objective in bringing this proceeding is not circumvented, the

Commission should retain jurisdiction over BOC respondents and the
authority to approve future acquisitions in the three lines of commerce
relevant to this proceeding for a period of ten (!O) years. Abex Corp. 

420 F.2d 928, 933 (6th Cir. 1970); cert. denied 400 U.S. 865

(1970); See burg Corp. v. 425 F.2d 124, 129 (6th Cir. 1970), cert.
denied 400 U.S. 866 (1970).

The acquisition involved in this proceeding is 4 milion shares of
Airco stock. Because of a court injunction issued at the behest of the
Commission, intermingling of assets of the two corporations has been
prevented. C. v. British Oxygen Co. 1974 CCH Trade Cas. 1175 003
(D. Del. 1974) (supra J. Thus, divestiture will not cause undue diffculty
to either BOC or Airco. Further, it is possible to get almost immediate
relief since the divestiture involves stock only. The order entered
herewith wil require BOC to set up an independent Voting Trustee
which shall have full independent authority to vote said stock unti such
time as the trusteed stock shall have been divested pursuant to the
provisions of this order. Under this arrangement, the vagaries of the
financial markets wil not prevent some immediate relief'

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Commission has jurisdiction of and over the subject matter
of this proceeding and of respondents The British Oxygen Company
Limited; BOC Financial Corporation; BOC Holdings Limited; and
British Oxygen Investments Limited ("BOC respondents ); and

respondent Airco, Inc. ("Aireo").
2. BOC respondents and Airco were, at all times relevant herein
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corporations . engaged in commerce as 

. "

cornmerce . defined ' ,in the
Clayton Act, as amended , and in the Federal Trade Commission Act.

3. . The appropriate lines of commerce within which to evaluate the
competitive effects .of the acquisition of Airco stock by BOC are: . (a)

industrial gases; (b) inhalation anesthetic equipment and accessories;
and (c) inhalation therapy equipment arid accessories.
4. The proper geographic market within which to determine the

competitive effects of BOC's acquisition in the three relevant lines of
commerce is the United States, as a whole.

5. The effect of'he acquisition of Airco stock by BOC has been
may be, substantially to lessen competition or to tend to create a
monop()ly in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended, and
in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, in the
following ways:

(a) Substantial potential competition between BOC and Airco in the
production and sale of industrial gases has been eliminated. 

(b) BOC has been eliminated as a significant perceived potential
entrant into the production and sale of industrial gases in the United
States.

(c) BOC has been eliminated as a significant actual potential entrant
into the production and sale of industrial gases in the United. States.

(d). The already high concentration in the industrial gases market in
the United States may be increased.

(e) Already high barrers to entry of new manufacturers into the
production and sale of industrial gases may be raised signficantly.

(I) Substantial actual competition between BOC and Airco in the
manufacture and sale of inhalation anesthetic equipment and accesso-
ries has been eliminated.

(g) Concentration in tbe manufacture and sale of inhalation
anesthetic equipment and accessories has been increased.

(h) Airco, through its Ohio Medical Products Division, has been

further entrenched in the manufacture and sale of inhalatioIl anesthetic
equipment and accessories.

(i) Barrers to entry of new manufacturers into the manufacture and
sale of inhalation anesthetic equipment and accessories may be rased
significantly.

(j) Actual competition in the manufacture and sale of inhalation
therapy equipment arid accessories between BOC and Airco has been
eliminated.

(k) Concentration in the manufacture and sale of inhalation therapy
equipment and accessories has been increased.

(I) Airco, through its Ohio Medical Products Division, has been
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date this order becomes final, transfer to an independent voting
trustee, subject to the prior approval of the Federal Trade Commission
which shall not be under the direct or indirect control, domination, or
influence of BOC , its officers, directors , agents or representatives, all
of the stock of Airco presently held by BOC, and BOC shall maintain in
existence the voting trust so created, or a suecessor thereof, until BOC
has divested itself of all the stock of Airco in compliance with
Paragraphs I and II above.

Said Voting Trstee shall have full independent discretion to vote
the trusteed stock and BOC and its officers, directors, agents and
representatives may not consult, advise or otherwse participate in any
manner except in connection with the sale of the trusteed stock in
accordance with the provisions of Paragraphs I and II above, or the
appointment of a successor voting trustee.

It is further. ordered That respondent BOC shall cease and desist for
a period of ten (!O) years from the date this order becomes final from
acquiring, directly or indirectly, through subsidiares or otherwise, the
whole or any part of the stock, share capital or assets (other than
products sold in the normal course of business) of any concern

corporate or noncorporate, engaged at the time of acquisition in any

State of the United States in any or all of the business of industrial
gases, inhalation anesthetic equipment and accessories, and inhalation
therapy equipment and accessories, without the prior approval of the
Federal Trade Commission.

The prohibited acquisitions in this paragraph shall include but not be
limited to the entering into any arrangement between BOC, and any
concern engaged in any or all of the business of industrial gases
inhalation anesthetic equipment and accessories, and inhalation therapy
equipment and accessories, or any segment thereof, pursuant to which
BOC obtains the market share of any such concern (a) through such
concern discontinuing its participation in the industries mentioned in
this paragraph , or any segment thereof, under its own trade name or
labels and thereafter manufacturing or distributing any of said

products under the BOC trade name, or (b) by reasons of such concern
discontinuing its participation in the industries mentioned in this
paragraph, or any segment thereof, and thereafter transferrng to BOC
its customer lists, or in any other way making available to BOC acces,
to its customers orits customer accounts.
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It is further ordered That BOC notify the Federal Trade Commission
at l ast thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
structure such as dissolution, assignent ot sale resulting in the
emergence of a , successor corporation, the , creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries or any change in the corporation which may affect
compliance obligations arising out o!'he order.

It is further ordered That BOC cease any and all representation on
the board of directors of Airco, and cease and desist from taking any
steps to nominate, seat, or admit any representatives of Airco to the
board of directors of BOC.

VII

It i8 further ordered That BOC shall within sixty (60) days from the
date this order becomes final, and every sixty (60) days thereafter unti
BOC has fully complied with the provisions of this order, submit in
writing to the Federal Trade Commission a verified report setting
forth in detail the manner and form in which BOC intends to comply or
has complied with this order. All compliance reports shall include
among other things that are from time to time required, a summary of
contacts or negotiations with anyone for the specified stock, assets
properties , rights, and privileges, tangible or intangible, the identity of
all such persons, and copies of all written communications to and from
such persons.

VII

It i8 further ordered That Airco cease and desist from taking any
steps toward achieving union of interest between Airco and BOC
including but not limited to merger, acquisition, consolidation or joint
venture in any market referenced herein.

It is further ordered That Airco cease and desist from taking any
steps to implement any provision of the agreements between Airco and
BOC of July 25, 1973, and of Dec. 10, 1973.

It i8 further ordered That Airco ceas any and all representation on
he board of directors of BOC, and cease and desist from taking any
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steps to nominate, seat, or admit any representative of BOC to the
board of directors of Airco.

It is further ordered That Airco shall within sixty (60) days from the
date this order becomes final, submit in Wrting to the Federal Trade
Commission a verified report setting forth in detail the manner and
form in which Airco has complied with this order.

OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

BY ENGMAN Commissioner:

This is an appeal by all respondents from an initial decision by
Administrative Law Judge Ernest G. Barnes.

The British Oxygen respondents appeal his ruling that they violated
Section 7 of the Clayton Act in acquiring approximately 35 percent of
the outstanding shares of common stock in respondent Airco. ' There
appears to be no dispute that 35 percent gives BOC effective control of
Airco.

The administrative law judge also found that certain agreements
between BOC and Airco relating to the acquisition violated Section 5 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act and both ROC and Airco appeal
that ruling.

Prior Proceedings

In December 1973, HOC acquired 4 miliOn shares, or 35 percent, of
the outstanding common stock of Airco by means of a public tender
offer. On Feb. 26, 1974, two months after the acquisition, the
Commission issued a complaint charging that HOC's acquisition
violated the antitrust laws. On the same day the Commission applied to
a United States District Court for a temporar restraining order and a
preliminary injunction requiring HOC to maintain Airco as a separate
entity and restraining it from, among other things, voting its Aico
stock, having HOC personnel serve on the Airco board, increasing or
decreasing its holding of Airco stock, and exchanging trade secrets with
Airco pending disposition of the Commission s complaint.

On Mar. 8, 1974, the District Cour issued a preliminary injunction
requiring HOC, among other things, to maintain Airco as a separate
company. The court declined to enjoin HOC from voting its Airco

I AireD also appeals th:lt ruling, joining in the Rritish Oxygen companies brie(s. The Briti!lh Oxygen respondents
are represented by CimmOIl counsc) and wil be collectively referr to as BOC. The corprale relationships betw
the HOC respondeills aTe deserim.d in Findings 6--8. AireD is sometimes ref CITd to in the record by its previous name
Air ReductionCnmpany.
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The Compla';nt

The Commission s complaint charges that the acquisition may
substantially lessen competition in industrial gases, inhalation therapy
equipment, and inhalation anesthetic equipment, and submarkets
thereof.' The case was tried on the theory that ROC' s acquisition of
controllng interest in Airco substantially lessened potential competi-

tion in the U.S. industrial gases industry by eliminating ROC as the
most likely potential entrant into that market, and that actual
competition between Airco and U.S. subsidiaries of ROC in the
inhalation anesthetic equipment and inhalation therapy equipment was
eliminated. The ALJ sustained these charges and an additional charge
that the July and December agreements between ROC and Airco
paving the way for the ROC tender offer, violated Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act. He issued an order requiring ROC to
divest its holdings of Airco stock and Airco to cease and desist from
taking any steps to implement any provision of the agreements with
ROC.

I. INDUSTRIAL GASES

Industrial gases l7 are recognized as consisting of those gases, except
for common fuel gases, sold in compressed or liquid (and sometimes
solid) form induding acetylene, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide , argon
helium , hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, nitrous oxide, other medical gases
rare gases, and mixtures and combinations thereof. The term
industrial gases industry" is commonly used to refer to a distinct

group of manufacturers who produce the principal atmospheric gases
(oxygen, nitrogen, argon) and acetylene and who may produce or
purchase for resale the other mentioned gases. Sales by industrial
gases firms are direct or through distributors to other manufacturers
welders, contractors and other users.

The industrial gases industry has two major marketing segments;
tonnage and merchant. "Tonnage" refers to supplying a single customer
where demand at a particular plant location justifies the construction of
a "tonnage" or "on-site" plant near that location. The gas is delivered
through a pipeline, with many tons of gas delivered a day. Steel
companies are typical tonnage users of oxygen. Tonnage plants are
commonly owned and operated by industrial gases companies Mth
output sold under long-term contracts. However, some customers own
and operate a plant which has been built for them ("turnkey" plants).

, The cornpJaiJlt also charged that the acquisition !essenI'd competition in medical pipeline systems , electrica!

welding equipment, and gaH w,,!ding and cutting equipment. These allegations were abandoned by complaiot couns..!
ear!yintbeprocceding.
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The only gases which are produced and sold on a tonnage basis are
oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen.

Merchant" refers to sales of gases in smaller quantities. The gas is
transported to the customer either in gaseous form in cylinders or as
bulk liquid. The larger quantities are shipped as bulk liquid under
reduced temperatures. Plants used to supply gases to customers in

either liquid form or in cylinders are referred to as merchant plants. It
is common, however, for on-site tonnage plants to have merchant
capacity. A gases company building a tonnage plant for itself will often
construct excess capacity, sell the excess in the merchant market, and
benefit from the economies of scale which would otherwise not be
available. Gases distributed into the merchant market, including gases
coming from incremental production in tonnage plants, are sold at
prices that are as high as eight or nine times the price of tonnage gas.

It is important to note that the production and handling of bulk liquid
gases requires highly technical ski1s and special equipment designed to
withstand extremely low temperatures. The equipment is specialized
and used almost exclusively in the industrial gases industry.

A. Relevant Market

The ALJ found that the relevant product market is the production
and distribution of industrial gases by industrial gases companies.

Included are all gases sold by industrial gases firms including resale of
gases purchased from companies who produce them as by-products.
Because individual gases are utilzed for different purposes, have

different prices, and there is no cross-elasticity of production facilties
except among the atmospheric gases, respondents contend that the
ALJ erred in treating them all as part of one line of commerce.
However, we agree with his reasoning and conclusions.

There is no doubt that each of the individual gases listed in the
complaint could constitute a separate product market since most gases
have specialized end uses. However, lack of interchangeability in use
does not automatically bar recognition of a broader line of eommerce
encompassing such products where, for technological or other reasons
there is commonality in production and distribution resulting in a
distinct and recognized "industry" of firms who seH a broad line of such
products. U.s. v. Grinnell Corp. 384 U. S. 563 (1966). S. v. Bethlehem
Steel Corp. 168 F. Supp. 576, 594 (S. Y. 1958); S. v. Ford Motor
Co. 286 F. Supp. 407, 411-416 (E.D. Mich. 1968), affd 405 U.S. 562

(1972); cf Sterting Drug, Inc. 80 F. C. 477 (1972).
Industrial gases companies typically either produce or distribute a

broad range of gases. They do this in order to provide their customers
and dealers in the merchant market with a full or nearly full line of
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gases because many buyers prefer to order and get delivery from one
gases supplier. Also the technical skils used in production, are very
similar for many gases. For example, oxygen, nitrogen and argon are all
produced in identical air separation plants, generally by a highly
technical cryogenic process. Gases produced in such plants accounted
for over 63 percent of the total value of all industrial gas shipments by
primary manufacturers in the United States in 1972. The skils and
technical capability for storing and transporting are also similar for
many of the industrial gases. Oxygen, nitrogen, argon, helium, carbon
dioxide , and hydrogen are commonly transported and sold to distribu-
tors in bulk liquid form in special tank ears or trailers.
This type of synergetic marketing relationship is not unlike the

cluster of products and services" offered in response to "settled
consumer preferences" which the courts have held set "commercial
banking" apart as a separate line of commerce. S. v. Philadelphia
National Bank 374 U. S. 321 (1963); S. v. Connecticut National
Bank 418 U.S. 656 (1974). See also U.s. v. Grinnell Corp., supra 384

S. at 573-74 (1966). The industrial gases companies are recognized in
the trade as a distinct industry and are represented by two trade
associations. It was entry into the " S. industrial gases market" that
BOC had studied and considered prior to its acquisition of Airco, not
simply the production of one industrial gas or a limited group of gases.

BOC also challenges the AI..' s finding that the United States as a
whole is the appropriate "section of the country" or geographic market
in which to measure any adverse effects of the loss of BOC as a
potential entrant. Although most industrial gases are sold and
distributed in regional markets of a few hundred miles distance from
the point of manufacture, it is appropriate to use the nation as a whole
as the section of the country affected by the merger. To begin with
BOC was interested in becoming a nationwide competitor in this
country s industrial gases industry and did not limit its studies or
merger discussions to one particular area or region. As is apparent
from the evidence discussed later in this opinion, the interest evinced
by BOC in some regional firms was whether they would constitute
feasible footholds for subsequent building of a national company. Airco
the company it eventually acquired, was engaged in the industrial gases
business throughout the nation. This clearly was a factor in BOC'
decision to acquire it (Tr. 1732-37).

In FTC v. Procter Gamble Co., where Procter & Gamble, a
potential entrant into household liquid bleaches, acquired Clorox, an
established nationwide seller of that product, the Commission and the
courts found it appropriate to use national sales and concentration data
even though liquid bleach was distributed within a range of only 300
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miles from the point of manufacture, 63 C. 1467, 1537, 1561 (1963),
vacated :158 F.2d 74 (6th Cir. 1966), rev :186 U.S. 568, 571 (1967). In

S. v. Marine Bancorporation 418 U.S. 602, 622 (1974) the Court held
that "in a potential-competition case * * * the relevant geographic
market or appropriate section of the country is the area in which the
acquired firm is an actual, direct competitor." See also S. v. Pabst
Brewing Co. :184 U. S. 546 (1966); S. v. Bethlehem Steel Corp. , supra;
and Kennecott Copper Corp. v. FTC 467 F.2d 67, 71 (10th Cir. cert.
denied 416 U.S. 909 (1974), where national "markets" were considered
as appropriate alternatives to regional markets.

Furthermore, the record shows that in an important segment of the
industrial gases business, namely tonnage gases, the leading gases
companies (including Airco) compete on a national basis in submittng
bids for the construction of onsite plants. Such nationwide competition
among leading firms in the industry in an important segment of the
business is in itself a sufficient basis for finding that the country as a
whole is a relevant market area. S. v. Grinnell Corp., supr, :184 U.
at 575 (1966).

We conclude that the sale of industrial gases by U.S. industrial gases
firms constitutes the appropriate market for the purpose of examining
the effects of this acquisition.

Concentration

The U.S. industrial gases industry is highly concentrated. As
indicated in the following table which shows 1972 market shares of
leading firms based on f. b. plant se1lng value of shipments by all U.
manufacturers classified in the industrial gases industry by the Bureau
of Census, the top four firms accounted for approximately 70 percent of
production and the top eight firms for over 80 percent: 

, Some of the individual finn data in the fonowing tabulation were given in ca71 treatment at the hearing. In
view of the fact that the infonn..tion is now nearly three ye:lTS o!d , no competitive harm should resu!l fnlm its
disdosure and we have deeided to take it out of in f'Q.1Iern slatus, See also Section 3.45 of the Commission s Rules of
PractiC(.
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INDUSTRIAL GASES MARKET SHARES, 1972

Company Value of
Shipments

($1.0

Market
Share 

Source

Union Carbide (Linde) 158
Air Products and Chemicals 106 976Airco 93 577
Chemetron 60 496Liquid Air 33 500!;
Liquid Carbonic 29 651Big Three 24 699
Burdett (Cleveland) 12 680Total 514 579Census 4 595

Top Four Concentration 414049 69.
Top Eight Concentration 514579 86.47

Furthermore the ALJ found that from 1967 to 1972 there was an
increase in concentration in the U.S. industrial gases market. Four-firm
concentration increased from 67 percent to 70 percent and eight-firm
concentration increased from 84 percent and 86.5 percent between

those years.
BOC disagrees with the size of the market used in measuring the

foregoing market shares and trends. Its arguments can be subdivided
into three areas:

(1) the exclusion of the production of helium by the Federal
Government

(2) the exclusion of the production of atmospheric gases in air

separation plants owned by backward-integrated firms
(3) finally, BOC objects to the inclusion of tonnage gases sold

pursuant to long-term contracts.
We find no merit in any of'hese objections.
The ALJ excluded all helium produced in government-owned plants.

BOC challenges this exclusion, pointing out that one-half of all helium

25.
17.

15.

10.

1:J

'f. 221
ex 325-

CX 325-
CX 325-
CX 325-
CX 325-
CX 325-
CX 325-

cx 296A

, Basd upon \falue of shipments of industrial gaR"!! prooQeed by plants dRIsified as in the industrial gase!!
industry.

. Pro forma; ilJchides value of IIhipments of two industril gass companies acquired effective December :n , (972

(CX J35" , Tr. 516).
. It is true as BOC points out , and as is conceded in the initial decision , that concentratioll ratiOIl reported for 1967

by Census in ROC RX ar.. not strictly comparable with 1972 data- Shipmel1w illcluded ill 1967 ratio6 (both in the
num..rator and the d"l1omil1lJtor) but not included in 1972 data are proucUi other thal1 industrial gases ("secondary
produds) shipped by planh classified in the indU! tri! gases il1dIJstry, and resales , and various misellaneous receipts.
But if on.. assumes that the I1rcentage of total resales, secondary produd shipmen" snd misc..llane"ulI r..eeipts
aec"ullted for by the fuur large8t firms remained fairly constant bttween 1967 and 1972--a reasonable assumption we
think- then the fiJ(res are comparable.

BOC has proffered other ca!culati"ns in an attempt to show a dedine in concentration. (Reply brief pp. 14- 15 and

references cited therein.) How..ver these tabulati"ns are baled in whole or in part on market definitions (univers
figures) which include inter-plant production and c_onsumption of industrial gass by establishments that are not
classified as industrial gass establishme,nts. Since we have determined that such prouction and consumption are not
within the releval1tmarket (il1frnj, these ealculatiuns do nut have a nyprobativeforce.
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produced and sold is derived from government plants. However, the
AL.J was clearly correct in not counting this production since the
government does not sell its helium in the open market but sells it to
industrial gases companies who purify it and resell it as part of their
total marketing package. Such resales by industrial gases firms were
included within the ALJ' s market.

There are instances of backward integration into industrial gases
primarily by steel companies supplying their own oxygen from air
separation plants. It is true that to the extent that such vertical
integration occurs, the demand for oxygen from industrial gases firms
is reduced pro tanto. But that is not equivalent to producing gases for
sale in the marketplace. The vertically integrated firms utilize the gas
they produce only for their internal manufacturing processes. Any
excess gases which they do market are sold to the industrial gases
firms , and not in competition with them or their distributors.

It is true that in S. v. Aluminum Co. of America 148 F.2d 416 , 424

(2d. Cir. 1945) the Court agreed with the government that the extent of
Alcoa s "control of the aluminum market" could be measured by
examining not only Alcoa s sale of ingot aluminum, but also the

consumption of ingot in its fabricating plants. But the Court did not
hold that such a broader market was the only appropriate market, as
BOC contends. Alcoa was virtually the sole supplier of ingot to
nonintegrated fabricators of products (sheet, foil, rod, bar), that Alcoa
also produced. The fact that Alcoa was in competition with its
customers and could impose, as it did at times, a cost-price squeeze was
an important element of the monopolization case against it. The vertical
integration of Alcoa played a qualitatively different role in aluminum
industry compared with the backward integration of industrial gases
users. The exclusion of Hin-house" production and consumption from
the relevant market was proper here and is in accordance with sever..l
prior Section 7 cases. See , U.s. v. Greater Buffalo Press, Inc., 327
F. Supp. 305, 309 (W. Y. 1970), dismissal reversed and remanded
402 U.S. 549, 555 (1971); Avnet, Inc. 82 F. C. 391 , 451-54 (1973), affd.
51I F.2d 70 (7th Cir.

), 

cert. denied (Oct. 6, 1975). Even if such

production were included within the relevant market, four-firm
concentration would exceed sixty percent and Airco s share would

approximate 14 percent (Finding 62). The change is not so substantial
as to cause a different result in this case.

BOC argues that if production by backward-integrated steel firms is
not to be included, then the initial decision should not have included any
of the gases produced in tonnage plants owned by industrial gases
companies since they are committed under long-term supply contracts
and are not available for sale in the open market. It contends that as in
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s. v. General Dynamics Corp. 415 U.S. 486 (1974) market shares
computed on such a basis "do not represent the exercise of r present)
competitive power but rather the obligation to fulfil previously
negotiated contracts at a previously fixed price. Id. at 50l.

However we see no error in including gases produced in tonnage
contracts pursuant to long-term contracts. Nor do we agree that it
leads to a logical dilemma. Gases produced for both tonnage users and
merehant users are often produced at the same plant using the same
facilities. In General Dynamics the acquired company had diminished
ability to compete for new business because most of its coal deposits-a
limited resource found only on certain lands-were previously commit-
ted. Past production figures were not indicative of future capability;
hence it was error, the Court held, to use market shares based on past
production rather than on what coal reserves were available for future
contracts. In contrast, the industrial gases companies have virtually
unlimited natural resources to produce gases. The principal gases are
lierally made out of thin air. Since an industrial gases firm is always
able to compete for new business from an existing plant or by building
a new plant, the past record of these firms in sellng tonnage gases is a
reasonable indicator of their future ability to compete for new accounts.

Barrers to Entry

The administrative law judge found, and BOC does not dispute, that
there are substantial barrers for entry into the industrial gases
business. To begin with, substantial capital is needed for production
plants which cost $7 or $8 milion to build. Larger plants cost up to $16

milion. With costs of new plant construction being higher today than in
previous years, a new entrant would suffer a cost disadvantage insofar
as competing in areas (at the same geographical distance to principal
customers) that are supplied by established plants.

Experience and a reputation for technical proficiency is undouhtedly
a considerable advantage that established rlTs have over new
entrants. Cryogenic facilities which produce atmospheric gases are
operated at low temperatures and can be hazardous to employees and

surrounding community if misoperated. Lack of familiarity with
cryogenic technology has been suggested as a reason why many steel
companies prefer to have onsite plants operated by industrial gases
firms rather than by themselves. Entry on a multiplant basis is also
viewed as desirable if one or more plants are to serve tonnage
customers. If one gases plant should have to be closed down for repairs
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the supplier would then have an emergency backup facility to provjde
bulk liquid gases to the tonnage customers.

Elimination of BOC as a Future Entmnt

As the principal basis for his decision that the acquisition will likely
lessen competition in the U.S. industrial gases industry, the ALJ found
that BOC was a potential entrant into the U.S. market and that by
acquiring Airco-a leading firm already in the market- BOC eliminated
the beneficial effects that would result from a competitive form of
entry.

We agree. Except for a toehold-acquisition entry by another large
international industrial gases firm in 1968, in recent years there has
been no significant entry into the U.S. market, which has been
dominated by three firms, one of which is Airco. As to possible future
entry, industry executives were of one of two views-either there will
be no further substantial entry into the U.S. market, or there could be
entry by BOC or possibly two or three other large international firms.
Only these firms were viewed as having the know-how and experience
to surmount . the diffculties confronting a would-be entrant. Of those
who adhered to the latter view-and this included executives of the
two leading industrial gases firms in the United States-all agreed that
BOC was the most likely of this small group to enter the U.S. market
(Tr. 250, 335, 393 , 445-46, 564- , 594, 876-878). Testimony by BOC
executives as well as BOC documents confirm these objective
assessments as they show that BOC by 1969 believed it should be
represented in the United States, particularly in industrial gases, its

primary business. As BOC's chairman phrased it, only a strategy of
what, how, when, and where was lacking (CX 47). By stepping into

, To 80me ..xtel11 independents may solve this problem in the merchant market by eanvlUHing other gas
companies for tempurary supply, and it ill common pradlce for the major firms to e,,('hange 

gall among themselves
when one Jacks merchant supply (eX 44.Z-37; ex 2.12-T; BOC RX 62-1; Tr. 1934; Tr- 2011- 12).

. The ALJ 101110 fOllnd that BOC's position in the fringe of the U.S. industril gIeB market itself exert ..
prncompetitive influence (1.0. pp. 95-96 (pp- 1321-1322 , herein n. Presumably, the ALJ had in mind that firms in a
concentrated market wil sometimes limit their prices and profit margins to forestal! new entry. 

g, 

U.s. v. FalHwlf
Brewing Corp. 410 U.S. 526 (1973); Bai.. Barners It, New Competition (956). No showing of such effect WIl made
here. In fact, several executives of leading firms IPstified that although they viewed BOC as the most likely firm to
enter the market, BOC had no effeet on their prior pricing decisions. Presumably during the time Federal price ceiling1
were in cffect, BOC's position as a possible entrant would have had no additional restraining influence on prices in aoy
event. The record is not desr, however, that the witnesses ' testimony was limite to that period. In any event , the
finding of actual influence Dn priceseannot stand.

The AW also found that the acquiMition increasd entry barrera (1.0. p. 103 (p. 1327 , herein ))- Although it fu
diffcult to reMiat the thought that this acquisition-which "reated the world' s h.rgest consortium in industril glUs-
may further deter new entry, there waS no inquiry into Much questions dLlrin!\ the hearing. Consequently we will slso
v..cate this finding. Milts.rnri Porlond Cement Co. v Cargill, Inc. 498 F'2d R5J 86 and n 12 (2d Cir- 1974); Beatrice
Foods RJ F. C. 4RI 5.14-3a (972)

217-184 0- 76 - 86
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Airco s shoes, BOC virtually removed any prospect that any major
future procompetitive entry would ever occur in this industry.

Not only did the acquisition remove whatever prospects existed that
BOC would eventually enter the U.S. market by internal expansion or
its equivalent elimination of "actual entry" effects, but it removed
BOG's presence on the fringe of the market which might in the future
have had some disciplining effect on U.S. market prices. Although there
is no evidence of such disciplining effect in the past, if present trends
continue and supply becomes tight, leading firms may coordinate
pricing decisions and areas of specialization (infra pp. 35-36 (p. 1365 D.

The possibilty of entry by BOC may become a factor to be reckoned
with. "The existence of an aggressive, well equipped and well financed
corporation engaged in the same or related lines of commerce waiting
anxiously to enter an oligopolistic market would be a substantial
incentive to competition which cannot be underestimated. S. 

Penn-Otin Chemical Co. 378 U.S. 158, 174 (1964). See also concurrng
opinions in S. v. Falstaff. supra 410 U.S. at 538- , 560 n. 15.

BOC' s Incentives for Entry into the U.s. Market. The acquisition of
Airco was motivated primarily by a desire to expand BOC's ever-

widening international operations and gain exposure to United States
technology. 1O BOC' s board chairman characterized the United States
market as the "most powerful and largest in the world (which) must be
of continuing interest to any company which has ambitions to act
internationally" in the industrial gases business. I 

Although BOC started its gases business in the British Isles, it has
expanded into some 17 countries, including such industrialized nations
as Australia, South Africa, Canada, India, Pakistan, Italy, and Brazil.
All of these were either de novo or toehold acquisition entries. At the
time of the acquisition, BOC was the second largest producer and

. cr. Turner

, "

Conglomerate Mergen! and Section 7 of the C1ayton Aet," 78 Harv. L. Rev. 1313 1384-8 (196):

In thi5 situation l'a market in which entry barren! fOT ..U b\1t " ..mall gTOUP of firms aTe too high' J the only

significant hope fOT making the market in question more competitive , apart from radical technologka. changes or the
development of neW substitute.., lies in new entry by one or more of those firms for whom entry barrienl are not
prohibitive. LOS8 through merger of one of a limited group of potential entrant. thus reuces the prospect! of future

deconcentration.

'" 

Tllere is no claim lIere that tile acquiaition Wa$ undertkensoJely to effect u financial" rela tionsllipa auchastax

savings , earnings-per-share gains viII favorable price-earnings differences, or "improved" performance through use of
pooling-of-interest accounting methods-motives which have inspired many "eonglomerate " mergers. See Burcau of

Economics , Federal Trade Commission , Economic Repurl on Corra!e MergCTs eh. 2 (1969); Steincr Mergers. Muhves

Effee!s P"licies(197S).
He stated:

(T )lIe American market, partly aa a reault of its siz , is the source of much technology, much new development

and we fROC J have to be in tune with that" (Tr. 1728).

'The first reason (for aequiring stock in Airc" I i.. that we have always been interested in the industrial gas market
of America. While tllere is no virtue attached to the claim of being an international I!ompany, there are nevertheless
henefita wllich can be obtained by being an internatiunal company, and quite dearly, those benefits are diminished if we

don t have a position in North America" (Tr. 184)-
The managing director of BOC ..Iso confirmed the general desire or BOC to enter the United States industril gases

market (Tr.265S- 59).
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marketer of industrial gases and related equipment in the world, with
sales of those products estimated at nearly $400 milion in 1973 (CX
76K). BOC regarded the United States as being the most important and
most advanced industrial gases market in the world and one that stil
enjoys a respectable growth rate (CX 36 A- , CX 47- , Tr. 2000-01).

It is interesting to note that in 1969, when BOC management first
commenced long range studies of U.S. market, it was emphasized that
making profits from a U. based operation was not the primary goal:
Despite the very large size of markets in the USA, the main purpose

of a series of BOC ventures over the next, say, five to ten years would
be commercial, managerial and technical 'exposure ' rather than for the
sake of the business itself" (CX 38-E). After the acquisition of
controllng interest in Airco, BOC's chairman informed his company
shareholders that the acquisition enabled BOC to pursue its "long-term
objectives." He viewed the Airco transaction as offering BOC the
opportunity to enter on a national scale " in one jump" as compared to a
series of slower, more expensive (and more procompetitive) steps (Tr.
1736).

Ability of BOG to Expand Into tlw U.s. Market. BOC does not
dispute that it had the financial, technological and business abilty to
expand into the U.S. market (Tr. 237-38). BOC had an established
world-wide reputation and had gained American business experience
by participating in the manufacturing and sellng of air separation
plants in the United States through a joint venture with Airco from
1967 through 1971.

Uniqueness of BOG's Statu., as a Potential Entrant. Aside from
BOC, the only other firms named by any members of the industrial
gases industry as possible entrants into the U.S. market were Messer
Greishiem and Linde A. , both German firms, and AGA of Sweden.
They were not, however, considered by American firms to be very
strong candidates for entry, a view that BOC shared (CX 761.). Linde

G. is primarily a manufacturer of industrial gases manufacturing

equipment for sale to producers and lacks experience in the distribution
end of the gases business." Messer Greishiem does not have the
reputation in the industry that BOC possesses (e.

g. 

Tr. 721-22). AGA of
Sweden was viewed by some as having the technological prerequisites
for entry, but BOC and others felt this firm lacked the financial abilty
to enter the U.S. market (Tr. 1760, CX 76L).

Contrary to BOC's contentions, none of the companies in the United
States which operate air separation plants for their own use, or buy

It Linde A.G. sells air separation equipment in the United Slates , but not manufacture and distribute gases in
this country- (Linde A.G- is not affliated with the Linde division of Union Carbide). We have also examined the in
Camera material which BOC haH requested UB to consider (BOC RX 235 in "t.t7lero; Tr. 2061-9) and do not find tllM it
dctuets from the eviden tllat ROC was the most likely entrant into the U.s. market.
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large quantities, is considered a likely potential entrant into the
business of selling industrial gases on the open market. None has
successfully entered the market in the past and any excess oxygen or
other gases they produce they sell to industrial gases firms. Industry
witnesses who testified in this proceeding did not consider them to
have the required marketing expertise and capability needed to make
them likely prospects for distributing industrial gases in the merchant
market (Tr. 346, 448- , 564- , 2743-44).'''

That technical expertise and marketing experience in industrial
gases are not easy to come by, but are prerequisites for successful
entry, is demonstrated by the unsuccessful attempt of Standard Oil of
New Jersey (now Exxon) to enter the market by acquiring American
Cryogenics , a West Coast producer of industrial gases. Standard'
experience was not in the industrial gases field and it eventually sold
American Cryogenics to an affliate of L'Air Liquide-a world-wide
French industrial gases firm. At the time of the sale (1968), American
Cryogenics was losing $4 milion a year on sales of $20 milion. 1. Air
Liquide has subsequently been able to turn the company (Liquid Air in
its present name, see p. 10 supra (p. 1347)) into a profitable and

aggressive operation-a fact of which BOC was aware.
BOC also argues that the initial decision ignores the potential

competition represented by the smaller industrial gases firm already
doing business in some, but not all, of the regional markets within the
United States. The difficulty with this line of argument is that unlike
BOC , these firms do not constitute major potential competition to the
United States market as a whole and the "Big Three" national firms
that dominate the U.S. industry. 

Interests Shown by BOC Regarding Entry in the United SIALtes

Industrial Gases Market Since 1970. Although BOC concedes that it
had strong desires and incentives to enter the U.S. market, it contends
that a study of the U.S. industrial gases market conducted in 1969
convinced its management that there was no feasible means to enter. It
submits that the Commission should therefore find that BOC would not
have entered the U.S. market but for the "unique opportunity
provided by Airco.
In 1969 BOC's directors decided to make an onsite study of the

American industrial gases market to consider " whether there are any
identifiable opportunities in USA which BOC might wish to exploit at

'" HOC' s own tudy of the U.S. market in 1970 cnnrmned this view in a section entitled "Customer Ownership of
Plant:

At one stag.. it wa- thought possible that the gint pf'mchemical compl..,.." would own their 0101\ air

separation units and p.rhaps 8f1I SUf1IU8 to the majors. We were informed that they w,, persuaded 110t to
foHow this rout., . largely by Lind.. ~ivision who emphasiz the need for back-up supplies, etc A. D. Little do
not believe that customer ownership will be of any significanc", in the future. (BOC RX K).
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some future date" (BOC RX 181 C). BOC assigned Allan Perham
chairman of Canox (BOC's Canadian industrial gases subsidiary) and I.
Greenfield, a London staff man, to make the study. Together they
interviewed people familiar with the U.S. industrial gases industry and
completed a report in the early part of 1970.

BOC relies on the report's conclusion that "based on the BOC
requirement of 15 percent pretax return on capital employed there is
today no case for entering the USA industrial gas market as a producer
for either onsite supply or merchant requirements" (BOC RX 62B).
Since there is testimony that the report was accepted by the BOC top
management committees and board of directors, BOC contends that the
Perham-Greenfield report virtually closed the door on the United
States for BOC.

The contention that this report demonstrates that BOC decided not
to seek entry into the U.S. market is not borne out by the record. To
begin with , BOC has quoted only a portion of the Perham-Greenfield
report. The report, completed in Februar 1970, based its recommenda-
tion on low profit margins existing in the U.S. gases industry but went
on to caution that its "generally negative conclusion is in relation to the
foreseeable future and should not be considered final. Opportunities
could rise in the future and a periodic review of the situation 

recommended" (BOC RX 62B) (emphasis added). Subsequent to the
Perham-Greenfield report, BOC did in fact continue to take an active
interest in examining entry possibilities into the U.S. industrial gases
industry.

(1) In April 1970 , an investment banker approached BOC and advised
that a fifty percent interest in Burdett Oxygen Company of Cleveland

Burdett-Cleveland") was available. Although he noted that profits of
the firm were negligible and that it did not appear a very attractive
proposition, BOC nevertheless responded there was a possibilty that it
would be interested , but that an essential precondition to further study
would be that BOC could obtain control (CX 233-34). After learning
that control was not available, BOC told the banker it was not
interested but if the situation changed it could be interested (CX 243).

(2) In August 1971 , BOC's managing director discussed with Charles
Perkins, president of Burdett Oxygen Company of N orrstown, Pa.

(which has no present connection with Burdett of Cleveland) a proposal
by Perkins that BOC enter the U.S. by acquiring Burdett and a number
of other small independent gases companies. A memorandum of the
conversation (which took place at BOC' s offces in London) was made
by the ROC offcial and copies were sent to other top BOC officials

The reference to a 15 percent pretax " requirement" return on capital was based on an "arbitrarily selected
yardstick" of BOC manaJoement to set realistic !imib to the study (HOC RX 181 C)-
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including the chairman of the board of BOC. Soon afterwards, BOC
sent an executive to the United States to look over the company. The
visit lasted three or four days during which the ROC representative
made a thorough inspection of the books and records as well as the
physical plant. Discussion and consideration was given to BOC'
purchasing Burdett-Norristown with a group of other nonmajor
industrial gases companies to effectuate a toehold entry into the U.
market. The BOC official recommended to his superiors in a memoran-
dum dated Oct. 4 , 1971 that:

If it is agreed both that BOC should make an entry into the industrial gases market in
the USA and that this type of entry be adopted (from the small end upwards in the
Canox manner) 1;" then Perkins , Burdett , and the group he proposes would in principle be
a likely route 

* * * 

The companies he runs , if not financially healthy, have a reasonable
trading foothold and can probably be made healthy. The other independents may well
agree to his plan and his claims are broadly borne out by first checks (CX 254-C).

Despite the visiting official's optimistic view of the company. BOC
apparently regarded the company as too small to form the basis for
long term expansion in the U.S. market. BOC informed the president of
Burdett by letter that BOC had decided it was not then interested in
acquiring the company. However the letter concluded that BOC was
aware of the "sort of profits which can be made in the U.S. market and
(we J are keenly interested to improve this awareness" (CX 117).

Feasibility of Entry. BOC claims that it would never enter the U.
market but on a national scale and that it would cost about $240 milion
for it to have entered the U.S. market on such a scale had the Airco
opportunity not presented itself. BOC's chairman testified that he
could not conceive any circumstances in which BOC would ever expend
that amount of money for entry into the United States.

This argument depends, however, upon an acceptance of self-serving
testimony that BOC would never enter except on such a large scale. No
reasons are presented as to why HOC would have to enter on a national
scale. L'Air Liquide-a leading French firm-successfully entered the

S. market through the purchase of a small regional firm in 1968.

Subsequent to that acquisition, it purchased additional small regional

" Canox , aB previously noted, is the name of BOC's industrial gases firm in Canads- BOC entered the Canadian
market by toehold acquisitions after World War II and ia now the third largeat firm in that market.

,. Another incident took place after the Perham.Greenfield repnrt. Dr. Albert Muller, a former conaultant to BOC

called by cDmplaint "ounael , testified that in 1970. 8ubseqoent to the Perham-Greenfield report, he and Mr. Perham , at

the reque of BOC , had meetings with the owner of Gardner Cryogenics, an American helium finn , as to the possible

acquisition of that company by BOC (Tt. 671-80). This followed a study previously made by BOC of the possibility of
acquiring that company (CX 15, ex 17). Although BOC claims its interest wa. only in acquiring this firm s European

bU8iness, Dr. MuHer testifed that BOC was also interested in Gardner Ul1itpd States operations (Tr. 676, 679, 7(9)-

Although the firm was not aequired, this incident cOrTob"rates the view that BOC had 110t ed the door on possible

el1try ioto the L'- s. market because of the Perham-Greenfield report
We do agree with BOC, however, that the additional convers..tioo referred to in F'inding 101 and 102 of the initial

decision are not prohativeon theiasue..thand
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companies and has constructed an air separation plant in the Seatte-
Tacoma area and an acetylene plant in Houston and one in Los Angeles
(CX 335 V- , Tr. 528-530). At the time. of the hearing it was expanding
production capabilities in three additional areas of the country (Tr. 528).
We have diffculty in perceiving why this international firm (which was
the world's largest industrial gases firm before BOC acquired Airco)
was able to enter on such a modest scale, yet BOC could not.17 The
record indicates the existence of many small companies which could
presumably be purchased in similar fashion.

We reject BOG's contention that before toehold entry can be
considered as a procompetitive means of entry it must be shown that
any of these firms was available at a reasonable price as of the time of
the acquisition of Airco. Such a burden would be unrealistic. Also the
fact that some of these firms may have sizeable shares of a local market
in sales of a particular gas or group of gases would not disqualify them
as permissible toehold candidates since the target market-the sole
relevant market" in this potential competition case-is the national

industrial gases market. Regional producers had sales substantially
below 10 percent of industry sales and one or more small firms
presumably could have been acquired for purposes of subsequent
expansion into a national or semi-national operation. See The Budd Co.

C. Dkt. 8848, Commission opinion, Aug. 29, 1975 (86 F. C. 518).

Industry experts suggested other ways by which entry could be

achieved or an initial entry expanded. The chief executive officer for
Air Products and Chemicals ' gases operations who has been in the
gases business for 22 years testified (Tr. 393-94):

Q What method of entry do you believe the British Oxygen Company could have used
to enter the United States market for industrial gases in late 1973'

A * * * (T )hey have already chosen one method which we, of cours, know about.
Other methods available, of course, are the construction of an air separation plant capable
of producing liquid gas products, to serve a particular market area of the United States
within economic distribution radius from the facility. They could bid for a hase load
pipeline gas supply opportunity from one of the merging new markets and then add
incremental capacity to that facilty in order to serve not only the base load customer, but
the surrounding jndustrial market, or they could acquire one of the smaller regional
produccrs and add new capacity to that regional proucer s production capabilities and
expand their market penetration that way.

17 Noting that L' Air Liquide WaI expanding in lhe United SlateI' , a BOC orfdalsuggested (in 1969) that despite
the very large size of markels in the USA" there could be a series or HOC ventureslentries J liver the lied , say, five tll
ten years ." He a!so8uggested "slime kind of joint venlure , or aeries of joint ventures

. . 

ifdireet entry and
aequisition are h!oeked " (ex: , E).

.. Over twenty small regional finns were identified by witnesses. (We do not agr, however, with eomplaint
clIunsel that Chemetron nhould be classifed an "toehold firm , nine.. its business was nearly nationwide and it had 10

ent of the national market. NlIr would we regard Liquid Air as a permissible toehold firm since it was a rapidly
expanding firm whieh had the finaJ1eial hacking to come a national producer- Cf. The Budd Co., s..pro. ) Additional
independent manufacturers were listed in a 1969 BOC staff report on the s. market, which stated "We lieve that in
actual fact there are approximately between 60- 100 across lhe USA" (CX 44- 97).
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Similar views were stated by the head of the Gas Products
Department of the Linde Division of Union Carbide (Tr. 259-60).

An important ingredient of feasibility of entry is, of course, whether
reasonable profis could be anticipated which would justify the
expenditures necessary for BOC to make a de novo or toehold entry.
, for instance , the American market had been plagued by chronic

overcapacity and extremely low profit margins, little incentive would
exist for new entry. Although excess capacity existed in the 1960' , by
1973 conditions had changed substantially and there were shortages in

the supply of air gases. By 1974 the market was buoyant; prices had
firmed and industry was anticipating a yearly growth rate of up to 10
percent compounded annually over the next 5 years (Tr. 239, 246, 256
391 403 438 1941 2716 2719 2723).

By 1974 new applications for industrial gases in the United States
were contributing to increasing demand. This has in part been due to
the rise in prices of petroleum products. Industrial gases are now being
used in the production of synthetic natural gas that can be used for
commercial purposes or in power generation. The elevated price of oil
has also led to the production of gas for pipeline transmission by the
combustion of coal with oxygen. Additionally, industrial gases are now
being used to generate chemical feedstock for the manufacture of

fertilizers and methanol. These new applications have created demand
for large tonnage plants by public utilties and chemical companies. The
scarcity of natural gas has also made economically prohibitive the use
of ammonia for generating nitrogen for metallurgical processes. This
has increased demand for nitrogen produced by air separation.

Other new applications in the United States have been the
development of nitrogen food freezing and the use of industrial gases in
sewage treatment. Also the high price of scrap metal has resulted in
steel companies using liquid pig metals to produce more steel rather
than melting scrap. This has increased the requirement of steel
companies for oxygen.

According to the witnesses from Air Products and Chemicals, the
demand for principal industrial gases products, particularly tonnage
oxygen, has increased to such an extent that the engineering and
manufacturing capacity of the industry today is insuffcient to meet the
demand for construction of new plants (Tr. 2727). At the time of the

.. This is supported by the Department of Commerce which predict.ed industrial gases to be in a high demand
through 1975 resutting in increased output and price rises. u..ilkd SlateR htduslnal Ou/tonk 197, S- n"partment of
Commerce (1974) pp- 9H-99. (Offkia! notie.. is taken of this publication).
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hearing his company had recently told customers that it was unable to
supply their requirements for new industrial gases plants.20 In addition
the witness from the Linde Division of Union Carbide testified that a
number of industrial gases are in short supply and that Linde has had
to allocate customers. Union Carbide announced that demand for
industrial gases was "exceptionally strong in 1974, and exceeded Union
Carbide s ability to supply even at capacity operation." Airco told its
stockholders in 1974 that peak production had been maintained "to keep
pace with developing tightness in the industrywide supply of bulk-
liquid products/' that there was "unprecedented demand" and record
sales in 1973 were due to new uses of industrial gases. These companies
are the three largest firms in the industry accounting for 60 percent of

the nation s manufacturing capacity in industrial gases.
Based on the fact that BOC had the clear incentive to enter the U.

market; that it had the technological, and managerial expertise
necessary to effectuate such entry as well as having large capital
resources; that it earlier entered the Canadian market; that it in fact
considered possible acquisitions of small American firms; and that
demand for industrial gases in the U.S. was outstripping capacity in
I973-1974 with indications that this is a long-term trend-we cannot
accept the testimony of BOC's executives that under no circumstances
would BOC attempt an entry into the market other than Airco
acquisition. Where objective considerations so clearly favor probable
entry, contrary testimony by company offcials as to future intent has
litte probative force. See S. v. Falstaff Brewing Corp. 410 U.S. 526
563-569 (concurrng opinion); President's Task Force Report on
Productivity and Competition ("Stigler Report") 5 CCH Trade Reg.
Rep. 250 (1969) at 55 521 ("The identity of potential entrants should
not be established by introspection ). Even apar from the fact that
such testimony is inherently self-serving, it would represent, at best
only the current views of present management. Circumstances change
as does management. Even a firm that has once firmly rejected de novo
or toehold entry in a market, preferrng (understandably) to enter by
acquiring an established leader, may reconsider and enter if the latter
route is blocked by antitrust action." Clearly the AU was correct in
basing his findings on objective evidence and other facts of record

rather than the testimony as to BOC's future intent.
Also we perceive no error in approaching the question of potential
'0 HOC eont!md that this testimony was designedly misleading. However the witness ' view of industry conditions

is supported by a recent Department of Commerce report (puhlieatin" cited in the preceding footnote) which stat..s:
Shipmenh of all industrial gases wi! be limited h..ea,u1Ie of lack of prodllction capacity. New plants arC being built, hut

completions scheduled for 1975 probably wil not satisfy th.. riing demand (or induslrial 
., Such entry occurred after VB. Bethlehem Steel Corp. 168 F. Supp- 576 (S. Y. 1958) WIU decided. Se..

discussion infra.
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competition in this industry on the basis of assessing future probabili-

ties and market trends. The Act contemplates this. " (C Jourts should
look also to the size and growth prospects of the target market * * 

S. v. Marine Bancorporation 418 U.S. 602, 642 (1974). "(R Jational
rules applying to mergers that involve the possible loss of a new
entrant should take the trend of demand into account." Turner
Conglomerate Mergers and Section 7 of the Clayton Act " 78 Harv. L.
Rev. 1313, 1385 (1965).

, despite the generally negative Perham-Greenfield report in early
1970, BOC still examined possible entry candidates later, there is every
reason to believe that at the time of the acquisition, when the market
had firmed up and major U.S. firms were not able to construct new
plants at a pace to keep up with demand, BOC would be interested in
entry. Simply because no entry had been effectuated at the time the
Airco opportunity presented itself did not mean that BOC would not
have eventually realized its "long-term objectives" of entering the U.
market-by growth rather than by this major acquisition. The "premise
of an antimerger statute such as 97 is that corporate growth by
internal expansion is socially preferable to growth by acquisition. U.8.
v. Phitadelphia National Bank 374 U.S. 321 , 370 (1963).

We conclude that as of December 1973, there was a "reasonable
probability" that BOC would have eventually entered the U.
industrial gases market by internal expansion, or its equivalent, but for
the acquisition of Airco S. v. Penn-Olin Co. 378 U.S. 158, 175 (1964);
Ekco Products Co. v. FTC 347 F.2d 745, 752-753 (7th Cir. 1965). In
view of the trends in the market existing at the time of the hearings in
1974, and attested to by witnesses, the probability that BOC would
enter the U.S. market in the future, if divestiture is ordered, has evenincreased. 

The Question Reserved in Falstaff and Marine
Bancorporation

Respondents contend that in the absence of BOC exerting any
present fringe effect on the U.S. gases market, the possibilty that BOC
might have entered the market by some more procompetitive means is

legally irrelevant.
The Supreme Court has expressly reserved decision on the question

of whether an acquisition which has no immediate market effects
except for the elimination of a future entrant can violate Section 7 of

the Clayton Act. In S. v. Marine Bancorporation

, .

,upr at 625 (1974)
the Court stated:

The Court has not previousJy resolved whether the potential-compctition doctrine
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proscribes a market extension merger solely on the ground that such a merger eliminates
the prospect for long-tenn deconcentration of an oligopolistic market that in theory
might result if the acquiring finn were forbidden to enter except through a de novo
undertaking or through the acquisition of a small existing entrant (a so-called foothold or
toehold acquisition).

See also id. at 639; and S. v. Falstaff Brewing Corp. 410 U.S. 526, 537
(1973).

BOC urges that the Commission answer the question reserved in
Marine Banco-rporation and Falstaff by holding this acquisition to be
lawful irrespective of whether BOC would have been likely to enter the

S. market.
The Commission and lower courts have on several occasions

expressed the view that foreclosure of likely or probably future
competition between two merging firms can be the type of "effect"
which "may be substantially to lessen competition" with the meaning of
Section 7 of the Clayton Act.

We find no persuasive reasons to depar from that line of authority.
It is true that unlike a horizontal merger between actual competitors , a

merger between potential competitors does not increase concentration
or reduce the number of firms, in a market. There would , however, be a

decrease in concentration, and increased pressures for competition, if
the potential entrant entered by internal growth or its equivalent."
Section 7 is as concerned with "preserving the possibilty of eventual

" PreviOU8 "po!.ntial competition" eaoes which have reached the Court have involved acquioitions which arguably
reducl'd the premerger lev..1 of mmpetition or raised entry bamel". See U.s. v. EI PaR" Na/ural GaR Cu. , 376 U. S. 651

61"9 (1%4); U.s. v. Perm-Olin Chemical Co. 378 U.S. Hi.8 , 174 (196); U.s. v. Conti1Wnml Can Co. , 378 U.S. 441 , 46:!-61

(196); FTC v. Proeter Gamble , 386 U.S. 56 (1967)- There is, however, dictum in several of tho e opinions

suggesting that e1iminatinn of a future entry by the acquiring corporation into the acquired company s market is II type

nf fnreclosure that is covered by Section 7 nf the Clayton Act. See , FTC Prueter Gamble, Itpn at 575 ("

Procter had actulilly entered Clorox s domil1al1tposition would have been eroded al1d theconcentratinn of the industry
reduced"

" C"mmissi"n decisions: ForemoMt Va;ries, Inc. 60 to'C. 94, 108 (1962); Beatrice FoooSl , 67 F- C- 473 , 717-

722 (196); The Bendix Corp. 77 F. C. 731 , 1117 (1970) reversed and remanded on other groUndSl 450 F.2d 534 (6th Cir.

1971); Beatrice Food8 Co., 111 F. C- 481 , 528 (1972): General Milia , Inc Okt. 88 (Oct. 5 1973 (83 F. 696J); Bealrice
Fonds C". Dkt. 88 (Ju!y 1, 1975 (86 F. C. 1 )); The Budd Co. , Okt. 888 (Aug. 29 1975 (86 F. C. 518)).

Court decisiona: U.s. Phillips Petroleum Co., :167 F. Supp- 1226, 123 (C.O. Cal. 1973) affd w;tlwut op,ni,,,, 41H

S. 90 (1974): U.s. V. JOMeph Schlitz Brewing Co., 253 F. Supp. 129, 147 (N.D. Cal. 19(6), affd with"...opin;"" , 38
S. 37 (196): U.s. V. Wi/aon Sporting Good8 2& F. Supp. :.43, 562 (N.D. Il 196): U.s. Standard Oil Co. , 25 F.

Supp. l96 , 227 (D.N.J. I96); Ekw Producls V. Jo'TC 347 F.2 745 , 7&2-53 (7th Cir. 19(). See al80 lJ_"i- v. Belhlelwm

Sleel Corp. , 168 F. Supp. 576, 615 (S. Y. 1968).

" Respondents contend that the legislative history show that Section 7 was designed only to prevent increases in
concl'ntrati"n , citinj; from the Senate Repnrt on H.R. 2734 (which upon p!lssge amended Section 7 of the Clayton Act
in 1950 to read in its present form) the atatement that the purpse of the propose bil was "to limit future increRlB in
the level of economic concentration reaulting from corprate mergera and acquisitions." The reference to "economic

concentratinn" WII to national aggregate c"ncentration in the induatril sector which Congr89 feared Wal on the rill.
It was not a alatement that mergera which only raise concentration in a particular line of commerce were to he covered
by the legislation. The 1950 ameodment in fad remnved language in Section 7 that appeared to limit ita ""npe to
acquisition of an eKisting competitor (the ao-ca!led "acquiring-acquired" tellt). fIB. v. Brown ShOf Co. supra 370 U-

st 317. See Narver Congl(Jmerate Mergers and Market Competition rh. ;1 (\967) for evolution nf the 1950 amendment
with regard to ronglomerate mergers.

It is el'rtinly settled by Supreme Court decisions that Section 7 can he vi"late in waYII that d" not necesllrily

increase concentration in the relevant market. In addition t"ca8CS recogTi7ing that Section 7 applieBto mergers that
make it diffcult for new competito", tn enter (e. , Proder & (;amble referred tn in the above text), the Court s holding

(Co"Unued)
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deconcentration" of oligopolistic markets as it is with preventing
increases of concentration. S. v. Aluminum Co. of America 377 U.
271 , 279 (1964); S. v. Philadelphia National Bank 374 U.S. 321

365N.42 (1963). It is now settled that enforcement policy under Section
7 should be concerned not only with immediate effects on the market
but also with market conditions over the long term so as to preserve
opportunities for future entry and competition. This was clearly the

import of the Court' s decision in Procter Gamble , supr, where the
Court held the merger to be anticompetitive because it had the effect
of deterrng future entry. Although we have dismissed for want of
evidence the charge that the BOC-Airco merger has further raised
existing entry barrers, the removal of BOC as the most likely of a
limited group of possible entrants into the market has the same, if not
greater, adverse effect on prospects for future competition as the
raising of entry barrers. Both effects reduce the likelihood that future

entry wil occur, thus entrenching the existing firms already in the
market.

BOC contends that if the "actual potential entrant" doctrine is to be
applied it should be confined to cases where "subjective" proof exists
that the acquiring firm would have entered but for the acquisition. It is
true that in giving weight to "objective" factors in determining
whether a firm is likely to expand into a new geographical market
there is the possibility that the deciding tribunal will err. But "if justice
requires the fact to be ascertained, the difficulty of doing so is no
ground for refusing to try." O. Holmes, The Common Law 48 (1881).
Potential competition cannot be put to a subjective test. It is not
susceptible of a ready and precise answer.' " U.s. v. Penn-Olin Co.
378 U.S. 158, 174 (1964). To follow BOC' s suggestion and simply refuse
to make any objective determination of the probabilties would leave
the resolution of the legality of many large mergers to the self-serving
testimony or documentation of company offcials who stand to gain if
the merger is permitted. A "wrong" decision e. dismissal of the

proceeding on the basis of erroneous statements as to the firm s abilty
and incentives to enter by internal rather than external growth , would
mean the permanent loss of the firm as a future major competitive
force in the market.
On the other hand, if objective considerations of the firm (its

capabilty, incentives, and nearness to the market) and feasibility of
entry sufficiently indicate that it would probably enter at some point

in U$. v. Falstaff Brewing Corp. 410 U-S- 526 (1973), that elimination by merger or II p"reeived polenlialentrant may
violate Section 7, in no way depended upon II likely r"Il" in market concentration rl;lIulting from such a merger. Nor

ill II ",!lulting "iocr..""" in concentration" the ba.is u?"" which vertical mergeI' have been held to violate Section 7. Se
Bron Skue Co. , supra 370 U.S. at 32.'1-334; Anti/rust Law Developmenu. 76-78 (1975).
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by internal growth or a toehold acquisition-and the decision is made
on that basis-an erroneous decision will be far less apt to have any
substantial adverse consequences on the marketplace.
That the antitrust laws should be concerned with elimination of

objective probable entrants" was demonstrated in the aftermath of
S. v. Bethlehem Steel Corp. 168 F. Supp. 576 (S.D. N.Y. 1958), one of

the first merger cases brought under Section 7 after it was amended in
1950. Bethlehem Steel, which was located primarily in the East, argued
that it needed the ingot facilities of Youngstown s Chicago plant as a
prerequisite to building new plate and structural shape mils in the
Chicago area. Contending that the construction of an entirely new
integrated plant in Chicago of the desired scale was not economically

feasible, it presented figures showing the costs of a new plant greatly
exceeded the cost of expanding Youngstown s existing plant. The
District Court recognized that "it is undoubtedly easier and cheaper to
acquire and develop existing plant capacity than to build entirely
anew " and acknowledged both Youngstown s and Bethlehem s avowals
that absent the merger neither would be able to build an integrated
plant in the Chicago market. However, the Cour found that the
contentions

, "

which, of course, involve matters of business judgment
and , in a sense, matters of preference " were "not persuasive in the
light of their prior activities and history, their financial resources, their
growth and demonstrated capacity through the years to meet the
challenge of a constantly growing economy. Id. at 616. A few years
after the decision disallowing the merger, Bethlehem built in that area
what has been described as one of the country s most efficient steel
plants.

F. Prospects for Future Competition in
Industry

In S. v. Marine Bancorporation, supra the Cour held that by
introducing evidence of high concentration ratios the Government
established a prima facie case that the market was a candidate for the
potential competition doctrine and that the burden was on the
defending company to show that the concentration ratios do not
accurately depict the competitive characteristics of the market id. 

631.
Complaint counsel has clearly made such a prima facie case here. The

the Industrial Gases

.. SinKerAntirust ECfJnumic 133 (196):
Bethlehem may have accumplished , even more effectively than by merger, both the potentia! for viJoorou8

upward competition against U.S. Steel , as wen as the abilty for strong downwar competition aganst the
smaller, les8 effcient lltee! producers. The District Court, by finding ilegal the propose merger between
Bethlehem and Youngstown, encouraged the independent entry of new capacity in the Chicago area by
Bethlehem.
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industry is dominated by the three national companies the Linde

Division of Union Carbide, Air Products and Chemicals, and Airco.
Together these three firms share 60 percent of production. Four-firm
concentration is 70 percent and eight-firm over 85 percent with
concentration being on the upswing in recent years (supr pp. 10-11(p.
1347-1348 herein)). The industrial gases industry has been classified as
highly concentrated:' and is very close to being among the relatively

few "extremely high concentrated" industries in the American
economy. Adams

, "

Public Policy in a Free Enterprise Economy:' The
Structure of American Industry 467-69 (4th ed. 1971).

BOC argues that despite any prima facie case based on concentration
ratios, the industry is competitive. In support of this it points to the
fact that the "unit value" of many of the major industrial gases have
dropped over the past several years as demonstrated from calculations
derived from Census data. For example, the average unit value of
shipments of oxygen dropped from $1 100 per milion cubic feet in 1963

to $720 per milion cubic feet in 1972, with the unit value of pipeline

oxygen gas dropping from $700 per millon cubic feet in 196 to $480

per milion cubic feet in 1972. Similarly, the average unit value of
nitrogen dropped almost 20 percent from 1963 through 1972. The
average unit value of carbon dioxide declined nearly 50 percent in that
period and the unit value of argon dropped over 50 percent. BOC
asserts that only for hydrogen has the unit value risen since 196.

In contrast, BOC points out that the wholesale price index for all
industrial commodities rose from 94.7 in 196 to 117.9 in 1972. U.
Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States 1973
Table No. 570, at 348.

For a number of reasons this argument, which has some superfcial
appeal , must be rejected. To begin with, the record shows that BOC is
incorrect in stating that the unit value has risen only for hydrogen. The
unit value of acetylene, an important industrial gas, increased 25

percent from 1963 to 1972 (BOC RX 190). The unit value of solid carbon
dioxide has increased over that period (BOC RX 193). The unit value
for cylinder and bulk oxygen in both gas and liquid form increased over
that period (BOC RX 199). The unit value for nitrogen pipeline gas
increased 13 percent between 196 and 1972 (BOC RX 196). Thus, the
unit value trend is quite a mixed picture.

But there is a more basic problem with BOC's argument. There are
very decisive economies of scale in the production of gases from a
tonnage plant. The record shows that in recent years the size of new air
separation plants has increased substantially and BOC admits that as a
result "there is no question that economies of scale in tonnage plants
have led to lower unit cost." Thus, insofar as gases which are produced
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in large part from tonnage plants (oxygen, hydrogen, argon, and
nitrogen), there has been a reduction of the unit value due to the
declining unit costs in production. There is also an "averaging down
effect on measurements of average unit value of these gases.

ROC responds, however, that the lower unit costs have been passed
on to customers in the form of lower prices. Although this is true for
pipeline nitrogen (since 1966), pipeline oxygen, and argon-since the
unit value for shipments of these particular gases has declined- there
is no way of knowing from the record whether all or what portion of
reduction in production costs has been passed on.

Respondents also rely on testimony by witnesses that competition
was and has remained "vigorous" and "strong" in the industry.
Although there is evidence of price competition during the 1960' , when
the industry was plagued by over-capacity due to circumstances
unforeseen by the industry, general and vague statements cited by
respondent are too equivocal to be probative on the degree and scope of
competition existing during the time of the acquisition.26 No actual
price data were put in record by respondent and the evidence that is in
the record indicates that demand has caught up with supply (and has
exceeded supply in some areas). "Prices have gradually firmed up," one
executive testified

, "

because the industry s practice back in the early
1970s was that they had excess capacity and they were using a kind of a
marginal pricing philosophy * * * . As demand firmed up, marginal
costing and marginal pricing disappeared and full costing and full
pricing became the standard * * * " (Tr. 2723). Other witnesses agreed
that air gases such as oxygen and nitrogen have been in short supply
since 1971 and , as previously noted (supra p. 25 (p. 1357-58 herein)) this
trend is expected to continue.

Economists teach us that in a high fixed-cost industry, leading firms
are prone to avoid overt price competition. Scherer Iruustrial Market
Structure and Economic Performance 195 (1970); Neal Iruustrial
Concentration aru Price Inflexibility 77 (1942). The record supports

" Respondent, for inKt.nce, quotes the testimony by the president of Liquid Air, Inc. that there has been
vigorouK" price competition in the industry. When asked what "vigorou,," meant, he replied "High enough to make a

profit cJearlya non-sequitur (Tr. 556). The witneKS from Union Carbide testified "I wou!r !lay there is afa;rnmrmnl
of vigorous price competition" (Tr. :105 , emphasis added)- These and other general exp ssions of subjective opinions by
industry witnesses cannot be given much weight, particularly in view of the r-drity with which industry witnes , in
our experience , ever acknowledge the absence of viKOrouKcompetition in any fonn.

Thcre is document.ry evidencc in the record that supports a finding tha tin 196- 1967 lJnion Carhide lost sales and
market share because it raised prices but other finns did not follow (CX 232- , ex 2.'12-8). Also the 1970 Perham-
Greenfield study reported that industrial gases had become a commodity in the U. A. "and as a r..su!t are solri
essential!y on pricc" with thc result being a depres!!d inriustry at that time orear!ier. AlthouJ:h ihe study observed
that there were current attempt" to increase prices, the authors did not believe the inc es would keep pace with
infltion. However, as the above te1't indicates , by 1973 prices had finned up and in June 1973 ROC started laying the
groundwork for a takeover of BOC.

There are alKo indications that the industry may tend towards parallel pricing practices. Thus , during the hearings
in April 1974 Linde Division inerea""d prices !O to 15 percent. Airel) immediately foHowed within a day or so with a
priceinereaHe(Tr. 3l4).
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this view with respect to the instant case. A BOC document reveals
that at a private meeting on Sept. 6, 1973, a representative from one of
the three dominant U.S. industrial gases firms told BOC's chairman
that with respect to the U.S. industrial gases market

, "

the U.S. gas
market has stabilized and that the three main competitors no longer
encroach on each other s area of domination" (CX 95D).

Although current profit figures were not put in the record by BOC
indications are that profits have been rising." In a statement to
shareholders, Airco announced that the " 1972 earnings performance of
our Industrial Gases, Welding Products and Electronics Divisions was
Outstanding" (CX 85X). Airco also stated to BOC during their July
1973 discussions that their "after tax return is better than AP (Air
Products J or Linde: (for example J CO-2 is estimated to give a 10%
after tax return" (CX 93E). A BOC staff document drafted in June
1973 for consideration by the BOC chairman and managing directors
advised that although "* * * the general level of profitability in the
leading industrial gases firms in the USA was poor throughout the
1960' , there is evidence that it is improving now and likely to establish
a better plateau for the middle/later 1970' " and that "skilful
managements earned acceptable returns." It noted instances of two
United States industrial gases firms having relatively high profit
returns according to data published in Fortune (CX 76B-C).

BOC contends, however, that the threat of backward integration of
tonnage users steel and chemical companies, will cause industrial
gases suppliers to perform in a competitive manner. It argues that
when a gases company bids on a tonnage supply contract it knows that
the customer may consider purchasing his own plant as an alternative
and this fact prevents the bidder from charging more than a reasonable
rate of return. While there may be some check placed on profit margins
on tonnage supply contracts as a result of the threat of vertical
integration, this would not assure that prices and profits wil not
exceed a competitive level. To begin with, it is only for certain gases
particularly oxygen, where a single customer consumes quantities
justifying an onsite tonnage plant that there is any real economic

impetus for some customers to consider owning their own captive
source of supply. Furthermore, any company that decided to integrate
backward to produce its own oxygen would undoubtedly incur higher
unit costs than an industrial gases company since the latter is

.. A composite avcrage of three firms' profi margin on _II's tween 1970 and 1972 placed in the record hy ROC
reveals there was a 46 perccnt gain from 4.92 percent to 7. 17 pen:ent (BOC RX 2.".). Although th.. consolidated rat. of
return On inueHlm. enl never exceeded :1 percent during that period , investment was calculate on the basis of "grss
fixed plants and equipment" not taking into account depreciation (ibid.

)- 

E"clu8ion o(such an importnt reduction of
the capital base in a capital-intensive industry would result in a substantial understatement of rcturn compared to
eommonly aeeepted rates of rcturn
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frequently able to recoup a portion of costs by sale in the merchant
market of nitrogen and argon which can be produced simultaneously in

the air separation plant. Large users of gases historically have not
found it feasible to enter into the industrial gases business. See also

discussion of entry barriers supra pp. 14, 19 and n.13 (pp. I350, 1353
herein). Finally, as the AU pointed out, any restraining effect on

prices by the threat of backward integration would have litte effect on
prices in the merchant market. Prices for oxygen in the merchant
market, for instance, are in the order of five to ten times the price of
tonnage oxygen. The marginal potential contribution to the supply side
of the merchant market, which is apt to be limited in geographic

availabilty depending on the location of such customer, is unlikely to
have a significant impact on that price level.

In sum , we fail to find convincing reasons to view entry by BOC as
lacking competitive significance for this industry. Entry by BOC by
internal growth (or expansion of toehold firm) would add a new
competitor and decision-maker to an industry that is already highly
concentrated and becoming more so. New entry into another geograph-
ical market by a strong, proven-and-tried competitor frequently has the
effect of shaking up established industry leaders and sets in motion

pressures on them to compete more vigorously in price or services in
order to retain their existing market shares.

We conclude that that Section 7 has been violated and BOC should be
ordered to divest itself of Airco.

II. INHALATION ANESTHETIC EQUIPMENT

The complaint also alleges that one of the effects of the acquisition of
Airco stock may be substantially to lessen competition in the
manufacture and sale of inhalation anesthetic equipment, or any

submarket thereof, in the United States. "Inhalation anesthetic
equipment" was defined by complaint counsel during the proceedings
as equipment and accessories used in the administration of gas for
anesthetic purposes. It is to be distinguished from equipment designed
to aid patients in breathing ("inhalation therapy equipment"). The
principal items of anesthetic equipment are anesthesia machines

vaporizers, face masks, ventilators, flow meters, and varous connecting
tubes. Many of these items are similar to "inhalation therapy
equipment " except that they must be semi-conductive to prevent
accidental electrocution or explosions in the operating room. This
results in prices being higher than on corresponding therapy equip-
ment.

At the
Products

time of the acquisition, Airco, through its Ohio Medical

Division, was the leading seller of inhalation anesthetic
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equipment in the United States. BOC , through two U.S. subsidiaries
Fraser Sweatman, Inc. and Harris Lake, Inc. 2!1 also marketed certain
types of inhalation anesthetic equipment.

The ALJ found that total sales of inhalation anesthetic equipment in
the United States in 1972 was $24 305 611. Airco s share of those was
approximately 31 percent ($7 616 338). The share collectively held by
firms acquired by BOC amounted to 8 percent ($2 013 362). The 

also found that sales were highly concentrated, the four largest
manufacturers in 1972 having captured 64.5 percent of total sales and
the eight largest, 88 percent. The AU found that the manufacture and
sale of inhalation anesthetic equipment constituted a separate product
market and the acquisition of Airco stock by HOC substantially
lessened competition in that line of commerce.

BOC' s threshold challenge to this portion of the initial decision is
with respect to the definition of the product market and the
completeness of sales data placed in the record.

Anesthetic Equipmnt and
Line of Commerce

Both here and before the BOC has objected to the market
definition as being too broad. A review of the specific items
encompassed within the asserted market demonstrates that there is
lack of interchangeability, and therefore lack of competition between or
among the items.

The ALJ responded that (1) the principal item, the anesthesia
machine consists of nearly every product" in the asserted market;
and (2) the remaining items in the asserted market are necessary in

order for the patient to effectively receive the anesthetic vapors.
While these facts may be true, they do not establish that production

Inhalation Accessories as a

" Fra er Sweatman Wal the U.S. subsidiary of Cyprane, I.tr- a United Kingdom eompany which WRl acquire hy
ROC in 1972. Harr Lake , Ine. Wa! the subsidiary of Harrs Calorific Company, a United Stales company, full control
of which waS acquired hy ROC in November 1973.

.. Included in the initial deci..ion .. market are the fo!lowing items: 0) "Anesthesia maehines" (the ellsentia
elemenh of which are a cart , regulators , flow metero, vaporiers, eondocting tobes , malks , C02 absorption caniste,.
and rebreathing reservoir bags); (2) anesthesia vaporiers (conuine,. that convert a liquid al1esthetic into a vapor); (3)
rebreathil1g reservoir bags; (4) anesthesia conducting Lubes that carr the gas from the al1esthesia machine to the
patient; (5) anesthesia airwaya(curved tubea inaerted into a patient' s mouth); (6) anesthesia face masks; (7) connecting

pieces; (8) adapters and fittings; (9) carbon dioxide absorption caniateM!; (10) now meteM!; (11) yokes, handlKrews
and valves; (12) anesthesia ventiators (devices which meehanieal!y assiat a patient s breathing during anesthesia); (13)
anesthesia respirometers (measures volume of breathing); (14) endotr-..eheal tubes and cuffa; (15) laryngo",opes for
anesthesia; (16) foreep.. for al1esthesia; (17) disposable breathing ei uilt; (18) other miscellaneous anesthesia
aecessories. The market as defined encomp..""" equipment whether sold ror UBe in hospitals, by the veterinary
profession , or the dental profession.

JO The ALJ found that there is a degree or interehangeabi!ity; both in the aupply side (technological similarty
leading to prnduetion n..xibility) and the demand side among surgical, veteril1ary, and denta! anesthesia machil1es
Although ROC disputes this finding, we find the record support the indusion of veterinary and dental machine
produetion output capaeity in the Bame market with Borgical machines- The machines a very similar in their makeup
and the principles of producing them are the same. Many or the components are identical. cr. The Bud Co. , Dkt. 888
Commission Opinion , Aug. 29, 1975 (supra I; Beatr'ce fi''OdM Coo Dkt- R8 , Commission Opinion, July I , 1975 Isupra I.
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and sale of all inhalation anesthetic equipment are in a single economic
market. Automobiles "consist of" tires, muffers, spark plugs, etc., but
this does not mean that the production of automobiles may be lumped
with the production of all tires, muffers, etc., into a single product

market. Automotive parts that are sold separate and apart from the
sale of automobiles (aftermarket sales) obviously are not in the same
market as assembled automobiles. So it is with inhalation equipment. A
purchaser may buy a completed "anesthesia machine" from one
manufacturer but purchasers also buy separate components from

different manufacturers. Table I of the AU' findings disclose that

only eight of the 23 firms whose output is included in the total market
manufacture and sell anesthesia machines; and anesthesia machine
sales represent only 22 percent of total inhalation anesthetic equipment
sales. The ALJ' s second point-complementarity in end use among the
products-does not establish that the products belong in the same
economic market. Automobiles need oil and gasoline to be operable, but
no one would surely contend that automobiles , oil, and gasoline are all in
the same product market.

On appeal complaint counsel seek to bolster the AU' s finding on the
ground that inhalation anesthetic equipment is a jjcluster" market
within the meaning of U.s. v. Philadelphia National Bank 374 U.

321 , 356- 7 (1963); G. Spalding Bros. , Inc. 56 F. C. 1125 (1960),
affd 301 2d 585 (3d Cir. 1962) and U.s. v. Bethlehem Steel Corp. 168
F. Supp. 576 (S. Y. 1958). But as we pointed out in Sterling Drug,
Inc. 80 F. C. 477, 595 n. I9 (1972) in "those cases it was established or
undisputed that resource flexibilty existed or that the product
groupings were sold as a full line by most firms." See also S. 

Grinnell Corp. 384 U.S. 563, 572 (1966). It is not asserted by complaint
counsel that there is ease of production flexibility such that any
manufacturer of one item within the product grouping can readily
manufacture any of the other items from existing facilties."1 And
unlike the "industrial gases , which we found to constitute a single line
of commerce, there is no evidence that manufacturers offer a full or
nearly full line of such products. Only 4 of the 23 companies in the
asserted inhalation anesthetic equipment market produce as many as
half of the items making up the asserted market and none of the
companies make all of them. Even among the four companies having
the greatest volume of overall sales, two made less than half of the
items. Although some manufacturers apparently serve as primary
suppliers of certain equipment to other firms which resell them as par

It appears that the proucts can be ouped into types of production proI'S""s; prouction of rub her
goods, production of plastic go(KI and produetion of metal ROods by machine shOf tools and foundry castinJls. DOC'
contention that there is nOCTol!s-elasticity of production facilities across thesc categories is nntchaUenged by complaint
counsel.
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of a broader line of inhalation equipment, the record does not show the
extent this occurs and complaint counsel's market is limited to sales at
the manufacturing and import level. Also unlike the record with respect
to the industrial gases industry, there is no evidence that the
manufacture of "inhalation anesthetic equipment" is viewed as a
distinct industry. On the basis of this record, we cannot agree that the
manufacture of all inhalation anesthetic equipment constitutes a single
economic market.

The ALJ based his decision on the existence of such an overall
market and apparently did not deem it necessary to consider whether
competition was substantially lessened in submarkets of the asserted
overall market, although this was pleaded in the complaint. Sales data
on a product-by-product basis were placed in the record and we have
calculated the following market shares of BOC and Airco in the three
product lines in which both competed to a significant degree, measured
in terms of dollar sales at the manufacturing level in 1972.

Sales 

($)

Market Share

Anesthesia Machines
All 5,229 &'1 100%
AireD 413 231 46%
HOC 822 16%

Anesthesia Vaporizers

All 109 951 100%
Airco 273 712 25%
HOC 579 495 52%

Anesthesia Face Masks
All 170 623 100%
Airco 035 901 88%
HOC 275

Although BOC maintains that the market share data with regard to
inhalation equipment are incomplete, we are satisfied that they are a
sufficiently reliable basis for measuring concentration and market
shares with regard to the above product lines. For instance, in its own
analysis of the anesthesia machine market BOC placed Airco as
dominating sales "with approximately 55-60% of the market" (CX
169B). Testimony by knowledgeable industry witnesses indicated that
at least 90 percent of industry sales were accounted for by the 23 firms
listed by complaint counsel as selling inhalation anesthetic equipment.
Recognizing that "the development of precise market data could be
prohibitively expensive and burdensome to obtain' in industries

" $,'16,275 is the figure listed in the initial decision. However it umlerntatcs the degree of aetua! competition
between BOC and AireD since Harrs Lake (SOC) reported sales of race ma8ks of $76 942 in 1972 althoul!h they were
manufactured for them by another firm
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characterized by a central core of firms surrounded by a fringe of much
smaller competitors " the Commission has accepted the Supreme
Court' s teaching in Brown Shoe that "precision in detail is less
important than the accuracy of the broad picture. Avnet 82 F. C. 391
465, affd 5Il F.2d 70 (7th Cir. 1975); Papercrafi Corp. 78 F. C. 1852

1405-06 (1971), affd 472 F.2d 927 (7th Cir. 1973); see Brown Shoe Co.
370 U.S. 294, 342 n.69 (1962). We find that the above tabulations

reflect the approximate size of these product markets.
Clearly in these three product lines the challenged acquisition has

substantially lessened competition. In addition to being the two largest
manufacturers of anesthesia maehines, BOC and Airco are number one
and number two, respectively, in the manufacture and sale of
anesthesia vaporizers. Although BOC challenges the AU' s findings
that entry barriers in inhalation anesthetic equipment are high, when
such substantial market shares are held by participants in a horizontal
merger, lack of high entry barers is not a defense in any event.
Absence of substantial entry barriers does not itself ensure that lost
competition wil be restored. Ekco Product Co. 65 F. C. Il63, 1208-
(1964), affd 347 F.2d 745 (7th Cir. 1965); American Brake Shoe Co., 78

C. 610, 684-85 (1968), affd 420 F.2d 928 (6th Cir.). See also Brodley,
Oligopoly Power Under the Sherman and Clayton Acts" 19 Stan. L.
Rev. 285, 349 (1967). Furthermore the record amply supports the ALJ'
findings that significant entry barrers exist.

II. INHALATION THERAPY EQUIPMENT

The complaint also alleges that competition may be substantially
foreclosed in the manufacture or sale of "inhalation therapy equip-
ment" or submarkets thereof. Inhalation therapy equipment is defined
by complaint counsel as equipment used to aid patients to breathe

rather than to anesthetize them.
As in the case on inhalation anesthetic equipment, the alleged

product market consists of a wide variety of equipment which are
mostly non substitutable and are generally made by different pro-
duction methods. '3 Production of the various equipment is fragmented

among many different companies. The initial decision lists some 30
firms in the field and one witness stated that his company had
identified some 59 companies making one or more pieces of such

:I, The ALJ found the following items as comprising the inhalation therapy equipment market: (1) ventilators

(aometimes caned respirators) which forc.. air or oxygen il1to the patient! lungs; (2) humidifiers and nebuliurn, which
humidify Ow air or oxygen; (3) resuscitators (emergency devices); (4) delivery tubing; (5) face maBks; (6) now mders;
(7) naaopharyngeal catheterll IInd clll1l1ulae; (8) orapharyf1geaJ airwa ya;(9) drain and condensation hottles; (10Jadapt.rn
and fittiTlgs; (lJ)yokes , handscrewsIIl1d valvell; (12) respirometers; (13) bacteria mters; (J4) tracheotomy tubes;Cl5)
incubators used to contrnl or assist in breathing; (16) oxygen !.nw; (17) IPPB (intermittent pusitive pressure brcathinJ:
devices).
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equipment. The majority of firms have sales under $1 milion. None of
the companies manufactures all items of inhalation therapy equipment.
Among the four firms having the greatest aggregate sales, only two
manufacture as many as half the items. Although Airco manufactures
10 out of the 16 types of equipment comprising the market, the BOC
firms manufactured at most only two types. As in the case of inhalation
anesthetic equipment there is a failure to demonstrate that the leading
firms manufacture a full or nearly full line of inhalation equipment."
Accordingly, we conclude that it has not been established that the

manufacture of inhalation therapy equipment constitutes a single
overall market."

Turning to the individual product lines comprising inhalation therapy
equipment. there is no evidence of any significant competition between
Airco and BOC. BOC's sales in this field were virtually limited to
respirometers and Airco did not manufacture this item. As to the
possibility that potential competition may have been eliminated or
lessened, complaint counsel stated during the hearing that they were
basing their case in inhalation therapy equipment solely on the
foreclosure of "actual" competition between the firms, not on any
charge that BOC's importance to the market was due to future entry on
a much grander scale. Respondent' s counsel clearly relied on complaint
counsel's statement and refrained from eliciting testimony relating to
any issue of potential entry.

Accordingly, the allegation that both actual and potential competition
in inhalation therapy equipment or submarkets thereof have been
substantially diminished as a result of the BOC acquisition of Airco
stock must be dismissed.

IV. AIRCO

Although Airco did not enter into an agreement to sell its assets to
BOC (compare Dean Foods Co. 70 F. C. 1146, 1292 (1966)), by certain
actions and agreements detailed above supra p. 4 (p. 1342-43 hereinJ.

Airco s board of directors faciltated BOC's acquisition of Airco stock.
Thus Airco s board, in exchange for Airco s representation on BOC'
board of directors, consented to BOC's tender offer for Airco shares

.. Th..refore the /lo-called "duRter markeC cases cited by complaint counsel are unavailing. In Philadelphia
Nalimw./ Bank 1(pTU there wa no dispute that commercia! banks offered the variou!I services that make up
commercial bankil1g." In Relhlehe..! Sleel HUpro the major producers , including the two merging firms, produced the

chlster or iro" and steel proucts accepted all an alternative market in that cas,,- In Spalding, 1mpm, the leading firms
including the two merging firms, sold athletic equipment as a fun line to retail riistnhutor.. See also U.s. Grinnell

IJ- :i8 U.S. al ,,72 n. , where the Courl in holding that a "duster of services" market had been demQnstrateddted
the faclthat 24 outofthe:i8 fiMT80ffercd a ful! !ine of the four lypes 0 fCf'ntralserviceslationproteetionservices and

nearly a1! the rcmaining fiMT8 offered three out of four of the services
"" Even if such a market definitiun Were accepled , we would probably have diffculty u.pholding a violation in thal

line of The BUC firms , however, accounted for about one-half of one percent of sales
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and advised Airco s shareholders of their consent and that a closer

association of Airco and BOC would be beneficial to Airco. These
actions technically constituted violations of the Federal Trade Commis-
sion Act since they were intended to, and did, facilitate an acquisition of
stock that violated Section 7 of the Clayton Act. Were it not for the fact
that Airco should be subject to certain provisions of the order to
restore Airco s independence from BOC control, it would probably not
be necessary to retain Airco as a respondent in this proceeding.
Nevertheless the joinder appears desirable for purposes of assuring
that certain preacquisition agreements between Airco and BOC are
rescinded '. and we shall not disturb the AU' s findings that Airco
violated the Federal Trade Commission Act with respect to the
acquisition.

v. RELIEF

The ALJ ordered BOC to divest its stock in Airco within one year. In
addition he required BOC to assign its stock to a voting trustee who
would vote the Airco stock pending divestiture. This latter provision
which was not sought by complaint counsel, is not necessary in our
estimation unless future events dictate the need for such trusteeship to
accomplish divestiture. Cf. S. v. Kennecott Copper Corp. 249 F. Supp.
154, 165 (S. Y. 1965). Accordingly, it will be deleted. We do not
agree with BOC that the one-year period for divestiture is too short.

The ALJ's order also prohibits BOC from acquiring, directly or
indirectly, during the next 10 years, the business of any firm engaged in
the business of industrial gases without approval of the Federal Trade
Commission. Since requirement of advance Commission approval of

acquisitions in this field might make it diffcult for BOC to compete for
the acquisition of a toehold firm as a basis for future entry should an
occasion arise where the owner is attempting to sell his company
quickly, we shall permit the acquisition of a firm seUing less than $25

milion a year in industrial gases without the requirement of obtaining
Commission approval."' We wil , however, require BOC to obtain
Commission approval before acquiring any company engaged in the
manufacture or sale of anesthesia machines, anesthesia vaporizers, or
anesthesia face masks since BOC is already engaged in those lines of
commerce in the United States.

The ALJ' s order also appropriately requires BOC and Airco to cease
any representation on each other s respective boards of directors. In

'" Hlld AireD not been joined II .respondent in lhis proceeding, a finding of violation of Setion 7 and an onler of
divestiture against BOC might nevertheless sUperc and render unenfo ah!e these agreement. between Aireo and
HOC. However, we need f\IIt read1this question-

" Based un 1972 Census data, shipments tou.!ing $25 milion would repreElnt approximately 4 percent of the
I1l\ionalmarket.
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addition the order requires Airco to cease and desist from taking any
steps to implement any provision of the agreements between Airco and
BOC of July 25 1973 , and of Dec. 10, 1973. We think the latter provision
is unnecessarily broad in one respect. Airco s "right of first refusal"
allows Airco to purchase or designate a purchaser for such shares in

whole for cash in an amount equivalent in value to the consideration for
whieh BOC proposes to sell such shares to a transferee (CX 108 B). If
the Airco corporation itself should purchase back the acquired stock
the ownership of Airco would be in approximately the same status as
prior to the BOC takeover. On the other hand, if Airco should seek to
designate a purchaser, there should be no objection provided sale to the
designee does not raise antitrust problems. No reasons have been
presented by complaint counsel as to why Airco should not have an
opportunity to exercise this right subject to Commission approval of
the designee.

As to a second point raised by Airco-the desirabilty of retaining
the provision contained in the July 25 agreement that restricts BOC
from disseminating certain confidential Airco business information-
complaint counsel has offered no objection to this suggested change and
we cannot perceive any. Accordingly the order will be modified in this
respect also.

An appropriate order accompanies this opinion.

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS , CONCLUSIONS AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission issued its complaint in this matter on
Feb. 26, 1974, charging that respondents, The British Oxygen Company
Limited, BOC Financial Corporation, BOC Holdings Limited, and
British Oxygen Investments Limited had violated Section 7 of the
amended Clayton Act (15 D. C. !j18) in acquiring 4 milion shares of
the stock of Airco, Incorporated and furher charging these respon-

dents and Airco, Incorporated with violation of Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act (15 D. C. !j45). Testimony and other evidence
in support of and in opposition to the allegations of the complaint were
received in evidentiary hearings and in an initial decision of Oct. 18
1974, the administrative law judge concluded that the principal charges
were supported by the evidence and entered an order that would

require divestiture of the acquired firm and other relief.
The Commission, having considered the appeal filed by the respon-

dents and the entire record , and having determined that the law judge
findings of fact and conclusions, as modified herein and as supplement-
ed by the attached Commission opinion, should be adopted as the
findings and conclusions of the Commission, now makes its findings as
to the facts, its conclusions drawn therefrom and its order.
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1. through 35. With the exception of Finding 18, the Commission
adopts the Preliminary Statement and Findings I through 36 of the
initial decision.

36. Finding of Fact 36 of the initial decision is revised to read:
The Bureau of the Census classifies the production and marketing of

industrial gases as a separate and distinct industry under Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) 2813 (CX 296A- , CX 312A-K). The
United States industrial gases industry has been defined by Census
from at least 1945 through the present as those establishments
primarily engaged in manufacturing gases for sale in compressed

liquid and solid forms (CX 340A- , CX 336A- , CX 338A-B; CX 339A-
, CX 296A). The gases classified by Census as industrial gases are

acetylene, carbon dioxide , argon, helium, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen
nitrous oxide, other elemental gases, and compressed and liquified
gases (CX 299D, CX 300A- , CX 312C-D). The same group of gases
have been classified as industrial gases by Census since at least 1954
(CX 337A-C).

37. through 52. The Commission adopts Findings 37 through 52 of
the initial decision.

53. Finding of Fact 53 of the initial decision is revised to read:
There is no price data in the record as such. BOC respondents

contend that price competition in the industry is extremely rigorous
and reference is made to testimony of industry executives (Dempster
556; Baker 436-37; Flamm 305). This testimony is , however, somewhat
equivocaL Mr. Flamm of Linde stated that between Linde, Air
Products and Airco- "they argue their service is equal, I would say a
fair amount of vigorous price competition" (Flamm 305). Further, this
testimony, which is of the most general nature, must be viewed in
perspective with the supply-demand situation existing during the past
2 years, and testimony that prices have firmed, marginal pricing has
disappeared and ful1 pricing has become the standard. Respondents
also rely upon the observations in the Perham-Greenfield (BOC) report
on the United States industrial gases market as of 1969-1970 (BOC RX
62). The report also covers the period 1969-early 1970. The supply-

demand situation and industry pricing practices changed substantial1y
from early 1970 to the end of 1973 when the chal1enged acquisition
occurred (Findings of Fact 50-52).

54. Finding of Fact 54 of the initial decision is revised to read:
BOC respondents placed several charts in evidence which demon-

strate that average unit value of major industrial gases has declined in

recent years (BOC RX 246; BOC PF 123). Conclusions regarding prices
have been drawn from data compiled by the Bureau of the Census on
the total value and quantity of shipments of the various gases , f.
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plant, with the unit value (i. the ratio of total value of shipments to
total quantity of shipments) used as an approximation of price.
Declining unit value has little significance in estab1ishing that the
marketplace is highly competitive. The basic pattern in the industry has
been an increase in volume purchased by individual customers and a
trend toward pipeline delivery. Thus, the increasing use of tonnage
oxygen with low delivery costs has had an averaging-down effect on
the unit value of shipments. Economies of scale in production and

delivery has also effected lower unit costs (Baker 2745-46).

55. through 65. The Commission adopts Findings 55 through 65 of
the initial decision with the exception that the reference to "BOC RX
254" in the second sentence of Finding 58 should read: Id. Figures 20

and 21."
66. The Commission adopts Finding 66 of the initial decision except

for the first two sentences thereof.
67. through 80. The Commission adopts Findings 67 through 80 of

the initial decision.
81. Finding 81 of the initial decision is revised to read:
Industry witnesses testified that their pricing and marketing

decisions had not been affected by the perceived potential entry of
BOC (Flamm 336-37; Dempster 567-68; Kimmerling 881-82; Baker 446).

82. through 91. The Commission adopts Findings 82 through 91 of
the initial decision, striking the word "Bangladesh" in Finding 85 and
changing " 19 countries" in Finding 89 to read "17 countries.

92. Finding 92 of the initial decision is revised to read:
In October 1969, Dr. Muller was told by the chairman of BOC to

terminate all activities other than searching for opportunities for BOC
in the U.S. industrial gases field (CX 42, CX 248A-B). In December
1969, the chairman of BOC informed Dr. Muller that BOC should be
represented in the United States; the only questions were what, how
when and where (CX 47 A).

93. and 94. The Commission adopts Findings 93 and 94 of the initial
decision, revising the last sentence of Finding 94 to read:

Throughout Dr. Muller s association with BOC , BOC continually
stressed its interest in entering the U.S. industrial gases market (CX

, 47A; Muller 668).
95. The Commission adopts Finding 95 of the initial decision

revising the first sentence to read:
By 1969, BOC had made a definite decision to investigate possible

entry into a number of U.S. markets, with first priority to be given to
the U.S. industrial gases market (CX 40A, CX 246).

96. inding 96 of the initial decision is revised to read:
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(Delete subtitle J

In November 1969, Mr. Johnson of Loeb, Rhodes and Company, an
investment banking firm , was told by BOC executives that BOC was
interested in making an acquisition of some consequence in the United
States in the industrial gases line of business.

Mr. Johnson indicated that he had earlier relations with Chemetron
that involved negotiations for the acquisition of Chemetron by another
company. BOC executives expressed an interest in pursuing possible
acquisition of Chemetron. In January 1970, a meeting was arranged
between BOC and Chemetron offcials. Chemetron s management
made it clear that they were interested in permittng BOC to acquire
only a minority interest, enough to protect against a takeover by other
companies. The BOC representative in turn indicated that he doubted
that his board of directors would be interested in anything less than a
majority interest. BOC later informed Johnson that it was not
interested in pursuing the matter further (CX 223, 224, 225; Tr. 832-35).

97. Finding 97 of the initial decision is adopted, deleting the
subtitle.

98. Finding 98 of the initial decision is revised to read:

(Delete subtitle J

BOC considered Burdett Oxygen Company of Cleveland (Burdett-
Cleveland) a possible acquisition candidate in 1969 (CX 40A). In 1969
BOC told Burdett-Cleveland that it might be interested if the company
ever wished to dispose of its operations (CX 216). Mr. Perham and Mr.
Greenfield of BOC visited Burdett-Cleveland during BOC's 1970 study
of the U.S. industrial gases market. Although the authors of the report
considered the company to have management problems and to be in
financial trouble, they expressed the view that "possibly their strategy
in obtaining three tonnage supply schemes could be made to work if the
business ever is available at a realistic price 

* * * 

We recommend we
watch and wait with only a minor possibilty it could be of interest to

" (CX 232 D- , in camera).
99. Finding 99 of the initial decision is revised to read:
Early in 1970, an investment banker told BOC that 50 percent of the

stock of Burdett-Cleveland could be purchased for $4-5 milion. In April
1970, BOC informed the banker that there was a possibility that BOC
could be interested in a majority position in Burdett-Cleveland (CX
233A, CX 234). Mter BOC was told it was then impossible to obtain
control, BOC told the banker that if the situation changed it should be
alerted as it might stil be interested (CX 243). In September-October
1970, BOC told Burdett-Cleveland and its bankers that it was
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interested in buying Burdett's Niagara Falls, N. , industrial gases

plant for its Canadian operation across the border. However nothing
came of the matter (CX 244A, CX 245).

100. 102. The Commission adopts Finding 100 of the initial decision
but vacates Findings lOI and 102.

103. I11. The Commission adopts Findings 103 through 111 of the
initial decision, but deletes the sentence in Finding 110: "The Brazilian
market has a growth rate comparable to the U.S. market.
112. The Commission adopts Finding I12 of the initial decision

revising the last sentence to read: "At the time BOC acquired Airco
stock, there were a number of small regional U.S. industrial gases
producers, some of which presumably were available for acquisition
(see

g. 

Tr. 736, 788 , 876, 393, 2734- , 2750, 2781 , 260).
113. 121. The Commission adopts Findings 113 through 121 of the

initial decision, deleting the first sentence of Finding 121.
122. The Commission adopts Finding 122 of the initial decision but

substituting the following for the first two sentences thereof: "The Z-
79 Committee of the American National Institute consists of the
leading manufacturers of IAE , representatives of the medical profes-
sional societies in the United States and representatives of the Federal
Government (Hedley-Whyte 1212-13).

123. 127. The Commission adopts Findings 123 and 124 of the initial
decision, deleting the first sentence of Finding 124. Findings 125-127
are vacated.

128. 140. Findings 128 through 138 and Finding 140 of the initial
decision are adopted except for characterizations of sales of IAE as
constituting a single market. Finding 139 is vacated.

141.-149. Findings 141 through 149 of the initial decision are
adopted , except for Finding 143 which is vacated.

Tables I and II in camero of the initial decision are adopted by the
Commission.

150. 153. Findings 150 through 153 of the initial decision are
vacated and the following findings are entered in lieu thereof:

Prior to the acquisition of Airco, BOC competed with Airco in the
manufacture or sale of anesthesia machines, anesthesia vaporizers and
anesthesia face masks. (CX 135-141 , 146, 147; 150; Physical Exhibit A
Table I in camero). The manufacture and sale of anesthesia machines
anesthesia vaporizers, and anesthesia face masks is in each of these
product lines a line of commerce for purposes of Section 7 of the
Clayton Act. BOC's stock acquisition has substantially lessened
competition in these lines of commerce.

154. 174. The Commission adopts Findings 154 through 174 of the
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initial decision except to the extent they characterize sales of ITE as
constituting a single market.

175.- 182. Findings 175 through 182 of the initial decision are
vacated.

The following Conclusions of the initial decision are adopted except
as indicated:

Conclusion IA
Conclusion IB
Conclusion IC, except for the last sentence of the first paragraph.

Conclusion ID
Conclusion IE
Conclusion IF (entitled "BOC Exerted Beneficial Influence etc.

, * '" at pp. 93-96 (pp. 1320-1321 , herein)) is vacated.
Conclusion IG (entitled "The Acquisition of Airco etc. ' * *" at pp. 96-

102 (pp. 1322-1327 herein)) is adopted, except that in the first
paragraph on p. 100 (p. 1325 herein) " 17 different countries" is
substituted for "19 different countries" and the final sentence is
deleted. Further, the third sentence in the second paragraph on p. 101

(p. 1326, herein) is deleted and "See Finding 112" is substituted
therefor.

Conclusion IH is vacated.
Conclusion II is adopted.
Conclusion IIA is vacated.
Conclusion lIB is adopted.
Conclusion II C is vacated.
Conclusion III is vacated and the following is entered therefor:

There is insufficient evidence that competition has been lessened in the
sale of inhalation therapy equipment as the result of the acquisition.

Conclusion IV is adopted to the extent it is not inconsistent with the
final order and opinion of the Commission.

Conclusions of Law at pp. 114-116 (pp. 1336-1337 herein) are adopted
to the extent they are not inconsistent with the findings and opinion of

the Commission.
The following final order is hereby entered:

FINAL ORDER

For the purpose of this order

, "

BOC" shall include all subsidiar 
related corporations and all successor corporations of The British
Oxygen Company Limited; BOC Financial Corporation; BOC Holding.
Limited; and British Oxygen Investments Limited; and "Aico" shal
include all subsidiary or related corporations and all success",
corporations of Airco, Inc.
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and any concern engaged in any or all of the aforesaid businesses
pursuant to which BOC obtains the mwket share of any such concern
(a) through such concern discontinuing its participation in the

industries mentioned in this paragraph, or any segment thereof, under
its own trade name or labels and thereafter manufacturing or
distributing any of said products \lnder the BOC trade name, or (b) by
reasons of such concern discontinuing its participation in the industries
mentioned in this paragraph, or any segment thereof, and thereafer
transferrng to BOC its customer lists, or in any other way making
available to BOC access to its customers Or its customer accounts.

It is further ordered That BOC notify the Federal Trade Commission
at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
structure such as dissolution, assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation the creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries or any change in the corporation which may affect
compliance obligations arising out of the order.

It is further ordered That BOC cease any and all representation On
the board of directors of Airco, and cease and desist from taking any
steps to nominate, seat, or admit any representatives of Airco to the
board of directors of BOC.

It is further ordered That BOC shaH within sixty (60) days from the
date this order becomes final, and every sixty (60) days thereafter unti
BOC has fully complied with the provisions of this order, submit in
writing to the Federal Trade Commission a verified report setting
forth in detail the manner and form in which BOC intends to comply or
has complied with this order. All compliance reports shall include
among other things that are from time to time required, a summar of
contacts or negotiations with anyone for the specified stock, assets
properties, rights, and privileges, tangible or intangible, the identity of
all such persons, and copies of all written communications to and from
such persons.

VI!

It is further ordered That Airco cease and desist from takng any
steps toward achieving union of interest between Airco and BOC
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including but not limited to merger, acquisition, consolidation or joint
venture in any market referenced herein.

VII

It is .frther ordered That Airco cease and desist from taking any
steps to implement any provision of the agreements between Airco and
BOC of July 25 1973 , and of Dec. 10, 1973. The foregoing provision shall
not apply (1) to Airco s right of first refusal as set forth in paragraph 4
of the Dec. 10, 1973 agrement, subject, however, to Commission final
approval of the exercise of that right; (2) to the restrictions on
dissemination of information contained in the July 25, 1973 agreement.

It is .frther ordered That Airco cease any and all representation on
the board of directors of BOC, and cease and desist from taking any
steps to nominate, seat, or admit any representative of BOC to the
board of directors of Airco.

It is .frther ordered That Airco shall within sixty (60) days from the
date this order becomes final, submit in wrting to the Federal Trade
Commission a verified report setting forth in detail the manner and
form in which Airco has complied with this order.

IN THE MATTER OF

MICHAEL MILEAIPETER SINCLAIR, LTD., ET AL.

CONSENT ORDER, ETC., IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION, TEXTILE FIBER PRODUCTS

IDENTIFICATION AND WOOL PRODUCTS LABELING ACTS

Docket C-2764. Complaint, Dee, 1975-Decision, Dec. , 1975

Consent order requiring aNew York City importer of wearing apparel, among other
things to cease mislabeling the fiber content of wool and textile proucts;
failing to disclose on labels manufacturer identification; falsely invoicing textie
fiber products; and furnishing false guaranties.

Appearances

For the Commission: Charles Peterson.
For the respondents: Pro Be.


